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In Our 93rd Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, June 28, 1972

President Directs That Only
Volunteers Be Sent To Vietnam
summer months was half the ler said he regarded that tann
level of the May-June rate of as "somewhat of a misnomer."
However, he said the United
10,000.
Press secretary Ronald L. States "shall keep the minZiegler, who made Nixon's an- imum needed to achieve our
nouncement, said the President objectives," and that, in any
also ordered that no draftees case, some American forces
will be sent South Vietnam un- would remain until war prisonless they volunteer for service ers and those missing in action
have been returned or accountthere.
However, Ziegler said, if they ed for,
He said that in addition to
are already in the war zone or
under orders to go there, they troops in South Vietnam, some
40,000 men are aboard ships
will stay or be sent.
He estimated there are some offshore and approximately 45,4,000 draftees in the Army in 000 others are stationed elsewhere in Southeast Asia.
South Vietnam.
These figures have increased
The press spokesman said the
Sept. 1 troop target level of 39,- by about 25,000, he reported,
000 would represent a 93 per ,since Hanoi's current offensive
cent reduction from the author- began last Easter weekend.
Zielger, while declining to
Mrs. Raymond(Euda)Lewis, ized ceiling of 549,500 in effect
direct
1003 Olive Street, Murray, when Nixon took office in 1969. predict that Nixon would
future,
further
troop
in
the
cuts
Asked
if
the
39,000
would
repniffered broken bones, cuts,
have
and bruises in the car and bus resent a "residual force," Zieg- told reporters, "We will
another announcement on this
2ollision which occurred on
subject before Sept. 1."
Monday at 4:08 p.m, at the
intersection of North 5th and
Olive Streets.
Workshop Open To
The Murray woman suffered
a broken collar bone, broken
All Interested Persons
pelvis, broken rib, and cuts and
The "Floricultuve" workshop
bruises, according to family
at Murray State "University is
be
members. She will
open to all persons rather than
hospitalized at the Murrayjust senior citizens as reported
Calloway County Hospital for
in Tuesday's Ledger Se Times.
about two months.
The Murray Division of the
Persons, age 65 and older will
Mrs. Lewis' husband passed Tappan Company has purbe allowed to attend the
away on Tuesday, June 20, at chased the building on East
sessions, in the Applied Science
the Veterans Administration Main Street from the Murray
and Technology Building, free
Hospital, Louisville, after an Wholesale Grocery Company,
of charge. All other persons
extended illness. Her younger Inc., according to an anmust pay a $39 fee for the
daughter, Mrs. Winona McRoy nouncement made by E.J.
course.
of St. Louis, Mo., was still in Haverstock, general manager
Dr. Roger Macha, member of
Murray with her mother when of the Tappan Plant in Murray.
the Agriculture Department.,
the accident occurred, but
Approximately 45,000 square will conduct the workshop.
another daughter, Mrs. Patricia feet are in the building which
Allbritten had already returned was erected in 1952 by the
to her home in San Jose, Calif. Wholesale Grocery company.
Another
daughter, Mrs. The building is located adjacent
Jacqueline Rushing, manager to the Tappan plant.
of C.ato's in Murray, resides
The building was used by the
here. Her son, Gary Lewis, grocery company until the
resides in Santa Clara, business closed operations here
California.
about two years ago. The
A report of the accident was grocery firm had operated in
A childrens heart clinic was
published in the Tuesday issue the building on Maple Street,
of the Ledger & Times.
now the Woodmen of the World held last Thursday and Friday
Hall, until its move to the new at the Calloway County Health
building. The late Luther Department for heart patients
Robertson of Murray was the that were referred by their
president and manager of the family physicians. TwentyWholesale grocery firm which eight children attended this two
had been in operation in Murray day clinic and several imsince 1922 before closing two portant defects were substantiated
by the five
years ago.
The recently purchased examining physicians.
Dr. Karen Minhas, Director
building by the Tappan ComOne accident was in- pany is now being used for of Childrens Hospital in
vestigated at 11:25 p.m. storage by the Consolidated Louisville, conducted the clinic,
Tuesday by the Murray Police Novelty Company, Mayfield. along with Doctors Kabde, Ly,.
Department, according to
When the lease of Con- Mir, and Singh, from the
department records.
solidated expires,
Mr.. Louisville School of Medicine.
Cars involved were a 1967 Haverstock said that the Dr. Clegg Austin and Dr. J.
two-door hardtop, driven by building would be integrated, Russell Ross,from the HoustonCharles Keith Lyles, Green into the operations of Tappan. McDevitt clinic also assisted in
Acres Trailer Park, and a 1970 This building has a railroad examining. Other volunteers
two-door hardtop, driven by siding.
assisting were Mrs. Shirley
Gary Warren Page, 1402
Spratt from the Murray
Poplar, according to police
University School of Nursing
William David West
reports.
and Mrs. Janet Kirk. The ladies
Investigating officers said the
of Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Lyles vehicle was traveling Enlists In Army
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority,
north on 18th and the Page
William David West, 17,son of directed by Mrs. Martha Ails
vehicle was backing out of a Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee West, served a mid-morning snack
driveway when the accident of Route 7, enlisted in the U.S. and lunch to all patients, peroccurred.
Army on June 20, according to sonnel, and physicians. Ryan
Damage to the Lyles car was Sergeant Jerry Work, local Milk Company suppled the
to the front end, and damage to Army Representative in drinks of chocolate milk and
the Page car was to the rear Mayfield.
lemonade.
end,according to police reports.
This clinic was sponsored by
West, 1972 graduate of
No injuries were reported.
Heart
Calloway County High School, the
Kentucky
Citations issued Tuesday by enlisted for the famous Association, directed by
the police department included "Screaming Eagles," ,101st Charles Ross, Field Director of
one for D.W.I. and no operator's Airborne Division ( Airmobile), the Western Division, Calloway
license, one for public drunk which is located at Fort County Health Department, and
and one for reckless driving.
the State Department of Health.
Campbell,, Ky.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon announced today
plans for a two-month withTalking with Judge James M. drawal of
10,000 U.S. troops
Lassiter yesterday and he says from
South Vietnam and dihe hopes to have a judgment on rected
that only draftees who
the annexation suit this week
volunteer be sent there in the
some time. He is currently in future.
court in Marshall County which
Nixon's action would reduce
limits his time to some extent to
work on things of this type. the authorized troop level to
However, he calls this morning 39,000 by Sept. 1.
The average monthly withto say it is all ready.
drawal rate of 5,000 for the
The storm last night woke us
up for about two minutes. If our
outbuilding stayed up during
that wind it should be able to
take most anything.
Other night wife fixed a round
steak, gravy, cabbage and hot
cornbread with some fresh
tomatoes topped with cottage
cheese. We started in on that
cornbread an gravy and just
didn't know when to quit.
McGovern's plan to give
every man, woman and child
$1,000 a year would nearly
double the Federal budge at a
cost of over $210 billion annually. This is a fifth of a trillion
dollars. it is estimated that
really poor people would
receive about $10 billion of it
while the rest would to to people
with incomes from $5,000 to
$15,000 annually.
It is rumored also that if
McGovern is the nominee,
Lyndon Johnson will campaign
for Nixon's re-election, as well
as John Connally.
"If men were angels, no
government
would
be
necessary. If angels were to
govern men, neither external
acw WieLaat...Sql4fAA 611
government
wôtiT
necessary. In framing a
government which is to be
administered by men over men,
the great difficulty lies in this:
You must first enable the
government to control the
governed; and in the next place
oblige it to control itself"...The
Federalist No. 51 written by
Alexander Hamilton or James
Madison.
Back to the annexation suit.
This is the first time in our
memory anyway, that an annexation has been contested
here. This is the reason that we
ran the full text of Judge
Lassiter's judgment. We felt
that everyone would be interested in his judgment and
just why he handed down the
judgment in favor of the city.
Several years ago Senator
Barry Goldwater uged that the
polls over the nation be open a
uniform 24 hours throughout the
United States, opening andclosing at the same instant,
coast to coast. He figured
people who work irregufar
hours and at night
would
benefit.

Family Picnic Will
Be At Oaks Club
A family picnic will be held at
the Oaks Country Club on
Tuesday, July 4, at 6;30 p.m.
Persons may sign at the Pro
Shop or call Saundra Edwards
489-2643. The deadline for
reservations is Saturday, July
I. The cost will be $1.50 for
adults and $1.00 for children.
Each family is asked to bring
1' a dessert for the picnic, Mrs.
Edwards said.
FREE KITTENS
Kittens, three black, one
gray,and one calico, nine weeks
old, are free to persons for pets.
For information call 752-7664.

The Weather
Mostly cloudy and warm with
a chance of thundershowers
tonight, low in upper 60s.
Thursday variable cloudiness
with thundershowers diminishing, high in mid to upper
80s. Friday partly cloudy and
less humid with seasonable
temperatures.
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Judge Rules In Favor Of
City In Annexation Suit

Mrs. Raymond Lewis
Sustains Broken
Bones In Accident

Tappan Buys
Building On
Main Street

‘).

4

Heart Clinic
For Children
Held Last Week

City Police
I nvestigate
One Accident

•
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CLEANING UP—As the flood waters recede,the major task of cleaning up the debris lies ahead.
This man sitting on a roof that floated off Its building, surveys his year In Corning, N.Y. Flood water
destroyed buildings and carried debris through many communities along the Chemung River.
(AP Wirephoto)

A DRAIN STOPPER—A drain pipe saved this small sportscar and Its two occupants from plunging
1.000 feet down a steep ravine in Santa Barbara,Calif. The car teetered to P precarious balance on the
pipe, while the driver, Blaine Smith, 18, and his passenger, John Eberly, 20, got out of the car—very
carefully.Pleither was injured. Smith said the car slid out of control when he drove over gravel.
(AP WIrephoto

Social Socuriq Pays $470,900 RECC Se4
Per Month To Countiltesillents

Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter this morning handed
down a judgment in favor of the
City of Murray in an annexation
suit which was brought against
the city by Howard Brandon
and others who were opposed to
the annexation of an area of
land south of the city and
running along U.S. 641 ,South.
The suit was heard yesterday
by Judge Lassiter with Attorney
Wells Overbey representing the
City of Murray and Attorney
William Scent of Paducah
representing Mr. Brandon and
other residents of the area who
were opposed to the annexation.
Those opposed alleged that no
benefits would be obtained by
being brought into the city.
Those in favor of annexation
testified that residents would
receive city police and fire
protection, lower insurance
rates, city utilities and other
benefits.
Judge Lassiter took the
matter under advisement
yesterday afternoon and today
handed down the judgment
which is being reprinted in full
for the benefit of Ledger and
Times readers.
Findings of Fact
Conclusions of Law
and Judgment
The plaintiffs in this action,
either reside or own property in
a presently unincorporated
territory contiguous to the south
limits of the City of Murray
which is proposed, by ordinance
duly enacted by the Common
Council, to be annexed to the
city. The plaintiffs oppose the
proposed annexation and have
filed this protesting or
remonstrance suit against the
city as provided by Kentucky
Revised Statutes 81.110.
Legal issues naving been
joined, the matter was heard
before the Court on June 26,
1972, at which time evidence for
the remonstrating plaintiffs and
the City of Murray was heard
and concluded.
Findings of Fact
Evidence presented at the
hearing shows that a total of

Annual Meet,
Fairgrounds Dr. Hal Houston

(Continued on Page Sixteen)

The Social Security Office in
Paducah has reported the
following
instatistical
formation regarding social
security benefits in Calloway
County.
A total of 4957 individuals are
receiving $470,900 per month. Of
the 4957 individuals receiving
benefits, 2445 are retired
workers, 302 are .disabled
workers, 1021 are the dependents of retired and disabled
workers, and 874 are survivors
of deceased workers. Ninetythree individuals receive a
special benefit for persons age
72 and over, and 722 are entitled
to Medicare benefits but not to
monthly payments.
The total monthly benefits are

Murray High Grads
Given Scholarships
Four 1972 graduates of
Murray High School have been
awarded 8150 Board of Regents
Scholarships to attend Murray
State University for the 1972-73
school year.
They are: Betty Jo Ward,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
406
James Halton Ward of
North 12th;
Vicki Diane
Lowery, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Dale Cothran of
1500 Parklane Drive; Ronald
Holmes Dunn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Holmes Dunn of 212
South 12th; and William Leon
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Leon Adams of 803 Sunny Lane
Drive.
Miss Ward plans to study
biology for a career in
medicine, and Miss Lowery will
major in accounting. Dunn will
emphasize business in a pre-law
curriculum, and Adams will
study computer science.

broken down as follows; retired
workers receive 2283,700,
disabled workers receive
$42,200, and the remaining
$145,000 is Paid to dependents
and survivors.
"In order for the Social
Security Administration to pay
these various benefits, certain
requirements must be met in
each case," a spokesman said.
-The reqUements for benefits
vary but may involve a combination of the following: age,
ability to work, history of work
covered by social security,
relationship to the worker,
marital status, and, even in
some cases, being a full time
student in an accredited
school."
If you have any questions
regarding your eligibility for
social security benefits, please
feel free to contact the social
security office in Paducah by
telephone, 443-7506,- the
spokesman said. -Call collect if
outside the toll free area."
MCCUISTON REUNION

The 1972 annual meeting of
members of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative will
be held on Saturday evening,
July 8, at the Calloway County
fairgrounds, near Murray,
beginning at 7 o'clock.
The traditional barbecue
lunch, which has been a feature
of the meeting since 1948, will
not be served this year. The.
board of directors voted this
action recently for the sake of
economy in an effort to cut costs
in times of spiraling economy.
be
Entertainment will
provided by the popular Smith
Brothers quartet of Benton, and
Jimmy Wilkins, Bowling Green,
a magician of some renown
who was well received at the
annual meeting several years
ago.
Jeffrey Howard, president of
the cooperative, will present his
annual report, and John Edd
Walker, general manager, will
outline efforts during the past
year to provide the
membership with better service, and
project plans for the coming
year.

Has Knee Surgery
Dr. Hal E. Houston, Murray
surgeon with the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., is now
recuperating at his home after
having undergone surgery for
the removal of cartilage from
his knee at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
The Murray doctor had
surgery on Monday, June 19,
and was dismissed on Sunday,
June 25. He is expected to be
back in his office at the clinic in
two or three weeks.

(

The Montie McCuiston family
will have a reunion on Sunday,
July 2. Lunch will be served at
the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord at one p.m.
followed by an afternoon
Directors whose terms have
gathering at the fourth pavilion
expired and who have been
at the Murray City Park.
Relatives and friends are in- nominated for re-election are:
Joe Ray, Graves County, John
vited to attend.
Collie, Marshall County, and
Hugh Gingles, Calloway
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
County.

4*

V.

FINDS MONEY—Peru, Ind.,
farmer Lowell Elliot, 61, find a
An outstanding anay of door mail pouch with the $500,000
James Huston, age 50, of
Murray Route Four was treated prizes will be awarded at the ransom money American
Airlines paid to a skyjacker last
for a laceration of the forehead conclusion of the meeting.
Friday
night. The money was
of
the
The
West
Kentucky
RECC,
at the emergency room
Murray-Calloway County founded in 1938, presently found in a bean field. Elliot first
more than 20,000 thought the bag was a grounHospital on Tuesday, according serves
was
members in the counties of dhog, but went for a closer look
to hospital officials. He
reported injured in an Graves, Carlisle, Marshall and "when it didn't move."
i AP Wirephoto
Calloway.
u ornobile accident.
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History

series is
unusual
THE PILGRIM FATHERS;
by Leonard W. Cowie; WITCHCRAFT; by Roger Hart; THE
THIRD REICH; by Michael
Berwick; HIROSHIMA; by
Marion Yass; all published by
G.P. Putnam's Sons; 128 pages
each; $4.95 each.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

WEDNESDAY—JUNE 28, 1972

Reviewed By
JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

The Lonely Road
We never like to say "we told you so", but this is
exactly what we are going to say after reading a
story in the Courier-Journal by Bill Powell on the
Purchase Parkway.
It seems that this "lonesome road" is in trouble
with only 3500 cars a day using it. As Powell says,
this is merely a trickle for a modern day four lane
highway.
We urged at the time that the Purchase Parkway
was being considered that it go from Fulton, through
Murray, through the Land Betwwen the Lakes to
connect with 1-24, near Hopkinsville. We figured at
that time, that more people are looking for a decent
-highway to the Land Between the Lakes than to
Kentucky Dam, which may already be reached
from several different directions with ease.
We know of course, that it was pure politics which
placed the Purchase Parkway where it is, in spite of
the claims of the Kentucky Highway Department
that it was placed where it was most feasible, or
where it would serve the greatest number of people.
It was probably the last opportunity that extreme
western Kentucky will have for a four lane highway.
Now we see that it was placed where it is hardly
being used.

‘CHRRGEli
MIDDLE EAST POT SIMMERS

Oil surfaces in Soviet strategy
While the Soviet Union has poured
$5 billion in military aid into Egypt
alone in its effort to be the chief
arms supplier for the Arab cause in
the Middle East, the Russians are
trying to adopt the image of the
peacemaker at the same time. A rumor is even abroad that they will resume diplomatic relations with Israel as an exhibition of their desire to
avoid a new outbreak of war.

The feasibility study at the time showed that the
road would never pay more than 40 per cent of its
:way, so why it was placed there is obvious, merely
Oolitics and nothing else.
The highway goes from Fulton to near the dam,
:
.that's it. If it had been placed from Fulton to
'Murray, to the LBL to Hopkinsville it would have
been well traveled. People in Calloway County have
to travel the terribly narrow and dangerous 641
North to the access road to the dam before they
reach any decent roads., other than the short fourlaning just north of the city. Had the Purchase Park?Nay been placed from Fulton to near Hopkinsville, it
;would have been so easy to get on the four-lane there
to reach any part of the United States on good roads.
As it is, this part of the state is still plagued with
sorry roads, even to our greatest attraction, Kentucky Lake.

It looks very much as though the
Soviet Union is eager to keep the pot
boiling in the Middle East, but is
equally anxious to keep it from boiling over. Just as a chess offensive
often is revealed by not one but a series of moves, an ultimate goal may
be emerging in the Soviet Middle
East strategy.
The Russians have made a bold
appearance in the Mediterranean
with their growing Navy. They are
supporting Arab guerrilla movements. They are providing generous
military, economic and technical assistance to new nationalistic governments in North Africa and the Middle East. It is not hard to see the outlines of a net being drawn around oil
supplies which give this otherwise
barren part of the world enormous
strategic and political importance.
The Soviet Union has enough oil
resources to meet its own needs.
However, its East European satellites do not. More important, the
Russians recognize that Western
Europe, Japan and the United States
of America are dependent in varying
degrees on the oil lying under Arab
sands. The Russians thus have a
chance to become power-brokers in
that complex web of international

As Powell points out in his article, even the
completion of 1-24 and other highway facilities will
affect the Purchase Parkway very little. Folks are
Just not going that way. Had it come through
Calloway County it would have led to a great attraction,c Kentucky Lake, Barkley Lake and the
1BL, from both east and west. And in addition, it
would have given people in the west Kentucky-west
Tennessee area an easy exit to a network of connecting highways both to the east and to the west.
The four-laning of U.S. 45 between Paducah and
Mayfield will serve only to deplete the traffic for
most of its length on the Purchase Parkeway.
This new four-laning of U.S. 45 merely gives
people a free access to 1-24. "It seems that nearly
.everything being done is against the future of the
iPurchase Parkway" reports a state highway

;engineer.

Last year the Purchase Parkway brought in less
•Ahan a third of the revenue derived from the Pen/
pyrite Parkway.
; We would say that it was miserable planning from
he very beginning with little thought as to the high/way's true contribution to the people of western
"Kentucky. It was obvious to us when the highway
was first considered (after west Kentucky lost 1-24)
that the most feasible route would be from Fulton to
Murray to the LBL to Hopkinsville, where no decent
paralle roads exist.. This part of the state is still
stranded and will continue to be until the four-laning
north of the city connects with something and until
we have a decent highway to Kentucky Lake and
south to Tennessee.
We congratulate Bill Powell on this revealing
survey of a highway that is so greatly needed from.
Fulton to Hopkinsville and which is now going to
waste where it is not needed.

State To Save $42 Million In Sale Of Bonds
FRANKFORT, Ky.—In a
refinancing plan directed by
Finance Commissioner Donald
Bradshaw, the Kentucky
Turnpike Authority last week
sold a bond issue that will, over
a 29-year period, save the state
an estimated 842.3 million in
interest costs.
The 8159,385,000 bond issue is
part of an intricate plan to
refinance toll-road bonds sold in
1970 and 1971 at record high
interest rates.
T.,
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relationships that make up the politics of oil.
Recent developments in Iraq form
an ominous pattern. In April, a 15year friendship treaty was signed
between Iraq and the Soviet Union.
Next, two Communists were named
to ministerial positions in the Iraqi
government. Then Iraq nationalized
the properties of the Western-owned
Iraq Petroleum Co. Now, Iraqi oil is
moving for the first time aboard Soviet tankers in the Black Sea.
The Russians also have arranged
to buy oil from a Libyan oil field
which was developed by a British
concession but was nationalized by
the revolutionary Libyan government last year. The British, who
have challenged the legality of the
seizure in court, are accusing the Soviet Union of a violation of international law.
The need for oil-rich Arab states to
sell their oil in Western markets has
served as a built-in brake against
reckless moves b01 their governments toward natiorralization or unreasonable price and royalty demands. They are bound by international law and face the economic realities of competitive markets for
oil. Soviet encouragement to defy
the law, with a promise of new markets for oil within the Communist
bloc, relaxes the hand of that brake.
Farther ahead lies the threat that
the oil spigot which feeds much of
the Free World's commerce and industry — and its defenses — could
come under control of Soviet hands.
It is no wonder that the Soviet Union
does not want the chessboard upset
by a renewal of war between Egypt
and Israel.

Courier Journal map

The $60-million 1970 Turnpike
Authority issue and the $100million 1971 issue were sold to
finance Gov. Louie B. Nunn's
toll-road construction program
and cannot be paid off until 1981
under original contract terms.
Under Bradshaw's plan, the
latest bond issue, was sold at
6.126 per cent interest. Money
from the sale will be invested
until 1981 in Federal National
Mortgage Association FNMA )
debentures yielding 6.15 per
cent interest.

get a 4 per cent "call" premium
that time.
The 1972 bonds were sold to a
national underwriting syndicate
headed by Blythe and Co. and
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
&Smith. Liberty National Bank
of Louisville is trustee for the
new issue.

at

Hospital Report

This temporary investment,
after deducting trustee-bank
fess, will yield the state a profit
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
of about $40,000 a year, which
DISMISSALS
can be used for the early
Mrs. Betty Lou Hughes, Rt. 2,
retirement of the 1972 bonds.
Box 14, Murray, Mrs. Freda
Gail Surnmars, Rt. 3, Puryear,
In 1981 the state will sell the
Tenn., Fred Thomas Carson,
FNMA debentureS and use the
Rt 3, Benton, Randy Dale Dick,
proceeds to pay off all the high109 Hickory Dr., Murray, Dr.
interest 1970 and 1971 bonds. In
Albert Douglas Wallace, Box
the following years the
564, Murray, Mrs. Carla
previously-established annual
Elizabeth Rogers and Baby
payments from the Highway
Boy, Rt. 4, Murray, R. L.
Department will be used to pay
Cooper, 1614 Sunset, Murray,
off the lower-interest 1972 bonds
Mrs. Ovie Esther Collie I exuntil their final maturity in 2008.
Wed ), 304 S. 13th St., Murray,
Under
contractual terms, Lum
Martin Todd i From Cony.
holders of the 1970 and 1971
Div.), Mrs. Emma Freda
bonds will lose their favorable
Blanton From Cony. Div.), 511
interest yields, in 1981, but will
N. 2nd St., Murray.

;',

LEDGER as TIMES FILIS

Mrs. Josephine Rowland Ellis, age 28, died this
morning at Indianapolis, Ind. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rowland of New Concord.
Airman First Class Jackie A. Lassiter, son of
Atmer Lassiter of Murray, has graduated from NonCommissioned Officers Preparatory School,
Stewart AFB, Tenn.
Gardie Lassiter of New Concord, retired farmer
and member of the Calloway County School Board
for about 20 years, has been named a Kentucky
Colonel.

LEDGIU1 Oa TIMES

Deaths reported are Mrs. T.D. Gardner of Hardin
and Monroe' Fulcher, age 85, of Murray, both on
June 27.
"The farmers of Calloway County are beginning to
suffer from the continued heat," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Cpl. Joe Pat Anderson, head pharmacist at Camp
Edwards, Mass., is picutred at his post in the U.S.
Army Hospital there.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lovins and daughter,
Nancy,have returned horn after a two weeks visit in
Detroit, Mich., and Niagara Falls.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
I will sing unto the Lord, because' he bath dealth
bountifully with me.—Psalm 13:6.
"It is easy enough to smile when life runs along
like a song, but the man worth while is the man who
can smile when everything goes dead wrong."

by Carl Riblet Jr.
When farmers spent a day giddyapping in
wagon
or buggy over roads of mud and sand to get to town
and back, the U.S. farm population was 90 per cent
of the total. Now that farmers can get to the city for
a coffee break and back to plow in less than an
hour,
most of them have moved to the city for good. See
what the auto has done to logic.
"The auto hastens the distance to
the end of the road."
—Dictionary of Opinions
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"SUMMER OF '42"
Starts TOMORROW!
SUPER ACTION HITS3

RIVER DISASTER
On July 6, 1918, the steamer
Columbia sank in the Illinois
River: 87 persons died

LEE REMICK- mama.sanazm
RIDORD JaECKEL• unaa Lawson
• CLIFF POWS

CIRCUS FIRE
On July 6, 1944, fire broke out
in the Ringling Brothers and
Barnum & Bailey Circus in
Hartford, Conn., claiming 168
lives.
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holton and children, Mike and
Patsy, have returned from attending the Rotary
International Convention, Los Angeles, California.
They also visited San Francisco and the World's
Fair at Seattle, Washington.

STEAMERS DESTROYED
On June 30, 1900, three German steamers were destroyed
in a $1 million dock fire at Hobken, N.J., 145 persons were

June 25, 1972
Adults 97
Nursery 3

4,

The Putnam Documentary
History Series is well known to
serious readers and the latest
"package" of four volumes,
while an unusual grouping, is a
useful addition to anyone's library.
"The Pilgrim Fathers" by
Cowie traces the background in
Holland and England of those
brave people who settled a new
continent beginning in 1608.
Much attention is given to
hardships later aboard the
Mayflower, even greater hardships after the Plymouth landing of 1620.
Cowie also includes fascinating material on life among the
Indians of those days and their
relationship with the new white
settlers from abroad. The book
is filled with contemporary
drawings, maps and other illustrations, and even includes
recommended further reading
for those interested in more on
early U.S. history.
"Witchcraft" is not the story
of the Salem witch trials nor is
it restricted to such activities in
early U.S. history. Author Hart
goes back many centuries to
tell of witches branded as traitors and conspirators and he
assesses the place of informers
during those disreputable
years.
Hart's work covers the whole
300-year period from about 1450
to 1750, properly called the era
of the Great European U.S
too Witch Hunt — an era that
saw probably 100,000 persons in
most European nations executed as witches. He also warns
of 20th Century' witch hunts in
politics and public life, noting
that "Human conduct is not as
guided by common humanity
and tolerance as it might be."
-The Third Reich," by Englishman Berwick, tells in vivid eyewitness accounts and in
pictures the savage but shortlived sweep of Adolf Hitler and
his assassins. Created to last
1,000 years, the Third Reich
lasted only 12, but in that time
its very name became a synonym for murder, terror and inhumanity.
Why it is necessary to re-create such excesses neither the
publisher nor the author say.
Perhaps there is not enough
-history" on those terrible
days. In any event. Berwick
covers the full spectrum, down
to and including the war crimes
trials and suicides of top Nazis.
And, in his epilogue he asks,
"Are we — in an age of advanced science ... worldwide
communication — are we still
basically the creatures of the
dark Ages, subjected to primitive impulses and yearnings"
"Hiroshima" is another reminder of horror. and Miss
Yass lays it all open. She starts
with the splitting of the atom
and follows the process through
to Hiroshima, Nagasaki and to
present-day atoms for peace
programs. She deals in great
detail with former President
Harry Truman's role in the directives to strike and of the arguments within the governnient on use of the two bombs.
She also has eyewitness accounts of the results on the
ground at Hiroshima and covers Soviet atomic activity since
Hiroshima. Her work is well
done, as terrifying as some of
Its passages may be, arid it is a
useful docuinentary on a muchargued period in U.S history.
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Plans Completed By Miss Deborah Kaye Jones Becomes Bride
Karen McGary For Of Larry Gene Bell In Lovely Ceremony
Saturday Wedding
At The First Baptist Church, Murray
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Plans have been completed
by Miss Karen McGary,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Learon McGary of Murray, for
her marriage to Kent McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Dillard McCuiston, Jr.,
Murray Route Five.
The ceremony will be officiated by Brother Roy Beasley
on Saturday July 1, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ, Murray.
Her attendants will be Mrs.
Jim Ragsdale, sister of the
bride-elect, matron of honor,
Miss Patsy Fitts, maid of honor,
Miss Gail Russell, and Miss
Rita Farris, bridesmaids. Miss
Marilyn Howard will be a
candle lighter.
The attendants for the groomelect will be Glen McCuiston,
brother of the groom-elect, best
man,Joe Geurin, Howard Moss
of Paducah and Jim Ragsdale,
brother-in-law of the brideelect, groomsmen and Steve
McCuiston, brother of the
groom-elect, candle lighter.
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held in the
church basement.
All friends and relatives are
invited to the wedding and the
reception.

Miss Sharon Underwood, July
15th bride-elect of James M.
Myatt, was the honoree at a
Coke party held on Friday, June
23, at the home of Mrs. Kay
Lowe.
Her gracious hostesses were
Mrs. Kay Lowe, Mrs. Bonita
Dunavant, Mrs. Marti Adams,
and Miss Jill Craig.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a white knit pant
suit accented with a blue, white,
and brown scarf with blue
accessories. A gift corsage of
white double petunias was
presented to the honoree by her
hostesses.
Miss Underwood opened her
lovely gifts'.

UE.

Refreshments of Cokes,
canapes, and mixed fruit from
a watermelon basket were
served buffet style from the
table overlaid with a yellow
linen cloth accented by an
arrangement of yellow lilies
and gladioli.
Ten persons were present or
sent gifts.
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TBIRTHSj
COLSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Colson of
New Concord are the parents of
a baby girl, Tammy Lynn,
weighing Six pounds thirteen
ounces, born on Wednesday.
June 21, at, 1:39 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Gary
Dwane, age six, and another
daughter, Dena Marie, age
four. The father is employed
with Lee Tinsley Heating and
Air Conditioning.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Pitman of New
Concord and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Colson of MUrray Route
Two.
ROGERS BOY
Mr, and Mrs. Terry Rogers of
Murray Route Four announce
the birth of a baby boy, Charles
Dunn, weighing six pounds,
born on Wednesday, June 21, at
7:16 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Jones Brothers Body Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Rogers of Walled
Lake, Mich., Mrs. Lola Wuinconek of Pontiac, Mich., and
Rod Bernard of Memphis, Tenn.
Sandwich

tip

Spread softened butter or
margarine, peanut butter or
softened cream cheese right
to the edges of bread before
adding sandwich spreads
This keeps the bread from
getting soggy.

•

ECM

TO OPEN SOON
ParkerMcKenney
Athletic Supply
1703 Chestnut

Outland Family Gathers At Pans Landing State Park For Annual Family Reunion
Wednesday, June ZS
The swim party for ninth
through 12th grades will be held
at the Oaks Country Club from
six to nine p.m. The charge is
fifty cents per person and a disc
jockey will be present. In
charge of arrangements are
Mesdames Bailey
Messrs
Gore, Max Walker, Jesse
Spencer, Eli Alexander and
Norman lane.
The ladies day luncheon will
be served
at the MurrayCalloway County Country Club
at noon with Mesdames M.0
Ellis, Holmes Ellis, Dan Hutson, James Clopton, H.E.
Chrisman,
Wilson,
S.O.
Hampton Erwin, Larry Control,
Bobby Nix Crawford, and
Stephen
Yarbrough
as
hostesses.
Thursday, -June 29
The Community Center on
Ellis Drive will be open for all
men and women senior citizens
of Murray and Calloway County
from ten a.m. to two p.m. A
lesson on crocheting jewelry
will be given at ten a.m. and a
film will be shown at one p.m.

Sharon Underwood
Honored At Party
At The Lowe Home
(David Hill photo)

Mr. and
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Sunday, July 2
The annual Boatwright
family reunion will be held at
the community room of the
Muri ay Federal Savings and
Loan Association at noon. A
basket dinner will be served.
The Montie McCuiston family
will have a reunion with lunch
at the Colonial
House
Smorgasbord at one p.m.
followed by an afternoon
gathering at the fourth pavilion
at the Murray City Park.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Mrs. Larry Gene Bell

Tuesday, July 4
A family picnic will be held at
Reception
Miss Deborah Kaye Jones,
the Oaks Country Club at 6:30
Following the ceremony the p.m. with the charge being $1.50
older daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis Edward Jones, became bride's parents were hosts for adults, $100, children. Sign at
the bride of Larr)t Gene Bell, the reception held at the church. Pro Shop or call
Saundra Edson of Mrs. Glen Harris of
Miss Donna Jones presided at wards,489-2643, by July 1. Each
Murray and Eugene Bell of the guest register. Those family is asked to
bring a
Paducah, in a May candlelight assisting with serving were dessert.
ceremony at the First Baptist Mrs. Cody Caldwell, Mrs.
Church, Murray.
Homer Miller, and Mrs. Mike
Dr. H. C. Chiles officiated at Turley.
the double ring ceremony read
Directing the wedding was
at seven-thirty o'clock in the Mrs. S. F. Cook.
evening in the church sancAfter the reception the couple
tuary.
left for a wedding trip to NashThe wedding vows were
exchanged before the altar ville. Tenn., with the bride
Four Alpha Delta Kappa
wearing a navy.' knit blazer and
decorated
with matching
chapters were represented at a
white slacks with white acarrangements of pink mums
luncheon held June 17, at 12
cessories and an orchid corflanked by two spiral brass
o'clock noon at the Kenbar Inn.
candelabra with burning tapers. sage.
The luncheon was sponsored by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bell
are
now
at
An arch of candles centered the
Rho Chapter of Murray.
altar and a golden cherub and home at 402 North 8th Street,
Chapters represented at the
fern were placed in the bap- Murray.
luncheon
we
Labda,
Out
of
town
guests
included
tistry above the altar. The pews
Paducah; Kappa, Owensboro;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Victor
Blackwell,
were marked with pink satin
Pi, Beaver Dam; and Rho
bows where the family and the Brian Blackwell, Miss Vicky Murray.
Blackwell,
Tony
Haas,
Debbie
bride's sorority sisters were
Special guest for the luncheon
Smith, Karol Yopp, Mr. and
seated.
was
Helena Fulkerson. State
Mrs. Gene Bell, Mark Bell,
Preceding the ceremony the
Mike Bell, Randy Bell, Rusty ADK President from Owenorganist, Richard Jones,
sell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bell, sboro. Members from Murray
presented a beautiful program
Bruce Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Rho Chapter att•nding the
of nuptial music.
Harold Felts, Mr. and Mrs. Ray luncheon were Doll Reddick,
Bride's Dress
Bell,all of Paducah;Miss Cathie Polly Campbell, Agenes McThe bride wore a formal gown
Daniel, Virgil Grogan, June
of ivory silk organza which Coffman, Madisonville; Miss Warden Smith, Barletta WrLana
Jackson,
Mrs.
Lurwin
featured a Victorian neckline
taher, Barbara McCuiston,
and a modified empire bodice, Cain., Mrs. Mike Turley, Miss Betty Riley, Maybelle Walker,
Sarah Cain, all of Mayfield;
both detailed with Venice lace
Miss Melanie Wilson and Steve Joarpia Sykes, and Sue Adams.
inserted with ivory ribbon. Long
The tables were colorfully
Kelley of Wickliff; Mike Turley
bishop sleeves were cuffed in
of Slaughters; David Butler of decorated with three large
the lace trim. The skirt formed
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. D. J. floral arrangements of roses,
a self-train which ended in a
Murchison and Vicki Murchison baby's breath, and white
deep ruffle, also trimmed with
of Fulton; Miss Janene King lilies. At each plate was a
Venice lace.
and Mr. and Mrs. Phillip 0. gardenia corsage and dainty
Her shoulder length mantilla
Barber of Memphis, Tenn.; Mr. yellow, pale green, blue, and
was of Belgium lace and net.
and Mrs. 0. J. Barrett of orange favors designed as
She carried a bridal bouquet of
Possum Trot; Mrs. Richard miniature pant suits from
pink
sweetheart
roses, Miles
and Valerie Miles of handiwipes.
stephanotis, and baby's breath.
The flowers for the floral
Woodridge, 111.
Attendants to the bride were
arrangements and corsages
Rehearsal
Dinner
Mrs. Charles Clark, Jr., matron
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Harris were raised arid prepared by
of honor, and Miss Lisa Jones,
honored her son and his fiance Lucy Ann Forrest and Virgil
bridesmaid, sister of the bride.
with a rehearsal dinner at the Grogan. Doll Reddick assisted.
The flower girl was Miss Alesia
The favors were prepared by
Holiday Inn.
Gail Harris,sister of the groom.
Agnes McDaniel and Betty
Dinner was served to twenty
The attendants wore formal
Riley.
persons.
gowns fashioned in the empire
style with the bodices and
sleeves of chiffon and the A-line
skirts of brocade. The neckline,
bodice, and sleeve edges were
Mr. and Mrs. William E..
Ira Bucy of Murray has been
trimmed with pleated ruffles. Moffett recently • visited
Small arrangements of roses relatives in her former a patient at the Henry County
and baby's breath were worn in hometown of Washington, Ind. General Hospital Paris, Tenn.
their hair and they carried On June 17 the Moffetts atNora Bucy of New Concord
bouquets of pink carnations, tended the ball honoring
had
been dismissed from the
sweetheart roses, stephanotis, Potentate Kosair Temple at
Henrs ('ounty General Hospital,
and baby's breath.
Paris, Tenn
Michael Conner, brother of
the groom, was best man.
Mrs Ann Brunk of Mansfield,
Claude McLeod of Dexter has
Groomsman was Danny Ross. Ohio, formerly of
Murray, been a patient at Lourdes
Tommy Jones and Eddie Jones, arrived Tuesday
to bathe house Hospital, Paducah.
brothers of the bride, served as guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert
ushers and lighted the candles. Moyer. Mrs. Brunk
resided here
Porter Farley of Murray has
For her daughter's wedding with her son, Joe Brunk and been a patient at Lourdes
wife,
before they moved to Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Jones wore an orchid
ribbon knit dress with long full Mansfield.
sleeves She wore white acMrs. Keys McCuiston of
Mr. and'Mrs. Bill Steele and
cessories and a corsage of
Murray Route Six has been a
daughter, Mrs. Steve Warrlow,
white roses.
patient at the Western Baptist
Mrs. Harris, mother of the and Ronda Jean Warrlow have Hospital, Paducah.
groom, was attired in a mint returned to their home in
green double knit dress with an Miami, Fla., after visiting Mrs.
embroidered design at the Steele's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Loyd Owen of Hazel
waistband. Her accessories J.L. Mahan, Benton Road. Mr. Route Two has been dismissed
Steele
is
supervisor Itif Winn from Western Baptist Hospital,
were white and her corsage was
Dixie Super Markets, Miami. Paducah.
white roses.

Luncheon Hosted
By Rho Chapter
Alpha Delta Kappa

The annual Outland family
reunion was held at Paris
Landing State Park where the
day was spent in rev ewing
acquaintances and visiting with
relatives and friends.
It was decided that another
reunion would be held next year
on May 27, the Sunday before
Memorial Day.
The oldest person present was
Alice Outland of Cadiz, age 93;
and the second oldest was C.B.
Nunn of Gracey, 86.
Those
attending
from
Hopkinsville were Mr and Mrs.
Rusty Colon and son, Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Boren and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Bailey, Mr.
and Mrs. Carter Cook and
Homer Outland. Those from
Gracey were Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Sholar, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Outland, Mr. and Mrs. Acie
Outland, Sidney Cunningham,
Mr. and Mrs. C.B. Nunn and
Gayle and Sharon Outland. Oak
Grove residents present were
Mr. and Mrs. James Nunn and
Martha. From Cadiz were Mrs.
Alice Outland, Mrs. Henry Cock
and Leslie Cook.

Buchanan, Tennessee; Mr and
Mrs. Namon Outland of East
Peoria, Illinois; Mr. and Mrs
David Outland of Ludlow,
Illinois; Mr. and Mrs C.B.
Nunn Jr. and children of
Evansville, Indiana; Mr and
Mrs. Edward Zywozak of North
Liberty, Indiana; Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Nunn of Griffin, Indiana;
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lyons of
Indiana Mound, Tennessee;
John Outland, Robert Outland
and Mrs. Judy Ward and sons
from Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
Max Herndon and Leigh Ann,
Mr. and Mrs. James Armstrong
and Lynn from Paducah; Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Cook and
children of Granite City,
Illinois; Mrs. Beulah Coleman
of Bumpus Mills Tennessee;
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McCuiston of
Benton; Bertram Champion of,

Those from a distance included Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Boren, Mr. and Mrs. J.O.
Wimberly, Mrs. Barney Futrell,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Knight,
Alpha Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Outland, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D.
Starke and Randy, Mrs.
Florence Nunn, Mr. and Mrs.
West Blaine and Teresa Moody,
all of Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Robertson, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Robertson, Mr. and Mrs.
T.L. Askew, Mrs. Fannie
Outland, Marie Hutchinson,
Mrs. J.H. Outland of Dover.
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. John
Lupa, Mildred Howell, Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Linn and Billy and
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Allen of
Paris, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Outland
and children of Woodlawn,
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs
James Hutchinson of Calvert
City; Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Shemwell and son of Nashville,
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Bailey and Loman
Bailey of New Concord; Mr. and
Mrs. C.L. Cherry and Faye of

NAME OMITTED
On June 1, Mrs. Aubrey Marr
was also one of the gracious
hostesses who gave Miss Karen
McGary, bride-elect of Kent
McCuiston, a lovely bridal tea.

Frazer, Michigan and Mr. and
Mrs Darrell Cook of Wichita,
Kansas.

TBIRTHSj
LANNING GIRL
A baby girl, Bayberry
Bejack, weighing eight pounds
five ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Adam B. Laming II, 1607
Farmer Avenue, Murray, on
Wednesday, June 21, at 11:59
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital,
They have two sons, Adam
IV, age 17, and Dean, age 16,
and two other daughters,
Ryland, age 19, and Thais, age
eight. The father is a professor
in the sociology department,
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Adam B.
Laming II and Mr. and Mrs. L.
D. &jack, all of Memphis,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Denton of Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
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Machine washable. Many
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We have a complete
line of patterns,
trimmings, and
accessories.
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Bock's Ho er Lifts Paducah
To 9-2 Victory Over M urray

WEDNESDAY—JUNE 28, 19,

Minnesota—Manager Sees Triple-Play
Steal Game From Twins Tuesday Night

By HAL BOCK . . then singled home Milwaukee's
someone almost every time. Marquess each had two hits to, Associated Press Sports Writer tie-breaking run in the eighth
By MIKE BRANDON
In 31 years of professional as the Brewers trimmed
Several times, in the game lead Paducah while
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
BaltiTom
Paducah southpaw Carl Murray rallies were cut off by Rasche, Don Bock and Steve baseball, Bill Rigney has seen more for the second straight
plenty. But the manager of the night.
Marquess got all the help he some play in which the fielder Shidal had one apiece.
needed in the first inning last just happened to be standing in
George Scotr-14
Brown Crouch banged out Minnesota Twins is always
:iunched the
night when Don Bock blasted a the right place at the right time. three hits for Murray and raised ready for something new.
Brewers' winning rally with a
"When you think you've seen double and then Briggs singled
two'run homer. Marquess then
Two infield singles, an error his batting mark to .367 for
the it all,"
sighed Rigney Tuesday up the middle, snapping a 21proceeded to scatter six hits and two more singles produced season. Johnny Williams,
Mike night,
while collecting two hits of his two more Paducah runs in the Cathey and Porter
"something like this hap- inning shutout string for relievMcCuiston
own to lead the Paducah Legion fifth inning. In the sixth inning, were able to pick up a hit each. Pens."
er Rorie Harrison, 0-1.
"This" was a triple play
Willis
to a 9-2 win over Murray.
walked a pair and gave
Ken Sanders nailed down the
Willis worked five and one
pulled off by the California AnRightfielder Harry Luton led up an infield hit. Murray coach third innings and gave up
six gels
that rescued Nolan Ryan
off the game with a walk for Cary Miller brought in lanky hits and seven earned
runs. from
his toughest moment and
Paducah. Murray hurler Dean righthander Dan Thompson to Willis walked five and
fanned
helped the fireballing rightWillis. retired the next two relieve Willis of the mound five during his stint. Three
of
batters but then Bock followed duties.
the six hits off of Willis were hander whip the Twins 3-1.
"This" wasn't your run of the
with a long blast over the right
Marquess picked up an infield infield singles.
field fence at Holland Stadium hit, Luton smacked a solid
Murray is now 8-7 overall and mill ordinary triple play.
to put the river men on the single and a sacrifice fly by 6-6 in the league. If the weather "This" was a triple play manufactured 'by Steve Braun and
Shidal lifted the Paducah and field conditions
board.
permit,
Murray has the unfortunate margin to 8-0 before Thompson May-field will be at Holland Harmon Killebrew on the baseShedd's
luck of hitting the ball right at ended the inning.
Stadium tonight for a 7:30 p.m. paths. And what made this
triple play so tough was that
Johnny Williams singled to tilt.
Siii=i•S>=-C•Ci-^2-i=s=-=-0•C•Ce=
Killebre
w was on third base
Murray
start the Murray half of the
and Braun on second, eliminat$149
sixth inning. With one man out.,
ing any force play putouts.
catcher Mike Cathey drew a
AB..R
3-lb jar
Killebrew had opened the
base on balls. Porter McCuiston Ward-ss
3 0 0
Twins' fourth with a single and
}C.C-C.C.C-OCi4D•OiC
slapped a single into center to Crouch-cf
4 0 3
moved to third on Braun's
American League
drive in Williams with the first Alexander-1f
4 0 0
double.
Next, Jim Nettles flied
East
Rayburn
-3b
run of the game and Cathey took
4 0 0
W
L
Pct..GB
Detroit
to Jim Spencer in left. One out.
third base. Thompson followed Williams-2b
4 1 1
35 26 .574 —
Killebrew, not the fastest runBaltimore
33 28 .541 2
with a sacrifice fly and the Robinson-lb
4 0 0
Cleveland
27 32 .458 7
ner
in the American League,
Murray scoring for the night Cathey-c
2 1 1
Boston
26 33 .441 II
faked a start from third and
can
New York
McCuiston-rf
26 33 .441
was finished.
4 ; 1
Milwaukee
Braun apparently thought he
23 37 383 1114
Willis-p
1 0 0
The visitors added one more
West
was running and also started to
Oakland
42 20 677 —
Flavor-Kist
1 0 0
run in the ninth inning on an Thompson-p
go. Third baseman Ken
Chicago
36 26 581 6
Totals
31..2..6
error and a single to increase
Minnesota
33 27 .550
McMullen cut off Spencer's
Kansas C ty
the -final count tc 9-2. Harry
79 32 475 12/
1
2
throw and relayed to second
California
Paducah
30 35 462 13/
200
024
1
2
001
9-9-2
Luton, Chuck Mitchell and Carl
Texas
26 37 413 161,2
Murray
000 002 000 2,6-3 baseman Sandy Alomar who
Tuesday's Results
tagged the trapped Braun. Two
Oakland 9, Texas 3
out.
Milwaukee 6, Baltimore 4
Boston 8, Cleveland 2
Next Alornar threw to shortKansas City 6, Chicago 4
stop Leo Cardenas, covering
Detroit 5, New York 2
California 3, Minnesota 1
third, and Cardenas tagged
Wednesday's Games
Killebrew who was, for some
Oakland (Blue 1-4) at Chicago
unexplained reason, standing a
(Lemonds 0.1).
Heinz Family Size
California (Wright 8-3) at
few feet off the base. Three
so)
Minnesota (Kaat 9-2).
out.
Cleveland (Wilcox) 6,7 and
20-oz.
LAS VEGAS ( AP) — Mu- Calif., a brother-in-law of
Tidrow 4 7) at Milwaukee (Lon,
Elsewhere in the American
Mike
hammed All wants Joe Frazier and Jerry.
borg 5-3 and Slaton 1,6) 2, twi
League Tuesday night, Detroit
night.
and Bob Foster wants a bout
As security guards restrained trimmed New York 5-2, MilDetroit (Coleman 9-5) at BOSwith All after a short and sad Mike, Clark County
ton (Siebert 7 4), N.
Sheriff's waukee dropped Baltimore 6-4,
Baltimore (Cuellar 4 6) at
night of boxing for the Quarry deputies arrested
Colbaugh, Oakland ripped Texas 9-3, BosNew York (Peterson 6-9), N
brothers.
Only games scheduled.
who was booked for investiga- ton took Cleveland 8-2 and KanAfter the Quarrys were tion of battery and held on
Thursday's Games
$250 sas City defeated Boston 6-4.
Oakland at Chicago, 2, twi
stopped in their fights Tuesday bail. No other arrests were
night.
Spencer, normally a first
renight,
a Quarry relative wound ported.
Kansas City at Minnesota 2,
baseman, was playing only his,
twi -night
up in jail after a melee in the
Despite their troubles, there third game in the outfield but
Cleveland at Milwaukee_
$100 seats after the Ali-Jerry were cash rewards
Detroit at Boston, N.
for the picked up an assist on the
Quarry bout in Las Vegas Con- Quartys—$200,000 for Jerry
Baltimore at New York.
and triple play—something most
2-oz. jar
California at Texas, N.
vention Coder.
$45,000 for Mike. All earned outfielders never manage in an
National League
The 30-year-old All, 21611, $500,000 and Foster $80,000 as entire career.
C-est- the crowd of 6,549 in the
Ryan allowed only four other
W. L... Pct.. GB •
for
Pittsburgh clowned with 27-year-old Jerry,
7,500 seat arena paid $349,81201—a hits and scored the tie-breaking
39 23 629 —
198,
early
in
their
heavywei
ght
New York
39 25 609
Nevada record gate.
run in the seventh inning when
Chicago
36 27 571 3, 2 bout. He stood in the corner
St. Louis
Meanwhile, All, who pre- he tripled and came home on
35 33 484 9
and
gestured
as
if
to
say,
Montreal
28 36 438 12
viously has indicated he would Sandy Alomar's two-out single.
Philadelphia
23 40 365 16' 2 "Come on. Give me your best
fight Foster, said, "I'm back. Ken McMullen homered for the
West
punch."
Cincinnati
40 25 615
Ali, making Quarry his sixth I'm ready for Frazier. He's got Angels.
Houston
40 26 .606
I.-2
The Detroit Tigers widened
Los Angeles
victim in six bouts since losing to come out. He's been fighting
35 30 .5313 5
Atlanta
their AL East lead to two game
29 34 .460 10
to heavyweight champion Fra- nobody."
San Francisco 26 45 .426 17
Foster called Mike the best over Baltimore by beating New
San Diego
21 43 .328 18/
1
2 zier last year, started hitting
Tuesday's Results
Jerry at will in the fifth round challenger he's faced and said York while the Orioles were
New York 7, Pittsburgh 4
and punished him with innu- he tagged him with the same losing to Milwaukee.
Chicago 6-4, Philadelphia 3-7
punch combination he used to
The Tigers welcomed leftSt. Louis 4.3, Montreal 3.1, 1st merable blows in the sixth.
game 11 innings i
KO Dick Tiger for the title in hander Wade Blasingame to the
All
landed
about
•
a
dozen
Houston 6, San Diego 0
1968.
American League with conSpray
San Francisco 3. Atlanta 2, 10 blows before the fight was
Foster, who upped his record secutive first inning homers by
innings
stopped 19 seconds into the sevCincinnati 5, Los Angeles
48-5
to
with
41
knockout
Aurelio
s, said,
Rodriguez, Al }Celine
enth round.
Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati (Gullett 2-31 at San
Foster, 33, handled Mike "I'd like to fight a guy like Mu- and Willie Horton that proFrancisco (Carrithers 2-41.
hammed All. Him and I are the duced four runs. That was plenNew York (Seaver 9,4) at Quarry, 21, with calculated calInsect Repellent
mness to defend the light same type of fighters. I'll take ty for Mickey Lolich, who won
Philadelphia (Neibauer to), N.
him any time.
Montreal (Stoneman 6-5) at heavyweight champio
his
12th
game,
tying
Gaylor
nship for
Pittsburgh (Blass 91), N.
"He can't hit harder than Perry of Cleveland for the maChicago (Hands 63) at St. the 10th tywe—a record. A left
Louis (Cleveland 7 4), N.
hook lutodltilti the youngest-ever me—I know that. He may out- jor league lead.
Atlanta
(Kelley
weigh me but he can't outpunch
55
Bobby Murcer homered for
and
Schueler 2 2) at San Diego challenger in the division on his
me. A fight with him is where the Yankees, who've inst• four
(Norman 4-6 and Corkins 02), back for three minutes.
2, twi-night.
in a row after winning six
Foster said later he set up the money is."
Houston (Reuss 5 6) at Los
straight.
the
knockout
with a right to the
Angeles (Sutton 83), N.
Johnny Briggs slugged a
Thursday's Games
body and a right uppercut to Choyce Named
Cincinnati at San Francisco.
three-ru
n homer to tie the
the
jaw.
Previous
ly
unbeaten
New York at Philadelphia, N.
Mike went down for the first
DETROIT ( AP) — Veteran game in the sixth inning and
Montreal at Pittsburgh. N.
Chicago at St. Louii, N.
GUile
time in 37 fights.
coach John Choyce has been
Atlanta at San Diego. N.
The knockout came just as named to coach the Fort Worth
Houston at Los Angeles
the bell sounded to end round Wings, Detroit's entry in the
four.
Central Hockey League. He will
Foster, at 173I-2, weighed one take over coaching duties relinAMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (150 at bats)—
and one-half pounds less than quished by Bob Lemieux,- who
Oak, .332, C.May, Chi,
remains general manager of Rudi,
Mike.
307, Piniella, KC. .307.
RUNS—Harper, Bsn. 46;
Meanwhile the Quarry clan the club.
May, Chi, 40; Rudi, Oak, 40.
Choyce, 41, has been a Scout C RUNS
argued with other fans after
BATTED IN—D.Allen,
Jerry was defeated. Mother for the St. Louis Blues and Chi- Chi, IS. C May, Chi, 40; MayAthletic Supply
Arawanda and sister Diane cago Black Hawks and was a berry, KC, AO, R.Jackson, Oak,
40
were involved, along with Rob- coach for St. Louis Kansas City
1993 Chestnut
H I T S-- R udi, Oak, 78; Ale
mar, Cal, 75.
ert Colbaugh, 23. of Norwalk, franchise in the C7rIL.

sixth and a single in the seventh.
Richie Scheinblum also homered for Kansas City.
Boston exploded for seven
runs in the fourth inning—three
of them on a home run by Bob
Burda—to whip Cleveland.
The Indians nicked John Curtis for two runs in the first inning on Ron Lolich's basesloaded single but managed only

victory, recording his llth save
of the season.
John Mayberry enjoyed a
perfect night at the plate with a
homer, double and two singles,
scoring two runs and knocking
in two as Kansas City whipped
Chicago.
The first baseman had a
double in the second inning, an
RBI-single in the fourth, his
eighth homer of the year in the

one hit the rest of the night
the Boston rookie finished with
a three-hitter.
Oakland swamped Texas with
relief pitcher RoUie Fingers
contributing a two-run homer to
the A's attack. Sal Bando broke
a tie with a two-run single in
the sixth and then Fingers
tagged his second career homer
in the seventh.
Tim Cullen's two-run triple
highlighted a four-run ninth fur
Oakland and rookie Dave Hamilton earned his fifth victory
Fingers took over for Hamilton
in the seventh when the 100-degree heat took its toll.
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INTRODUCTORY

10% discount
SEAMLESS
Aluminum
Guttering
We go to any length to give you seamless customized
guttering For your home. White enameled - it will
not peel, crack or rust. Made at your home by the
factory - on - wheels. Use Sears Convenient Credit.

$ II 07
per lineal fool
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Call 753-2310 for a free estimate.
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DOUBLES—Patek, KC, 15;
Piniella, KC. 1$; Rucli, Oak, IS.
TRIPLES—Blair, Bal, 5;
Fisk. 15sn, 5; Rudi. Oak, 5.
HOME
RUNS—R.Jackson
Oak, 15: Cash, Det, 14.
STOLEN
BASES—D.Nelson,
Tex, 20; P.Kelly, Chi, 19;
Campaneris, Oak, it.
PITCHING (6 liecisions)—
Fingers, Oak, 5-1, .833, 2.50
Hamilton, Oak, 5-1, .833, 1 30
Kaat, Min, 9-2, Alt 2.08.
STRIKEOUTS—Lolich.
Del,
116; Coleman. Oat, 104.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (150 at bats)—Ce
deno, Htn, .350; MAlou, St L,
.333.
RUNS—Morgan. Cin, 63;
Bonds, SF, 48.
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
CM, 56; A.01iyer, Pgh, 49.
HITS—Brock,
StL,
89,
A.Oliyer. Pgh, 82: Cedeno, Htn,
82.
DOUBLES—Simmons,
Stl.,
16; Maddox, SF, 16; Bonds, SF,
16.
TRIPLES—Brock, Stl,
6;
Cardenal,
Bowa, Phi. S.
Rose, CM, S.
HOME RUNS—,Bench, Cm,
19; Kingman, SF, 16.
STOLEN
BASES—Morgan,
Cin, /9; Brock, StL, 76
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
Blass, Pgh, 9 1, 900, 2 65
J.Ray, Htn, 71. 875, 4.31
STRIKEOUTS—Carlton, Phi,
146; McDowell, SF, 90
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12-oz pkg.
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HOME GROWN
TOMATOES
HOME GROWN
SQUASH
GREEN APPLES

PRINGLES
Potato Chips

BANANAS

Pickling Lime 1-lb. - Spices
Garlic - Vinegar Jars - Lids

39'

17'

25

Pickling and Canning

ParkerMcKenney

Premium
CRACKERS

99$

Picnic Supplies

Major League
Leaders

53'

Salters
Realemon
— 29'

tl• j

89'

Paper Plates-Cups-Forks
Pints
CHARCOAL
or
4 Quarts 5-10-20 Lbs.

39'

12-oz

1 lb

PRIME
DOG FOOD

98'

Sweet Crispy
PICKLES

B-B-Q SAUCE

48-oz

69'

36-oz.

33'

$1

MIRACLE WHIP

73'

25'

box

4
for

Nabisco

9 oz

MAX PAX
COFFEE RINGS

11-oz.

MEAL-1N-A-MINUTE

PIMENTOES

Special Offer!

1

for $ 1 00

OATMEAL
Bush's
COOKIES
BEAN POT
BAKED BEANS
Pkg. 29'
5 for $100
JUMBO PIES

Quarry Broth ers Have No
Luck In Tuesday Fights

Jiffy
CAKE MIX

* MIX or MATCH 'EM *
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Local Basel

Pimento Cheese
Our Own
8 07 49c
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Local Baseball Roundup

First Place Tie In
Colt League Remains Graebner Scheduled
To Play Ilie Nastase

A first place deadlock in the Colt League remained unbroken
last night as the Giants and the Pirates each recorded wins.
Andy Littleton banged out three hits to go with the one hit pitching of Johnny Wilson as the Giants trounced the Tigers 13-1.
The game was called after five innings because of the 12 run rule.
Helping with the bat in the winning cause were Dale McCuiston,
Charlie Rains, Doug Shelton and Wilson, all of whom had one hit
each. Rick Scarbrough picked up the lone hit for the Tigers.
Wilson fanned six Tiger batters in picking up the pitching decision
for the Giants.
Ace pitcher Ray Lane hurled the Pirates to their 6-3 win over
the Braves. Lane picked up nine strikeouts while scattering four
hits. Dave Carman had three hits to pace the winners while
Johnny Shelly and Greg Mansfield had two. One of Shelly's hits
was a homer. Craig Suiter, Paul Holland and Lane all picked up
one hit apiece for the Pirates.
Four players had one hit each for the losers. Brad Barnett, Dan
Foster, Gary Buchanan and Phil Miller touched Lane for a hit
each. One of the hits was a homer, that being drilled by Phil
Miller.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Two games played in the league last night found the Athletics
falling to the Nats 16-13 and the Twins ousting the Cards 5-4.
A 17 hit attack proved enough for the Nats to take the win over
the A's. Ken Perkins had four hits, including his ninth homer of
the year, as did Greg McReynolds. Don Henry had three hits
while Greg Dowdy also picked up three, including a homer. Jon
Harrison, Rich Rollins and Tracy Phelps all added a hit each.
Phelps' hit was good for a four bagger.
Two homers were hit by the A's as Scott Scarbrough and Danny
Hall belted round trippers. Scarbrough and Hall each had two hits
as did Gene Lockhart, Ricky Garland and Joel Orr. Nicky Knight
and Steve Sills also hit safely.
Tom Kendall and J.J. Chavis each had a pair of hits as the
Twins nipped the Cards. Kendall started on the mound and went
six innings before Chavis took over in the seventh and picked up
the decision. Reggie Kizer and David Jewell also added hits to the
winning effort.

instantly disqualified."
Graebner, of New York, is
sore because the Wimbledon
Committee left him out of the
seedings.
Nastase is one man in a
three-pronged East European
thrust for the Wimbledon title.
'The others are Jan Kodes of
Czechoslovakia, seeded No. 5,
and Alexander Metreveli of
Russia, seeded No. 8. Both
learned their tennis on hard
courts but got into the seeding
list because the grass court
stars of the World Championship Tennis professional group
are not competing.
Metreveli, who spent the winter playing on the grass courts
of Australia, came from behind
to beat Patrice Dominguez of
France 7-9, 6-1 6-4, 6-4 in the
second round Tuesday.
Smith reached the third
round, beating Hank Irvine of
Rhodesia 6-4, 9-8, 6-3, without
reaching the form that took
him to last year's final.
Two more U.S. Davis Cuppets, Tom Gorman of Seattle,
Wash., and Erik Van Dillen of
San Mateo, Calif., both won
their first round matches
Late Tuesday, they were
The losers were led by Mike Bradshaw and Andy Harrell who
gettrig ready to welcome her on
had two hits apiece. Shea Sykes and Jim Sumner each collected a
the No. 1 court. Onny Parun of
hit.
New Zealand was on match
The Cubs raised their Kentucky League record to 4-1 by taking a
point against Andres Gimeno of
12-7 game over the Reds. Cartwright led the Reds with tsvo_hits
Spain, and Chris was due next.
while Milton, Bridewell and Jones each had one. Barber had-two
But Girneno, the No. 4 seed,
hits for the Cards while Wells, Eaker,Goodman and Rushing each
MAMARONECK, N.Y. (API
saved the match point and kept
had one.
— The U.S. Women's Open Golf Chris waiting
in her dressing
Championship starts Thursday room for the
PARK LEAGUE
next 80 minutes.
Standings in the Division Two of the league are now muddled over water-logged Winged Foot Then with the score at two
sets
again. The Reds upset the Cubs 74 while the Braves romped the Golf Club and one of the side- all and 3-3 in the fifth,
the
Astros 14-3 to cause a tie for first place. The Cubs and the Braves line dramas will involve the re- match was
halted by rain.
are each 6-3 while the Reds are now 5-4 and are in contention once ception Jane Blalock, the
It was scheduled to resume
again.
year's leading money winner, today.
A single in the bottom of the fifth by Andy Bartholomy drove in receives from the other lady
James Morganti and Eddie Rhodes with the tying and winning pros.
runs for the Reds. Morganti and Rhodes each had three hits while
Miss Blalock recently was
Bartholomy had two. David Ryan picked up the only other safety suspended for one year by
for the winners.
Ladies Professional Golfers AsScotty Orr and Bobby Johnson each collected two hits while sociation for alleged rules vioMONDAY NIGHT LADIES
Jimmy Elkins, Kim Kendall and Roger Colson each had one for lations, and 12 members signed
Bowling League
Team
Won Lost
the losing Cubs. Morganti and Rhodes combined efforts on the affidavits that she was obmound for the win.
served improving her lie on the Rejects
10 2
veer bite apiece by Mark and Stacy Smith led the Braves to greens.
Ten Pins
66
Mixers
5 7
their win over the Astros. Randy Mayfield and Barry Lee eacn
Miss Blalock,26-year-old one- cuties
3 9
picked up two hits while Paul Austin and Howie Crittenden also time school teacher from PortsHigh Team Game (SC)
hit safely.
mouth, N.H., countered the Rejects
534
Pitchers Mark Smith and Randy Mayfield limited the Astros to LPGA action with an injunction Mixers
529
494
five hits. Joe Mark Ails, Tommy Feltner, Kim Harmon,Scott Hill staying the ban, and a damage Rejects
High Team Game (NC)
and David Story all collected one hit apiece for the losing Astros. suit against the group for ;5 Rejects
768
Cut es
762
million.
Mixers
738
So whatever the weather, the
High Team Game (SC)
1497
atmosphere may be a bit icy Rejects
Mixers
1425
during the four rounds, to be Cut
es
1341
played by 150 leading pros and
High Team Series (NC)
2199
amateurs through Sunday. Rejects
Cuties
2148
First prize will be $6,000.
Mixers
2'052
High Individual Game (Sc)
Joe Anne Carrier is defending
Betty Dixon
201
champion in the tournament, Peggy Williams
181
facing her usual rivals an the Vicki Andrews
164
High Individual Game (NC)
LPGA tour plus Betsy Rawls,
Peggy-Y.444-4ms
232
the 44-year-old Hall of Feiner, Betty Dixon
231
229
winner of four Open titles, and Vicki Andrews
High Individual Series (Sc)
popular Jackie Pung, who was Peggy
(20' Deck) with canopy, steering, complete with controlsWilliams
445
deprived of the crown at Wing- Betty Di xein
1971, 50 HP Johnson Motor (very low Hours I 2 Tanks,
433
429
complete-Tax paid for
ed Foot in 1957 because_ she Angela Harman
High Individual Series (NC)
Signed an erroneous score.
Vicki Andrews
611
Only $1475
598
In addition to Miss Blalock, Peggy Williams
580
tVery little more than price of motor alone I
top contenders for the title will Toni JonesHigh Averages
OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM
include Kathy Whitworth, the Angela Harman
163
Betty Dixon
153
Grayson McClure
all-time leading money winner Peggy
134
Williams
on the ladies' tour; Mickey,
0-B-A HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, Inc.
Wright, winner of four Open tiPanorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
tles, and former winners Donna
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama. Stay on
Caponi Young, Suzie Maxwell
blacktop to boats.
Berning, Sandra Spuzich, Carol
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson
Mann, Mary Mills, Murle LindMcClure
strom Breer, Kathy Cornelius
and Louise Suggs.
The Winged Foot course will
SAN DIEGO, Calif. API —
play 6,226 yards to a par 72 totincorporated
Gene
Littler was successful in
the ladies, who may find even
PANORAMA SHORES
fighting off cancer but didn't
that
distance
long
of
because
Nile Phone
Demonstrations
heavy recent rains which have fare so well at stifling the golf
available early evenings & Holidays
43$4483
made the layout slow and sog- bug.
A week ago he said it would
gy.
be at least another month before he tried swinging the clubs
again. But he added that he
thought he could handle them
now and, sure enough, there he
was last Sunday playing nine
holes at the La Jolla Country
Club.
Only)
"I'm getting a little itchy,"
Littler confessed Tuesday.
"I hit the ball reasonably
well—shot a 39," he reported.
"It's the. first score I've posted
since the Dora] Open. I didn't
have too much control of my
left side. But that would have
been the case even without my
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
trouble. After all, I haven't
played forIhree months."
Cole Slaw, Rolls
Littler, the 41-year-old winner
of the 1961 U.S. Open, had a
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
malignant cancer tumor removed from the lymph glands
under hs left arm March 15. On
April 4 he underwent surgery
again and lost all the gland-12th & Sycamore
Phone 753-7101
bearing tissue under the arm.
Doctors found no further trace
of the potentially fatal disease.
WIMBLEDON,England I AP)
— Clark Graebner the fierceserving American tennis star.
renews a bitter old personal
rivalry today in a bid toward
winning the Wimbledon title.
Graebner was scheduled to
play his old foe the Nastase of
Romania, in the second round
on Wimbledon's center court.
Nastase, a 25-year-old gypsy
who was once a shepherd boy,
is the No. 2 seed and is expected to meet Stan Smith of
Pasadena, Calif., in the final.
The last time Graebner and
Nastase played each other was
at London's Royal Albert Hall
in January. That match ended
in one of the most astonishing
scenes ever seen on a tennis
court.
Graebner climbed over the
net and grabbed Nastase by his
shirt. The Romanian walked off
the court claiming he had been
intimidated.
"It had better not happen on
the center court," said an official of the All-England club.
"We have given all players a
stern warning that anyone who
misbehaves in any way will be

Women's Amateur
Golf Moves Into
Quarter-Finals

3'

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Here's Another One
A Red Hot Bargain,
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New York Edges Pittsburgh; Phils
Move Past Chicago With 7-4 Wins /
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Remember the old gag about
first prize being a week -in
Philadelphia and second prize
two weeks there? Well, two National League baseball teams
headed for the City dl Brotherly Love Tuesday feeling a lot
better about things.
New York and Philadelphia
open a two-game series tonight
with the Mets right back in the
thick of it in the NL East following a 7-4 victory over frontrunning Pittsburgh and the
last-place Phillies just happy to
have a victory to come home
on.
They got it in the second part
of a doubleheader in Chicago,
aLso by a 7-4 score, after the
Cubs took the opener 6-3.
We needed that one badly,
very badly," said Manager
Frank Lucchesi, who harassed
club ended a 3-10 road trip. It
will make that flight home 30
minutes shorter."
Elsewhere, Cincinnati edged
slumping Los Angeles 5-4,
Houston blanked San Diego 6-0,
San Francisco nipped Atlanta 32 on Bobby Bonds' 10th-inning
home run and St. Louis
stretched its winning streak to
seven games by edging Montreal 4-3 in 11 innings before
the Expos bounced back to win

Bank Of Murray\
Wins Two Games
In Softball Play
The Bank of Murray took two
wins last night in Women's
softball play at Robertson
School.
In the first game Cato's fell
victim to the Bank of Murray by
a 14-11 count. The second game
found the Bank leading Acers
Too by a 5-0 count through six
innings. Acers Too managed to
score a run in the final inning to
cut the final to 5-1 in favor of the
Bank of Murray.

the nightcap of the twi-night
twin bill 11-3.
Lucchesi, who admits he
"takes the losses home with
me," has heard rumors of late
that his job is in jeopardy and
had company on the road trip—
new General Manager Paul
Owens.
The Cubs took the opener behind Ferguson Jenkins' six-hit
pitching. They scored twice in
the fifth on triples by Ron Santo and Bill North and J. C.
Martin's double and wrapped it
up with three unearned runs in
the sixth.
Mike Ryan drove in four runs
For the Phils in the second
game with a homer, single and
double and Darrel Brandon
pitched 5 2-3 strong innings of
relief.
The Mets made it two in a
row over the Pirates and pulled
to within one game of the Bucs
on Jim Fregosi's tie-breaking
three-run homer in the seventh,
the first pitch thrown by reliever Bob Miller. Before the
series, the Mets had seemed to
be staggering, losing 12 of 17
games.
But Fregosi, who had driven
in only two runs in his previous
26 games, matched that total
with a bases-loaded single in
the first inning. The Mets then
withstood Pittsburgh home runs
by Richie Hebner and Al Oliver, tied the score with two
runs in the sixth and won it in
the seventh.
Ron Gullett, making his first
start in nearly two months
after a siege of hepatitis, limited Los Angeles to four hits in
seven innings as the Reds beat
the error-plagued Dodgers and
remained one-haif game in
front of Houston in the NL
West.
The only run he surrendered
was Steve Garvey's second-inning homer. The Reds wrapped
it up with three runs on only
one hit in the sixth. Downing
walked in one run and reliever
Pete Richert walked in another
after errors by third baseman
Garvey and shortstop Bill Russell and Denis Menke's single

loaded the bases. Bobby Tolan when he deflected a smash with
drove in what proved to be the his pitching hand.
Houston's Dave Roberts
winning run with a sacrifice
blanked his former San Loeeo
fly.
The Dodgers made it close teammates on six hits while Ow
with three runs off Tom Hall in Astros banged out 14 in eight
the eighth, a rally featuring innings off loser Steve Arlin.
who hurled a one-hitter and
Wes Parker's two-run double.
Bonds leadoff shot in the the two-hitter in his previous two
10th inning off Atlanta's Cecil starts.
Bob Bailey's three-run homer
Upshaw stretched San Francisco's longest winning streak highlighted a four-run burst in
of the season to four games. the second inning as Montreal
Hot-hitting Chris Speier horn- won its nightcap from St. Louis
ered for the Giants' first run and gave Mike Torrez his ninth
and scored the second after pitching victory. The Cards
singling. The Braves tied it in wiped out a 3-0 deficit in the
the ninth on Felix Millan's two- opener, catching up on Bernie
out single off Jerry Johnson Carbo's seventh-inning single
after starter Sam McDowell and prevailing on Lou Brock's
was forced to leave the game bases-loaded single in the 11th.

Fastest Indy Qualifiers
Headed For Schaefer 500
MOUNT POCONO, Pa. (API
— Bobby Unser, Pete Revson
and Mark Donohue, the three
fastest qualifiers in the May 27
Indianapolis 500, appear to be
headed for another matchup in
Sunday's Schaefer 500.
The three speedsters logged
the fastest lap speeds Tuesday
as the Pocono International
Raceway opened for practice
for the first time in a week.
Rain had washed out seven
straight days of activity.
The three, along with 40 other
drivers entered in the third
richest race in motoring, were
to get a chance to improve
their speeds today. Race officials said the 2.5-mile tri-oval
layout would open at 9 a.m.,
EDT, and close at dusk.
"We're getting there slowly
but surely," said Revson. "Another day and we should just
about reach our peak speed."
Qualifying runs to determine
the 33 fastest starters for the
$400,000 race are scheduled to
begin at 10 a.m. EDT, Thursday. Drivers will draw for their
spots in the qualifying order at
a meeting with officials tonight.

Donohue, who won the inaugural Schaefer 500 last July
and then romped to victory at
Indianapolis this year, holds
the track's one and four-lap
qualifying records. He won the
firsi Srhaefer pole at 172.393
miles an hour with a fast lap of
172.9G7 m.p.h.
At least 20 drivers exceeded
Donohue's marks in Tuesday's
practice, six at speeds in excess of 180 m.p.h.
Revson, driving a GulfMcLaren team car, had the
best single lap, 185.632 m.p.h.
Unser, wheeling the same Olsonite Eagle with which he conquered Indianapolis at 195-plus,
was a tad slower at 185.234.
Mario Andretti worked up to
184.6.
Donohue,along with Revson's
teammate Gordon Johncock,
and 1971 national driving champion Joe Leonard, were others
who recorded 180 or better.
Unser, Revson and Donohue,
in that order, occupied the
front row at Indianapolis. Donohue, Revson and Unser, in that
order, formed the front line for
the inaugural Schaefer 500.

The Sale That You Have
Been Waiting For!!-MEN'S
* Winthrop
* Crosby Square

* Bass
* Bristol

WOMEN'
S
* Bass
* Johansen
* Selby
* Tram peze

*

* Florsheim
* Joyce
* Sbicca
* Cobblers

CHILDREN
'S
Jumping

Jacks * Pocos
* Hush Puppies

SHOES
Buy One Pair of Shoes at Regular Price

...Get the Second Pair
For Only ...

$1.00
Largest Selection Ever
To Choose From

SALE STARTS
WED., JUNE 28th

'WSW

$1
SHOE
SALE
AT

Ryan's -

trR,
)4

— No Refunds or Exchanges on Sale Shoes —
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College Students Are
LBL Recreation Leaders
GOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY—Each summer Land
.. Between the Lakes, 1'f A's big
• outdoor recreation and environmental education center in
western Kentucky and Tennessee, serves as a training
.'-'.., ground for future recreation
• leaders, outdoor educators, and
,:a resource managers. Thirteen
,e. students representing eleven
universities and colleges are
participating in a work-study
. program this summer which
enables them to receive college
credit while gaining practical
experience in their chosen field
of study.
Since 1964 the diversity of
programs and facilities at Land
Between the Lakes has been
providing college students
unique opportunities to gain a
working knowledge about their
future professions that they
... could not obtain in the
classroom. The young interns
plan and supervise recreational
activities and interpretive
e programs in the family cam", pgrounds and education center,
work on special research
••:: projects, and participate in
. . -, training sessions and lectures
conducted by TVA concerning
program development and
ry.' administrative procedures in
, operating a major outdoor
' recreation area.
Through the recreational
...,..•-.7 leadeIrship provided by
the
• interns the thousands of
campers who visit Land Between the Lakes each year enjoy
a wide range of planned activities including nature walks,
campfire programs, competitive games,slide and movie
presentations, and a variety of
other activities. The students
also provide interpretive walks

g

f7t.',,Governor's Meet
Pr To Be In Dakota

014
4IP

The "Roughrider Country" of
North Dakota will be the scene
of this year's annual Midwest
Governors Conference. Fifteen
governors meet in Bismark
June 25-78 to discuss areas of
mutual
concern. Television
coverage of the conference will
be made available by Kentucky
Educational Television'(KET)
on Monday, July 3 at 11 p.m.
EDT.
Topics to be covered during
the 3-day conference include the
coordination of state services,
the states' role in the energy
crisis versus environmental
quality, criminal justice, the
governor's role in emergencies,
and
social
welfare
management.
Governors from the following
states will be involved in the
conference: Richard Ogilvie,
Illinois; Edgar D. Whitcomb,
Indiana; Arch A. Moor, Jr.,
West Virginia; John Gilligan,
Ohio; and Wendell H. Ford,
Kentucky.
Other Midwestern governors
participating in the conference
are from Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, and
Wisconsin.

and assist in workshop training
programs for teachers and
students within the 5,000-acre
Environmental
Education
Center. Among the special
research projects the students
are participating in are a
historical study and report on
Fort Henry A Civil War site
along the Kentucky Lake
shoreline) and a study of the
environmental impact of minibikes in a recreation area.
The internship program
continues for a total of 12 weeks,
during which the students are
assisted in their work by the
Land Between the Lakes staff
and the participating universities. Colleges and universities
participating in the program
this year are Eastern Kentucky
University, Western Kentucky
University, Murray State
University, University of
Louisville, Southern Illinois
University, University of
Florida, Arkansas Polytechnic
College, Texas A & M
University, University of
Georgia, Ohio State University,
and Bates College in Maine.
The participation of this diverse
group of universities is indicative of the increase of the
number of educational institutions that are using Land
Between the Lakes as a field
laboratory.
The thirteen students participating in the program are:
Larry Brock, Murray State
University; recreation practicum student at Piney Campground.
Larry Callihan, Texas A & M
University; study of ORV area
and archery range with the
planning staff.
James Fry, Western Kentucky University; recreation
practicum student at Camp
Energy.
Paul Gonnsen, University of
Georgia; Conservation
Education Center.
Margaret Jane Kluge, Bates
College, Lewiston, Maine;
historical study and report on
Fort Henry with planning staff.
Pat Leach, University of
Louisville; recreation practicum student at Information
Center.
Stanley
Ott, Arkansas
Polytechnic College; recreation
practicum student at Piney
Campground.
Kendra Redding. Eastern
Kentucky University:'
recreation practicum student at
Information Center.
Roger Russell, Southern
Illinois University; recreation
practicum student at Hillman
Ferry Campground.
Mike Stefan, Ohio State
University; Conservation
Education Center.
John Tuttle, Western Kentucky University; recreation
practicum student at Rushing
Creek Campground.
Tony White, Murray State
University; recreation practicum student at Hillman Ferry
Campground.
William Winstead, University
of Florida; recreation practicum student at Camp Energy.
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"For those who want the very best.Enjoy the quiet easy-going
comfort of cruising, sunbathing or just loafing with
your family on the deck of
a Flote-flote. Designed and
engineered for complete
comfort and safety, note'tote gives your family
plenty of room to relax.

Flote-liote offers you a
choice of steel or aluminum
construction with modttIs
to suit every.family need
. . . from the big 28 foot
model for large family outings to the 16 foot incklel
for smaller families.

SEE THEM NOW

Grayson McClure
fl-B-A HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.
Panorama Shores so Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to WI to 114 to Panorama.Stay iu
blacktop to boats.
'w,e Dane McClure, Jerry Heary,Don or Grayson Mt:Chore
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Stock market
analysts differ

lit

HE R
TO

In our age of computeriza- for it company by company."
tion, one of the more intriguing He described it as material not
battles being waged today in ordinarily printed for public
the realm of finance involves consumption but "data with
the technicians of one broker- great impact when put into a
age house pitted against those computer tracking system."
of another, or, in fact, against
He believes 24-month projecthose of all others.
tions are practical with the
In the wake of the pro- data available for computer innounced decline recorded re- put.
cently by the popular market
MacMeekin said he has beaverages, you may be sure the come "more (stock price contechnicians of the major houses scious than earnings conare huddling with their charts scious." It is possible that a
and their computers endeavor- stock's price may decline in a
ing to figure out where we go bad market at a time when
from here.
earnings are climbing 50 per
Technicians and analysts in cent, the Wall Streeter pointed
general utilize all kinds of eco- out.
nomic signals to interpret what
But over the longer term, of
the market, stock groups and course, he would expect a reindividual stocks are going to turn to the norm established
do.
dyer some lengthy period PerWhen they are wrong, their naps fix- to seven years.
rationalizations are usually
masterpieces. When they are
right, their immodesty is fascinating to behold. When they
hedge — and now is a good time
for it — the communiques often
GREEN THUMB PROJECT-Oldtimers, employed by
display double-talk at its best.
the Green Thumb Project, combine efforts to beautify
By and large, I believe this to
Natural Bridge Resort State Park. The project,
be true, although in all fairness
Kentuckian Tom Ewell, a
sponsored by the National Farmers Union under a grant
there certainly are exceptions.
well-kno
wn actor and best
from the United_ States Department of Labor,
The vibrations we are getting
employes 119 older Kentuckians in jobs relating to
at this time from market tech- known for his stage and screen
conservation, beautification and community nicians indicate they are at performances in "The Sevenbetterment. (Karen Tam Photo)
wider variance than usual. Year Itch", will be. one of the
l'rendway, one of the respected judges in the Princess Pageant
advisory services, arrives at a of the Tenth Annual Intechnical conclusion suggest- ternational Banana Festival,
ing the market this year might the Festival's headquarters
have already made a signifi- announced today.
cant top remindful of May,
Another well-known Kentuckian, and perhaps the most
replaced wooden structures 1969, and, earlier, February,
1966. The implication is bear- quoted young man in Kentucky,
FRANKFORT, Ky.—"Green
along the trails and reconish.
Thumb is the best job I ever
will also serve as a judge with
structed and painted bleachers
The Rand Market Report, Mr. Ewell. He is Tommy
had," said 81-year-old Elijeh
at Hoedown Island, a square never a
reluctant counsel, dis- Preston, Commissioner of
Moore of Lee County.
dancing area.
agrees, with the comment that Public Information
Green Thumb is a program
and press
"I couldn't have gotten the It gets "a much different read- secretary
designed to give older persons
to Governor Wendell
rewarding work as well as extra park into such good shape ing from the charts."
Ford.
It says it "cannot technically
without them," said Bill Means,
income.
The Princess Pageant, one of
The program, which began in maintenance superintendent at deduce atop at all" and goes so the highlights of the three-day
far
as
to
suggest
the market Festival
Kentucky in July 1968 with Natural Bridge.
to be held this year
The Green Thumb workers, in could propel itself to a new high from August
authority to give work to 70
17 through 19, will
within
30
days
after
a
turnaddition
to
their special
persons, presently employs 119.
be held on the opening night of
around.
The average age of a Green projects helped the regular
One of the serious young the event. To be staged in the
employes with weekly park
Thumber is 66.
technicia
ns of today is James new, air-conditioned Fulton
Green Thumb is sponsored by clean-up and special assign- W. MacMeekin, first vice pres- High School auditorium, the
the National Farmers Union ments. They also spent several ident and director of research pageant presents some of
and operates under a grant days participating in flood 'for Eastman Dillon, Unice. Sc- America's most beautiful
from the U.S. Department of clean-up at Natural Bridge and 'unties & Co He %.“Litee,
women in competition for prizes
Labor as a part of its "Main- Fort Boonesborough State big-time brokerage circles including scholarships, warstream" program, authorized Park.
from a rather obscure firm as drobes, and many personal
"I don't a make as much his
under the Economic Opappearances on radio and
following built.
money
as I used to, but it's the
portunity Act.
MacItileekin is bullish as of television, in additien to many
A variety of sponsors have best sob I ever had". said now.
newspaper and megazine inGrover Spencer, foreman of
cooperated with the program,
"Continue to be aggressive," terviews.
he advised brokers and invesincluding city and county the Lee County work crew.
A maximum of 25 contestants
tors at a meeting. He said he will be included in the comgovernments, state agencies,
like being out-of-doors and considers weakness at this time petition to be held
school systems, community
on Thursday,
organizations and civic clubs. working in different places. I to be technical, but not funda- August 17. The winner will
Project workers are placed in like the people I work with, too. mental: in fact, a good time to preside over all official funcareas needing conservation, We all get along real well. pick up selected airline, build- tions of the Festival.
beautification, and community We've never had an, trouble or ing material and savings-loan
Applications for entering the
accidents in my crew ."
pageant may be secured from
betterment , efforts.
The
He mentioned Eastern Air Festival
Bill Hollon, foreman of the
program is designed to meet the
heaidquarters, Box 428
lines, Pan American World
needs of both the workers and Wolfe County work crew, feels
Fulton4entucky 42041.
Airways,
Sherwin-Williams ,
that Green Thumb -helps a lot
their communities.
and First Charter Financial
During the past three months of fellows get Social Security or among
stocks he likes. He said
two seven-man crews have been increase their benefits.
he doesn't care for food equities
"Most
of
us
don't
have
doing light maintenance and
at present.
beautification tasks at Natural enough moeny the way the cost
MacMeekin has developed a
of
living is, and we need to
Bridge State Resort Park. The
technical approach that relates
work",
he
said.
"and
because
of
men cleaned off building sites,
the relative price perfcrinance
our age or education, we can't
and the relative earnings per- •
get a job. But Green Thumb formance
of stock groups to •
gives us a chance."
price and earnings perforSpecial projects Green mances of the Standard Poor's
All Summer
Thumb have particpated in are 500-stock index.
•
fairground construction in
He believes that over considEstill and Washington counties. erable periods of time his price
Kentuckians can catch a restoration of Frasure Covered and earnings trendlines for
gallery-eye view of their Bridge in Greenup County, and particular stock groups tend to
One Group Summer
legislators at work by tuning in construction of an outdoor remain rather constant, meapublic broadcast channels on classroom for ecology studies at sured one against the other, so
Lee County Elementary School. that at least longer-term buyWednesday. July 5.
ing opportunities are well indiFor the first time in the
cated.
history of the General
MacMeekin said he found a
Assembly, Kentucky
wealth of information available
AU
Educational Televisin last
through government agencies
January filmed the hearings
at Washington, D.C.,'•if we ask
and floor debates on Governor
Wendell Ford's executive
budget.
One Group
The result, "From Legislator
June 23, 1972
to Law," is an absorbing halfAdults 100
hour documentary on a bill's
Nursery 5
•• •
journey from campaign pledge
t
to the statute books. With a
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
"script" taken from actual
DISMISSALS
All Summer
debates during the
recent
Mrs. Myrtle Eulala Parrish,
session, and a "cast" of
Route 2, Hazel, Clifton Guthrie
political leaders in both House
Osborn, Route 2, Hazel, Walter
and Senate, the documentary
Rudolph Howard, 109 Williams,
captures the drama and lighter
Murray, Gerald K. Tabers, 1619
moments of the legislative
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Gloria
All Summer
process.
Jean
Boy, 205 Riveria Cts.,
According to KET executive
Murray, Master Terry Lynn
director 0. Leonard Press, the
Walston, 1007 Payne. Murray,
program will be broadcast
Mrs.
Hermes Evaline
again this fall in secondary
Shackelford, New Concord,
schools throughout the state.
411
Mrs. Julia Elizabeth West,
"The social studies programs
Route
1, Kirksey, Mrs. Onita
we already air teach students
Lucille Fraijo and Baby Boy,
the formal framework of state
Route 4, Murray, Miss Leslie
government. This program
, •
Ann Homra, 802 North 20th,
conveys more the flavor of what
P
actually happens within that MIMS', Warr—Pure cotton Murray, Miss Donna Faye
argyle knit in claret, mint Coryell,218 North 13th, Murray,
framework."
yellow, and off-white shapes Robert Lee Boitnott, 603 Elm
KET's 13 stations _will a tailored
shirtdress by Coty- St., Murray, Mrs. Pernecy Jane
braodcast "From Legislator to Award Winner Ralston.
The
Law" for home viewers at 8:00 news-making fabric was Weatherford, Route 3, Murray,
styled
and
knitted
by
Cot- Mrs. Madge Reeves Bradley,
p.m. E.D.T. on July 6.
ton Incorporated
INNI Guthrie, Murray.
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Happy Holiday Travel
Incorporated

Demonstrations PANORAMA SHORES
available early. evenings 8t Holidays

Sift" Phone
436-5483
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July 4 is more
'than fireworks
As a prisoner of the Nazis for
three years in World War II, I
know something of the misery
and squalor, the soul-destroying monotony, ignominy and
frustration of being penned in a
place where life is ruled by a
machine gun.

By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
"You'll be the only one in the
office tomorrow," said the
boss."The rest of us will be off
celebrating
Independence
Day."

None values freedom more
than those who have been deprived of it, and that includes
the many who have found
refuge here from tyranny —
men and women who have gone
on their knees and kissed the
ground on arrival in this
blessed land.

I thought he meant it until I
saw the other fellows grinning.
Then I knew he was having me
on because I was a newcomer
from England.

'Green Thumb' Project Gives
Older Kentuckians A Chance

KET To Air
Documentary

rJ)

GRIPE

Tom Ewell To
Be Judge In
Fulton Pageant

For six years I took the ribbing about my British background. Then I got even — by
becoming an American.
Now I can enjoy my Independence Day like other Americans.
I join the holiday throng with
a clear conscience, driving
with my family to the beach, up
to the mountains or into the
woods for a picnic, where I can
relax and count my blessings.
Like other Americans I'm
free to grumble about rising
taxes, rising prices, increasing
traffic and increasing litter.
Asa citizen I share the national concern over poverty,
pollution, drug abuse, racism
and riots.
Like other Americans I
worry about the Vietnam war
and when it's all going to end.
Will there be peace with honor,
or will this nation's hard-won
freedom — ancl with itethe freedom of all other nontotalitarian
countries — be put in jeopardy?
I mourn the dead and pray
for the prisoners of war. They
may still have their lives, but
they have to continue the fight
against those who would break
their spirit.

DRESSES

Hospital Report

01111111111111
FAMILY FUN
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MONEY MATTERS

FORMALS

The immigrants know America is not perfect. But they believe that to be American is to
be dedicated to a noble and
worthy ideal; that this nation,
whatever its faults, for all the
slurs of its enemies, is the
world champion of human dignity and freedom.
It is still a young, vigorous
nation. In little more than 200
years a wilderness has been
transformed into the greatest,
most prosperous nation on
earth. But it is not mere material prosperity that makes it
the land of opportunity. It is the
basic philosophy of a system
which respects every man's
right to pursue his own happiness.
If there are yet problems —
the same kind afflicting all
mankind — they are most likely to be solved in the land where
the principles of liberty, equality and justice are cherished
above all else.
These are the principles on
which the nation was founded,
the cause for which its sons
have fought and died.
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Mademoiselle
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PUREX
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BRIQUETS

10 LBS.

RED& WHITE

Krey All-Meat

AUTOCRAT

lb.

3 LBS.

Off

WHITE GRAPES
POTATOES "a

I/2
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Off
Off_

$500

LEMONS
LETTUCE
SQUASH

Lg. Head
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Home Grown
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0T

& MITE
-

NAPKINS

29c

180 COUNT
* WE WILL BE *

CLOSED .
* JULY 4th *

Johnsons
CHAR MIN

Pure

lb.

Pi-

4 Roll Pkg.

53-3882

Red

49t
10 Lbs. 494
Doz. in Bag 39t

SAVE 40( ww.N you guy A
If

wadiIx

COFFEE CRYSTALS
SPEtat Purl
wtni TVS UPON

99c

lb.

Emge

1 0 Oz. With Coupon

Thompson Seedless

Hams
Wieners
HAMBURGER
c
PICKLES Bacon
69
c
49 Round Steak 99c
SALAD
C
69
DRESSING Bologna
49
'
Ground Beet Ib.69C
RED & WHITE

/
1
2 GAL

Off

c
79

WITH COUPON IN THIS ADV.

T

Less

PRINGLES
Pa 59C

Field's Fast Cut Boneless

Field's

CHECKER CANNED

OFEE
F

where friendly people
help you save!

4/s1

QT

Angel Food)

FOOD
STORES

Golden Bake

PORK BEANS 4 clls 69
55C
PLATES
JUMBO PIES 3
35'
LIGHTER
CAKE MIX(Excluding 3 99c
GAL. 51c
BLEACH
DadEnKFTAIL
EL
3 ?Apt 99c
c
49
ismiri'MYVES
DRINKS
e 99c
10 i2:lizs
99c
CHARCOAL
79'
39'
uet MILK
89'
CRISCO
QP'aha&tAeo
PRODI/CE
PAP

WHITE

CHEF
MUCH FRIES-2 39'
FROSTY ACRES
39c
ailiGE JUICE
FROSTY
mx 5/99c
PEAS
ACRES
i"z. 5/99c
elif CORN
3 BAG

12-13z.

MONEY SAVING COUPON
63281i^" 1T414
cr..)
SAVE
POWO
CHIPS
Wag
OW I 0/ 1,1111 PACK

10*

59

ova/ a* taws an velem./
RIDIFAIAINI INKY Al

SON OM COUPON

COUPON WOKS

Johnson's Grocery u4111•7/4/72
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CAPITAL TOUCH

GAO rides herd
on federal money
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — If your
image of the General Accounting Office (GAO) is a little
nearsighted man in bifocals
and green eyeshade, perched
on a stool making figures add
up in an accounts ledger — forget it.
Those days are gone forever.
The GAO today would come
closer to resembling a group of
hard-riding sheriff's posses
made up of college graduates
representing a broad spectrum
of skills, including engineers,
attorneys, economists and specialists in industrial management, systems analysis and
data processing.
They wouldn't come into
town to shoot up the bad guys.
They would already be there,
attempting to make certain
that federal money is spent
honestly and efficiently.
Their goal is not only to make
the figures in the ledger add up
right but to improve the management of those funds and try
to insure that the objectives of
Congress in providing the
mono/ are being met.
Stated in technical terms,
this is called fiscal ( budget),
managerial arid program accountability. Or, as Elmer B.
Staats, comptroller general of
the United States, puts it:
"An accountability system
should embrace all three. ...
There must be public confidence as to fiscal integrity in
the spending of public funds.
There must be assurance that
sate does not occur through
mismanagement. And there
must be an assessment of
whether programs are accomplishing their intended objectives with the least cost and
maximum results."
This has led the GAO and its
4.751 employes at home arid
abroad into varying degrees of
controversy in such diverse
fields as meat inspection, cost
overruns on new weapons. ex-

penditure of Medicaid money
and kickbacks to military personnel in charge of service
clubs and post exchanges.
The controversy could become even more intense if Congress approves a pending bill
sponsored by Sen. Abraham
Ribicoff, D-Conn. It would enlarge GAO authority in auditing government contracts and
empower it to go into court to
protest certain federal expenditures if GAO officials felt this
was necessary.
Even without this, GAO is already authorized — with a few
notable exceptions — to look
into almost any activity that involves the spending of federal
funds.
It wasn't always that way.
GAO's antecedent organizations go back to Revolutionary
days. In September, 1775, the
Continental Congress appointed a committee of accountants to examine and report on
all claims against the government before payment could be
made.
In April, 1776, a Treasury Department Office of Accountants
was authorized to take over the
accounting work of the new
government. The next year,
this function was delegated to a
committee of three commissioners of claims.
After several more changes,
the government's new Constitution was activated in 1789 and
most auditing and collection of
funds became the responsibility of the comptroller and
auditor of the Treasury.
There were more reorganizations in 1816, 1817, 1849 and 1894
when the Dockery Act was
passed. This unified all government auditing activities in the
Treasury Department.
But it wasn't until the Budget
and Accounting Act of 1921 was
approved, creating the Bureau
of the Budget and the General
Accounting Office, that the
modern era of control over government expenditures began.

Beetle Imported For
Use In Fly Control
LEXINGTON,Ky.—A species
of beetles imported from
France may prove to be useful
in controlling the pesky face
flies which irritate livestock in
the summertime, according to
an entomologist at the
University of Kentucky.
"Face flies are one of the
worst livestock problems we
have in the state of Kentucky,"
said Fred W. Knapp of the UK
College of Agriculture. "They
are a great annoyance,
especially to cattle and horses,
and,in serious cases, can cause
blindness in cattle. They have
also been
associated with
pinkeye in cattle."
Knapp is studying control of
the face fly through use of a
small beetle which feeds on the
larvae of the face fly. He said
the University of Kentucky
obtained several thousand of
the predator beetles'from the
University of Nebraska where
they have been raised and
studied for several years.
Known
scientifically
as
Aleochara tristis, the bettles
were first imported from
France by the U.S. Department

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

POLYESTER
DOUBLE
KNIT

LADIES
LONG GOWN

ORDS
04

100% NYLON
Beautiful fashion colors Apricot, Blue, Pink, Lavendar.

New Shipment!
Beautiful colors in easy

Sizes S.M-L.

care machine washable

Regular 53.93

APES
0/
0

polyester. 60" wide.

Regular '3.88

$

2

99

POLAROID
COLOR PACK
108 FILM

Yd.

LADIES

$366

Reg.
$4.66

BRA & BIKINI
SET
100% Stretch Nylon

LADIES
HOT PANTS

in a wide array of fashion

Polyester knits.

colors. One size fits all!

Sizes 8-16. Asstd. colors.

Regular '1.96

GENERAL ELECTRIC

9100Z ALARM
Catch a few extra winks
between alarms.

!

Reg. 53.99

POWER LAIN MO
• 3 HP. riggs & Stratto

Reg. '7.00

$299

of Agriculture in 1965.
Knapp said the beetles have
been released on three pastures
on UK's Coldstream Farm near
Lexington. He hopes colonies
will become established, but he
is not sure if the beetles will
overwinter and survive on a
permanent basis. If not, Knapp
said it may be possible to raise
the insects in mass quantites in
the laboratory and release them
in the spring.
The beetles eat the immature
face fly larvae in cattle manure
where the flies breed and lay
their eggs. Knapp said he will
try to find out how many larvae
a bettle can consume ard how
the beetles will adapt to Kentucky. He said chemical
measures have not been very
effective in controlling face
flies.

— Prices Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat un., June 2

• Easy Start

$393

• 20-In

TEDDY BEAR
LUNCHEON
NAPKINS

ELECTRIC
CREAM FREEZER

n ova

4 Quart size. Textured Polyethlene tub.
High quality paddle and motor.

39'
ROO;
Si397

$992
Reg.

STYRO
CUPS

PAPER
PLATES

Venezuela is about one-and.
a-half times the size of Texas.
The Chinese Wall was built
by hand by hundreds of
thousands of slaves and
prisoners.

50 9-oz. Cups
Keeps drinks
hot or cold!

9" Round

Reg. 77e

Regular 54'

384

pkgs.$

STYRO
ICE
CHEST
30 Qt Size
Holds ice for hours.

'45"

TEDDY BEAR

PAPER
TOWELS
Asstd, Colors

Regular 39'

BEDDING

MA1
TRE
SSE
S
BO
224
In making the thousands of
mattresses and box springs they

STYRO
PICNIC
JUG
Gallon Size

Reg. '1.44

do, the manufacturer is
bound to accumulate bolt
ends of material, discontinued
covers, and cancellations. The C4
manufacturer occasionally sells these and
Roses can bring you these for only 129.66 each.

VALUES TO .139.95
Reg.
QUICK FRIEND—Afawnis comforted

by Carey
Miller. 3, after it was found resting on highway near Detroit
Ore. Animal was taken to a Humane Society shelter,

S

77

$

00

The covers don't match
but look what you save!
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Finest Quality
Low, Low
Prices

COSES

I
By SFC. JERRY A. WORK

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT. - 1-6 SUNDAY

RE ORDS
0/
0
2

PY..iir%
•

A
S
O.

:

Specialist 4 Hardy Ward, of
the Special Services Office in
the Military District of
Washington, is a man on target.
Ward, 21, is the youngest man
ever to win the World's Archery
Championship. He performed
this feat in 1969, setting 11 world
records at the time. During his
off hours, the Army's master
bowman is practicing hitting
the bull's-eye as much as
possible. His next target: a gold
medal in the Olympic Games at
Munich in October. The Army's
Robin Hood--Specialist 4 Hardy
Ward—is just one of the interesting people you'll meet in
today's Army.

GIVE YOUR HOME A
NEW LOOK WITH

4'
1

CARPET
RUGS

'44

:4?

OF

Room Size - 9112

IL APES

Beautiful solids in
sculptured or smooth design.

NO-IRON SHEETS

Reg.'47"

Asstd. florals, solids and prints.

TO

Full or twin - 50% Cotton, 50% Po:yester.

OFF

SI

2

Reg. '2.96

Regular 31'
-

WEAREVER

Reg. 4/Si

ALUMINUM
FOIL

5 1
for

12" Wide

Limit: 5

8% Yds. Long

R LA N MOWER

The New Circular Walker.
Use as a walker, play seat, or

4for1313;

GARDEN HOSE

• 3 H.P. riggs & Stratton Engine

•lik!O
,
•50 Et

OUTBOARD

• 20-Inch Cut

Guaranteed 8 Years

feeding chair.

Reg.
,9.92

PLASTIC RAIN SUIT

MOTOR
OIL

•Brass Couplings

• Easy Start

Pants and Jacket with Hood
Ideal for fishinekhunting,

Quart Size

Regular 43'

$1 77

flourescent orange or gray.

for

Reg. '2.44

1 66

1
4

tit

•!'

SHAKESPEARE
FIREBIRD REEL

Jointed cane with hook, line, cork and sinker.

A
,
Reg. 99'

66;

Ideal for all bait casting'

Reg.

No. 999

$3800

2.44

GLENFIELD MODEL 75
SEMI-AUTOMATIC
.22 CALIBER RIFLE

DIN G SALE
of
— vest

,
e110

-

COMPLETE

at

200 SCOPE & MOUNT

10 Shot
Capacity

Roses!

Reg.
'49"

3488

EvEREADy
LANTERN
With Battery. It Floats!

Reg. '4.97

$396

-

,
•
7::
:.
4111
* 7t
„....
21
iglAr
c
11
;:i,
„
P
ll
P 4Ipt
r
o
141
a111e

am*.

COLEMAN
TWO BURNER

ued

rhe

;ells these and
for only /9.66 each

30.

LIFE JACKET

CAMP STOVE
• Twin
& Full Size

-,00066""

TWO MANTLE

U.S. Coast Guard Approved

LANTERN

Vest Type

89.95

t match
nu save!

Reg.

a.
$296E6

7114.97

Eit

Reg. 53.47
Your Choike

agency has a staff of approximately 180 physicians,
engineers and other scientists.
QUESTION
Do soldiers get a chance to
vote in American elections?
Certainly. Absentee ballots
are issued to soldiers who have
previously registered to vote.
Furthermore,
an
Army
regulation provides that voting
information will be made
available to all soldiers. The
month of February has been
designated Armed Forces
Registration Month, and September 15, 1972, Armed Forces
Voters Day.
WW I BALLOON BASKET
ON DISPLAY
BUILDING ICE BRIDGES
History buffs, World War I
IN ALASKA—WITH
buffs, balloon Buffs, or just
THE U.S. ARMY
Neither snow, nor ice, nor plain Army buffs, there's
flood, nor fog can stop the men something at the Army's
of the 559th Engineer Company Quartermaster Museum, Fort
of the 171st Infantry Brigade, Lee, Va., you might want to see.
Fort Wainwright, Alaska, from On display is one of the Army's
doing their job. The men build original World War I balloon
ice bridges in 20 to 30 degrees baskets. What's more, there's
below zero weather—and oc- an Army ballonist still in it. A
life-like mannequin onboard is
casionally tear them down.
How do the Army Engineers wearing the uniform of one
build an ice bridge? They start Sergeant William Gilbert, who
by boring holes through the ice served—or rather flew—in the
down to the water level and 10th Balloon Company. The
pumping river water out model is also equipped with an
telephone
for
through the holes. The pumped authentic
water is then allowed to flood reporting aerial observations.
the surface of the original ice The exhibit is so built that the
pack. "Lifts", or flooded ice balloon basket appears to be
layers of one to three inches, floating high in the air. It's
result and form a safe walkway another demonstration of the
across the river. Building ice Army's belief in preserving
bridges can be a long and ar- worthwhile traditions and
duous job, depending on the memorabilia. If you're in the
original thickness of the ice, the vicinity of Fort Lee, Virginia,
desired thickness of the ice why not drop in and catch the
bridge, the temperature, and balloon?
river conditions.
GET INTO THE
The exciting part of the job
COMMUNICATION FIELD
comes liter, after the bridge
IN THE U.S. ARMY
has fulfilled its purpose. The
If you've always wanted to
Engineers use explosives to get into the communication
blow the ice out of the water in field, one sure avenue is
a second. The explosion makes through the U.S. Army. The
a sudden dramatic ending to a
Army has a special school to
long and cold—but interesting— train you to be a professional
Army job in Alaska.
radio and carrier attendant in
FACTS ABOUT THE ARMY
just 16 weeks. The school is
Did you know?
located at Fort Gordon,
—That the Army awards four- Georgia. There you'll gain a
year college scholarships to thorough working knowledge of
dependents children of active- radio telephone and telegraph
duty personnel. The awards are systems and all related combased on the results of the munication equipment, inNational Merit Scholarship cluding installation, operaions
Qualifying Test.
and maintenance. For more
—That the Army's En- information contact your Army
vironmental Hygiene Agency Representative Sergeant Jerry
provides health and hygiene Work, he can be located at the
services worldwide. The Mayfield Shopping Plaza, or
agency, located at Edgewood you can call 247-4525 i Collect)
Arsenal, Mayrland, works in for an appointment. If you want
fields such as sanitary to help yourself to a good
engineering, general at- paying job in radio commospheric pollution control, munications and build job
and protection against ionizing security into your future, you
radiation. The only known should consider joining forces
organization of its kind, the with today's new exciting Army.

Istanbul Slum Residents
Plugging Themselves In

Save

WITH MODEL

SES BOX SPRINGS
they

TIM
"

Sizes S-M-L

FISHING POLE

(44

:
4 1's

In Murray

i.-Sat. un., June 29,t 30, July 1, 2—

A

WEDNESDAY—JUNE 29, 1972

$ 99

clash with householders. The
By IK/DNEY PRIDER
ISTANBUL AP — Tired houses are still lit and heated
of paying high electricity by electricity.
Stealing water is a bit more
bills? Why not throw a cable complicated, but less dangeron a power line and plug your- ous. About 10 per cent of Istanself in? Still waiting for water bul's water supply is drained off
to be connected to your new
by water pirates. officials say
house? How about buying some They either fiddle with the mepipe and just connecting it up to ter or dig their own pipes. In the
the municipal supply?
city Pipe-dining it opt to
Slum-dwellers iolstaubul ate create attention, but it happens.
doing both, and revelling in free In the outer suburbs its much
water, electricity and gas. The easier: a businessman building
harassed municipal authorities a new factory often puts in his
hand out fines and even jail own pipe and an extra hole here
sentences. but the piracy goes or there goes unnoticed as the
pipes are connected to the
on.
mains.
In the outer suburb of OltGas is easy. Most Istanbul
meydani. much of which is not
connectedV4he electricity net- apartment houses have all the
work, talky is crowded with requisite piping for the municicables at crazy angles.'leading pal gas supply. The gas department merely supplies a meter
to the main power line which
traverses The area.. House- when a householder asks for gas
holders have simply lassoed the to be connected. This can take
months, and to save the bothir
line with their own cables.
It's a dangerous business, as its easy enough to unscrew the
the cables they use are not stopper and plug your gas stove
strong enough to take the main straight in.
The water department makes
current and fused wires are
common Shocks and even fatal periodic checks with mine-deelectrocutions occur Even if tectors in a search for pipes
the system works there is still which shouldn't be where they
the possibility of punishment are The electricity department
from the authorities, who can also is going on the offensive
hand out six month Jail terms and plans to insulate overhead
power lines in areas where
for habitual offenders
electricity pirates are at work
Officials, however, are reThey will be very hard to
portedly wary about-interfering steal power from:. said Istan
after an attack recently on
bul Electricity Department Dithree electricity board inrector Saffet Gurtav. "Or at
spectors, who were injured in a
least we think they will be
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Girls Terry Tops
• Aft cotton
• Sizes 7 to 14

Knit Shirts for Men
Choose from a
large selection of
solids and prints.
Flurry to SAVE!

• Solids, stripes
Red,green,
Woe.

100% Polyester Double Knit

WALKING
SHORTS
Hurry for these!
Wash and wear.
No wrinkles ever!

Men's
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Solids
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Fancies
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solid colors in sizes
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,JUMBO 8yr.x20 inch
Steel Wall

POOLS
Regular $11.87
One Time Offer
We Can't Re-order

.t 11.1v

A

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky.
Hwy. 641 N.
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MORAL ANGLE

Euthanasia
considered
immoral
R) FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
A doctor thought a baby born
with serious birth defects was
near death, so "mercifully" he
ordered the baby not to be fed.
Another doctor in the hospital
countermanded the order and
the baby is eating well and is
quite alive. Did the first doctor
have a moral right to do what
he did? We're having a big controversy over it.
William B.
Dear William:
Even though he may not have
realized it, the doctor resorted
to euthanasia, which is immoral. Under the circumstances as
he saw them, he was free to
rule out extraordinary care for the child — special medication,
respirator, intravenous feeding, etc. But he was not free to
deprive the child of the ordinary means of preserving life
— baby food, proper air,
warmth, sanitary care and the
like.
We are not bound to take extraordinary means of preserv—
ing our lives, but we are bound
to take ordinary means. Eating
is certainly an ordinary
means; a heart transplant is
extraordinary. Often, though,
circumstances will determine
whether the means are ordinary or extraordinary. For example, intravenous feeding
would probably be extraordinary means for a person hopelessly sick and-close to death,
yet ordinary means for a young
person who needs the readily
available lift to see him easily
through a health crisis.
+

+

4

COFFEE

celebrate with

i foodS

ainnqS

Closed Tuesday,
We Will Be

d Plum
1tAh:
4
Peach

td

LP PRESERVES
10-oz. glass
Super
Value
8 Count
HAMBURGER

29'

Or
10

Frosty Acres Pre-Baked

Count HOT DOG

WAFFLERS
Morton Cream

PIES

Frosty Acres

CRISCO

Fresh, Crisp

LETTUCE

+

Dear Father Lester:
What is the importance or
need behind the maintenance of
civil laws against pornography,
prostitution,
homosexuality,
and -nudie" or semi-nude entertainment'
Pat C.
Dear Pat:
The laws help keep a lid on
lust. But if lust (*capes an4„
permeates the corftmunity. It
accustoms it like a spoiled child
to seek only its own immediate
pleasure; it weakens its will to
do what it ought and darkens its
understanding so that it acts
less and less reasonably. Also,
when lust is rampant, family
unity which is the backbone of
the community disintegrates.

All Flavors

Fresh Tender

BELL PEPPERS
New Crop Slicing

CUCUMBERS
Tenn. Home Grown Fancy Red Ripe

SPAGHETTI
Look What Your
Nickel Will Buy!!
BUSH BEST POT

+ + +
Dear Father Lester:
Do you oppose nonpayment
of taxes as a means of protest'
Sen. Philip Hart's, D-Mich.,
wife is withholding her income
tax as a protest against the war
in Vietnam. But the senator
disagrees with her, "If every
citizen were allowed to pay
taxes for only those programs
he likes, then there would be no
rational structure of government."
Ted M.
Dear Ted:
A person who is convinced lie
has a moral duty not to pay
taxes must not pay taxes. He is
obliged to follow his conscience. Maybe his conscience
is correctly informed.
It could be that the government is acting immorally and
that by refusing to pay taxes he
would institute a rebellion that
would force the government to
stop its immorality. Under a
grave injustice and the certainty of the conditions mentioned.
the citizen would ordinarily be
obliged to refuse payment of
his taxes.
Sen. Hart's words about every citizen having a duty to pay
taxes whether or not he likes
the prowalit can stand only
when the program is not immoral in the eyes of the taxpayer Otherwise, the moral'law
must be given precedence over
civil law.
Address your questions to
Father Lester, Copley News
IService, in care of this newspaper. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.

For
Dishes
and
Fine
Fabrics

CHAi'iCOAL.

IVORY
LIQUID
Sirloin Tip

Fresh, Lean Ground

STEorAK
ROAST
19
lb' $ 1

KAMBURGER
lb.

59;

22 oz

BRIQUETS
lob bag 69'

39
Bondware

PAPER
PLATES
100 ct pkg

49'

BEANS
16 oz. can
with coupon 4c
:
1 Good Only at Parkers *
Offer Expires 7/5/72 *
*******
*********

The President of Vnezuela
is elected by direct popular
vote for 8 five-year term.

GNE BLOOD
UNTO OTHERS.
AS YOU WOULD+
HAVE THEM ONE
UNTO YOU AND YOURS.

The Amen.An Hod crow.

LARCE
180 CT. PKG.

With This Couoon When
You Buy a 6-oz. Jar of
INSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSE e'COFFEE
PARKER'S MARKET

AT

6-oz. Jar Only

ONE COUPON PEN FAMItrinff
— — _
— — — — — —

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"

MTN

9 COWIN
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TVA Invites
Bids On Coal
TVA has issued bid invitations to the coal tridustry
seeking low.sukfur coal for use
in helping to meet newly
adopted state air quality
standar& tha: will limit future
saw &mak mazsons from
rower plants Pa& are to be
,içiea
A.unaz 8 at Ciat-

Mulching Helps Garden
More Than Weeding It

By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Since
time immemorial, the hoe has
been regarded as an indispensible garden tool. With it,
the gardener chopped down
weeds to prevent their competition with his plants for food
Fx arson-a.' mond& TVA has and water. He also used it to
net r. crawling industry stir the soil and pile up "fresh
dirt" around his corn and
soames to tie availability of
coal with lea sulfur content as potatoes. With the hoe and a lot
of hard digging, he kept the
we means for meeting the
weeds down and his vegetable
standards which had been
plot looking neat and clean, but
proposed. These standards are
apart from that-and reducing
now in the process of being
approved by the Environmental the size of his waistline-he
Protection Agency, and TVA is may have actually done more
establishing procedures to meet harm than good. Certainly he
might have saved himself a lot
them. TVA has coal-fired steam
plants in Tennessee, Kentucky, of labor, produced better
quality vegetables, and Unand Alabama.
proved his soil by observing
Alternatives for meeting the
new standards at individual Mother Nature's method of
plants will include low-sulfur gardening.
fuel, gas-cleaning ''scrubber"
Nature's method is Niot very
installations,
other sophisticated. She lets all sorts
and
measures. TVA said, depen- of old vegetation lie on the
ding on cost and technical surface of the soil, but
factors. For several years TVA agricultural science has proven
has been working with' the this to be a good practice. When
Environmental
Protection the surface is sufficiently
Agency on processes for covered to exclude light, weeds
removing the sulfur dioxide will not grow as readily.
produced in coal-fired boilers. Moisture will be retained and
Although technical problems roots of desirable plants can
have delayed the development spread through the upper soil
of reliable scrubber in- where most of the nutrients are
stallations for power plants, The temperature of the soil
TVA is designing a 836 million remains
moderate
and
experimental scrubber facility uniform-a
great
enat Widows Creek Steam Plant. couragement for growth. Then
Bids are being invited on
when heavy rains come,
alternative grades of coal, washing and crusting of the soil
covering subbiturninous coal is prevented and mud is not
from Western states with a splashed up on the leaves, pods,
sulfur content of .5 of one and fruits. When man follows
percent or less, as well as low- Nature's example and uses this
sulfur coal which may be method, it is called mulching.
available in the Midwestern and
A garden mulch can be
Appalachian fields that provide
almost anything from black
the present coal supplies for
plastic to peat moss, says C.R.
TVA plants.
Roberts,
Extension horMeanwhile TVA is planning to
ticulturist with the University of
purchase a small amount of
Kentucky
Collep
of
Western coal for trial use at
Agriculture. And such things as
Johnsonville Steam Plant, to
hay', straw, sawdust, wood
learn more about problems
chips, chopped corncobs, grass
involved when that type of coal
clippings, and rotted leaves all
is burned in boilers not designed
are used for mulching.
to use it. TVA said the Western
Polyethylene film (black
low-sulfur coal also presents
plastic) makes a good mulch,
special problems in control of
fly ash emissions, which could Roberts notes, but it has one
require extensive modifications disadvantage-it must be
to electrostatic ash collectors removed after harvest or it will
stay in the soil and cause
now used in controlling air
problems later. "However, we
pollution.
are now testing a new
Any coal offered from strip
mine operations will come biodegradable plastic that will
under TVA's current surface break down in the soil," he
adds.
mine
reclamation
Except for plastics, mulches
requirements. Bidders will be
required to follow TVA's two- should be applied in May or
June after the plants have come
stage bidding procedure,
submitting advance mining and up and started to grow.
reclamation plans which must Plastics, however, should be
have the agency's approval laid dwn prior to planting or
before their bids will be con- tramp ting with holes pun,
chez! in 'the material for the
sidered.
plants to come through.
When organic mulches start
decaying, they take up
available nitrogen supplies in
the soil. Therefore, to prevent
plant starvation, fertilizers
having a high nitrogen content
must be applied. Roberts
recommends application of
HOLLYWOOD, .1une 24.- from 2 to 3 pounds of 5-10-5 or 4(UPI) - The top 20 single
10-10 fertilizer per 100 square
records in the pop field this
week based on Billboard's feet of soil mulched.
Of all the organic mulches,
Survey of safes and broadhay or straw is probably best.
cast play:
I. song Sung Blue- Neil This kind of material needs to
be put down about eight inches
Diamond.
2. Candy Man - Sammy thick else it will not mat down to
3 to 4 inches, the recommended
Daivs Jr.
3. Outa Space - Billy depth of mulches. Leaves,
Preston.
unless they are well decom4. Lean on Me - Bill With- posed or chopped, are not so
ers.
good because they tend to blow
5. Too Late to Turn Back
away or stick together when wet
Now - Cornelius Brothers
and prevent soil aeriation.
and Sister Rose.
Grass clippings from the
6. Troglodyte - Jimmy
mower
are suitable, parCaster Bunch.
ticularly if they are dry "Peat
7. Nice To Be With You moss costs money but lasts well
Gallery.
and is notably useful in planting
8. Rocket Man - Elton
perennials. Sawdust has been
,John.
much debated. Some gardeners
9. I Need You - America
allege that it sours the soil, but
10. Daddy Don't You Walk
actually all it needs is extra
So Fast - Wayne Newton.
nitrogen.
Recommended
II. Amazing Grace - Roydosage is a pound of nitrate of
al Scots Dragoon Guards.
soda or a half pound of am12.
Take You There - monium
nitrate to 100 square
Staple Singers.
feet of mulched area. Sawdust
13. Last Night I Didn't Get
has also been advantageously
to Sleep At All - Fifth Dimixed with dried poultry and
mension.
barnyard manure.
instrument
As
an
of
14 More
cultivation, the hoe is not obNORFOLK, Va. 'API- At- solete, of course. It should be
lantic Fleet headquarters says used, but lightly, to scuffle off
it will decommission or trans- young weeds that appear at the
cultivated
fer 14 more ships from Norfolk same time as the
mulched.
are
to
that
plants
be
by this fall, reducing its overBut mulch has an additional
all strength to 326 vessels.
advantage that cannot be atThe ship reduction was an- tained with the hoe. During the
nounced Monday as "a contin- hot summer weather when soil
uation of the Navy's program temperatures reach the 70's and
to achieve a more modern fleet above, the roots of many plants
within available budgetary re- go dormant and the plants stop
sources."
growing. A good layer of

Applegate Named Medical Director

organic matter acts as insulation and keeps the soil
cooler. This prolongs plant
growth during the summer.
Then at the end of the season,
another
mulch can serve
purpose. It can be dug in or
turned under, thus improving
the quality of the soil. If
disposed of in this manner.
Roberts recommends the addition of plenty of fertilizer so
that the mulch will thoroughly
decompose in time for gardening time again.
The first military post in
what is now Oklahoma was Ft.
Gibson, established in 1824.
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ARTFUL UTILITY- Graceful 11-story building, hung by steel cables
suspended
from 200-foot-high piers, in downtown Minneapolis is the new regional
headquarters of the
Federal Reserve System. The first floor is 30 feet above a two and one-half
acre plaza.

BIG SAVINGS AT

*

Effective July 1, 1972, William
T. Applegate, Louisville has
been
Assistant
named
Executive Director of the
Kentucky Medical Association.
According to the announcement by Robert G. Cox,
Executive Director of KMA,
Applegate was employed as
Administrative Assistant in
1968,
became
Executive
Assistant six months later and
has been serving as Amistant to
the Executive Director since
July, 1971.
In his new post, Applegate
will
assume
increased
responsibilities in the overall
operations of the Assnciat on
and its affiliate organizations.
Due to growing activities, the
staff and the Louisville-based
Headquarters Office Building

have been considerably expanded.
Applegate is both a native of
Louisville and a 1966 graduate
of the University of Louisville.
He is a member of the Louisville
of
University
Jaycees,
Associates,
Louisville
Louisville Organization
Council, the
Executives
of
Association
American
Medical Society Executives,
and the Professional Convention Managers Association.
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POLAR DIAMETER
The Polar diameter is 7,900
miles.
Singapore. the independent
city-state with a population of
nearly two million off the southern tip of Malaysia, was a prosperous trade center in the 13th
century.
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LADIES
SUMMER
DRESSES

WewillIclosedTues.hiIy4ie
observace of oar Ibtioas Birthday

$4 „ion
$6 Reg.plor
$8 let• ale 14N
Group of Ladies

DRESSES
Easy Care Knits

$15

Mfg. Suggested
Price $17
Sizes 8-16
Navy-Brown-Wine
Sorry at this price we cannot mention
the Recognizable Brand

Nylon satins
Non-run rayon-acetate
Cotton Eiderlons

FOR$5
Reg. 2" ea.

104441.

Sizes 5-7

LI4TTLE BOYS

RUFP'N wM814*

Is Top Single

SHORTS

$1 "r
Reg. 111
Sizes 3-7

5,2.10

IN White
11.99 Value

, INCLUDING FAMOUS

SPORTSWEAR
PRINTS
39C yo.
LAWN:
CHAIRS
Sturdy Aluminum Frames with

Duck and Poplin

$10

ORLON

JERSEY KNITS

Reg.
14.88

$3

66!.9

Short Lengths

DOUBLE KNIT
FABRIC SPECIALS

11

4,0fw

Rich colors for the
creative seamstress

29c

)t

BOXER SHORTS

$1°°

.„

'S ‘r,

3 SPEED

„.

$6

SIMUAC1106 nmi
Sorry. no Lay-A Way
at thus prices

Solids & Prints
Sizes 3 to 6

IONA MIXERS

LERMANS
IMKANErnCkN

36" Short lengths

Girl's

Short Lengths

13Re8g.
8 $2"

d.

FANCY COTTON PRINTS

33ye.

Famous TEM POLYESTER
Single Knit
ry

Value

6

Weights

Bright Plastic Webbing

58" & 60"

ESKIMO BRANDS

Solid multi-colors & menswear patterns $
Short length and some cut from full bolts

Colorhil

1

/ 2 and 3 SPEED FANS $1288

100% Polyester
Famous Deering Milliken 60"

Children's

FANS

ONE SPEED

100% Polyester E Z Care

CANVAS SNEAKERS

43

20" Portable

Mens Flared Double Knit

SLACKS

tga

ta

All Perma-Press
Values to '17.00

KNIT and SPORT SHIRTS

Famous
Brands
Included

ZO

-PANTS 'Lw at

Isg.W.

2Rig.3.FORa

,
4 )asto charge
.0111.11.• tali*

of leather g

0088

* Men's
Casual & Dress tow

Ladies

'1.99 Value

-SoIèds&Fancys
Reg 139.99

Mo's id Slam

I

$100

SPORT COATS

•

3F8115°

Permanent Press
. Latest Popular Styles
Solids, Stripes, Prints, & Plaids
S,M,L,XL

Ladies

Men's Polyester Double Knit

Cer
SPECIAL $
PURCHASE
PIKE

4.4

SANDALS

pr

White & Two Tones
Some Cork Soles
11.99 Value

LADIES PANTIES

Sizes 3-16

Checks or Stripes with
frayed cut offs
2 tone in regular cut.
Elastic or Belt Waist

leg. 99`

-

KNIT and SPORT
SHIRTS

Ptrmaseat Press

Town & Country Brand
Petite, Med., MedtTall, Tall
Fashion Shades

#

SLACKS

kys Short Sleeve

Polyester Cotton Blend
Permanent Press
Host of colors, Patterns
and Styles

PANTY HOSE
Tic
FOR 199
ea.

FAMOUS NAME NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
LADIES FLARE LEG PULL ON

Press

Reg. '24.99
)
29.99

July

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Including Polyesters
Many Permanent

Martha Manning

iitY 1st

"
J.

,•

One

in White
& Navy
Sizes 9 to 4

Misses SANDAL FOOT
SHEER to WAIST

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

'Song Sung'

)
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A Look At The Lookers
At The Crafts Festival
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CONCENTRATION—Dan Mowrey, of 4740 Weaver Rd., Evansville, md., studies the lines
of
Tammie Bell, 12, of Murray,as he does a free hand silhouette of her.

Photos By
Wilson Woolley
'411°

Barbara Harrell, of Murray, makes a set of macrame barefoot
sandles. Next to Barbara is her son Barry.
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FINISHING TOUCH—Dave Sellars (left) and his father James put the finishing touches to a piece
of leather goods. They are both from Henderson, Ky.

HIGH POST—Eighteen-month-old Jobn Pasco III. gets a ride
from his dad John, as they look ON ET some pieces of art. They are
ft-urn Murray.

A GROUP of spectators wander around some of the artists' wares.

Islanders• and Navy Open 1 East Germany Bruhn Says Male Dancer
Unofficial Mini-Hotline
clamping down
Now Accepted in America

DEAL ISLAND, Md.
AP! — An unofficial minihotline between this little
island and the Navy may bring
a new generation of peace in the
Battle of Tangier Sound.
For years, Deal islanders
have complained about the
shakings they get when Navy
destroyers and fighter bombers
hold practice firing on nearby
Bloodsworth Island.
Tensions peaked in 1967 when
the aircraft carrier, USS Intrepid sent warplanes out to
plaster Bloodsworth with 500pound bombs.
The noise broke windows and
cracked walls and foundations
on Deal, about four miles
across the open water from the
uninhabited, marshy island
owned by the Navy.
Although the Navy paid for

some of the damage. it contin- were necessary
ued to pour its firepower on the . -We could see that if the
Navy is denied this type of
little island.
Things began to change last training:' Stabler said. our
spring. thanks to Henry H. forces — maybe our sons —
Stabler. chief architect of Deal might have less chance for surIsland's new diplomatic rela- vival.''
The result: A genVernen's
tions with the Navy.
agreement between the Navy
Stabler. Somerset County ex- and the Somerset
county execuecutive, said the new attitude
began one day when, in desper- tive. Stabler was given confidential telephone numbers to
ation. he called the Navy amuse when the noise of the pracphibious headquarters at Norfolk. Va.. after receiving the tice raids becomes troublelatest batch of complaints from some.
'The Navy knows I'm not
Deal islanders.
The planes were immediately going to call and ask them to
enforce a cease-fire at
ordered by radio to cease fire.
Bloodsworth unless its really
"Never had anything like necessary: he said.
that happened before." Stabler
When that happens, Stabler
• said.
gets on his mini-hotline to the
Later, a delegation from Navy. Since the agreement last
Somerset County visited the summer. he has used it three
Norfolk base and learned why times and each time the firing
the practice bombing missions has stopped within minutes.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS
MOM

444'

4ULIIIA•

DONE•••1
Int.O•o

LOWER LEVEL PLAN
UPPER LEVEL PLAN
THIS SPLIT-LEVEL HOME has a two-car garage compactly under the living room The
three bedrooms are on their own separate level, away from the noisy parts of the house All
bedroom closets are located to take up the least possible usable wall space On the lower
floor a spare room could be used as a hobby room or guest bedroom The kitchen is
conveniently between the large dining room and the dinette There are 1,769 square feet on
the two higher levels and 667 square feet on the lower The architect is Herman H York, 9004 161 St . Jamaica. N V 11432. and he may be contacted for information about the plan.
H A731

By ALAN DEAN
Copley News Service
WEST BERLIN — West German Chancellor Willy Brandt's
Ostpolitik is doing nothing to
improve the 'lot of 17 Million
East Germans living under
Communist rule.
Instead it looks very much as
though East German leader
Erich Honecker is intent on
imposing a neo-Stalinist program of ideological discipline
on the party and the country.
For several months, as Bonn
edged nearer ratification of
treaties with the Soviet Union
and Poland and currently
moves toward a general treaty
to govern inter-German relations, Neuer Weg, the official
East German weekly, has
warned readers against such
heresies as pluralism, social
democracy and convergence —
the theory that communism
and capitalism will eventually
merge as industrial societies
advance.
And on the eve of Bonn's
signing the Soviet and Polish
nonaggression treaties, Neues
Deutschland, the East Berlin
daily, wrote that coexistence
must be accompanied by a
sharpening of ideological confrontation.
While the frontiers were
opened at Easter and Whitson
in Berlin to permit West Berlin
families to visit kith and kin in
East Germany for the first
time in 20 years, any future arrangements along these lines
will remain a one-way event.
East Germans will stay totally
cut off from travel to the West.
A reason given by East German officials for not allowing
their citizens to travel to the
West is the claim that there
exists a danger of "job enticement." Aware that West Germany enjoys a far better standard of living, the Communist
regime in East Berlin fears
that if the gates were open to
alio... East Germans to travel
to the West few would return.
No sooner had the East Germans shut the frontier for West
Berliners at Easter than Communist border guards shot and
seriously wounded a 16-yearold girl as she and two young
men tried to scale a tall barbedwire fence to enter West Germany. Only one of the trio
escaped. A similar incident occurred after the Whitsun visit-

ing period — adding to the
thousands of incidents involving would-be freedom dashers
over the last two decades.
Meanwhile, one year after
taking power, Honecker has
clamped down on the East German. economic scene. Some
3,500 remaining private small
concerns and 5,000 semiprivate
firms with partial state ownership have been forced to hand
over their reins to the government.
Most of these companies
were engaged in textile and
other consumer industries
where the premium is on skill
and imagination. They accounted for 9 per cent of the
country's annual $31 billion
gross national product.
The nationalization moves
are expected to affect exports
to the West. say observers.
East Germany's private firms
tended to react more flexibly
than wholly nationalized companies to changing markets
and earned generous amounts
of hard currency.
One such semiprivate company was the Lucie Kaiser
women's fashion firm, near
Leipzig.
Employing
370
workers, it has maintained annual sales figures of $3 million
and last year exported 65 per
cent of its total product. Until
now the government had only a
37 per cent interest bought in
1960. There are serious doubts
by the former management as
to whether the firm run under
state control could keep up
such results.

Hospital Marriage
BOSTON iAPt
As a pediatrics junior resident, Dr.
Laura Walter worked day and
night for the past two years
with sick children at Boston
City Hospital. So she was married at the hospital.
The 31-year-old blonde from
Lakewood, Ohio, was wed to
Charles Nathanson, 30, executive editor of a Detroit-area
weekly newspaper chain, in a
ceremony Monday afternoon on
the flower-decorated, ninthfloor outdoor patio of the children's building.
"BCH has been like a second
home to me and I've grown
very close to the staff and
patients," the bride said.

By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
The biggest change in
America's attitude toward
dance that Erik Bruhn has seen
in his 26-year ballet career has
been the acceptance of the male
ballet dancer
Bruhn. 43, regarded as the
best male classical dancer of
his time. retired from dancing
this year because of a painful
ulcer.
He says, "Tenor 15 years ago
when you would travel in America. you would find the conception about dancers, especially male dancers, very prejudiced and quite different from
today. People would ask what
you do and you hesitated to
admit being a male dancer
You'd probably be slapped verbally or stared at oddly.
"Since I came from Denmark where male dancing was
highly respected, I was shocked
at first to realize that it was
looked down upon here. In Denmark we had the tradition of

ing princely, heroic roles undoubtedly has helped bring
male dancing into respect. So
have Jacques d'Amboise and
Edward Villella of the New
York City Ballet and Rudolf
Nureyev of the British Royal
Ballet, with their performances
in this country, both live and on
television.
Bruhn says the quality of
male dancing in America is
sure to improve, because parents all over the country are
sending young sons to ballet
schools. "At one time, parents
didn't allow sons to start at an
early age because they thought
ballet was only for girls. By the
time a boy started training because it was what he really
wanted to do, at 18 or 20, his
body was already formed and it
was too late to get the really
proper schooling.
"The training is great discipline; the exercising can
strengthen a child even if he

SBA To Provide
Counseling In
Paducah City Hall

se.

The Small Business Administration provides counseling for persons in the
Paducah area on the first and
third Thursday of each month.
A "Score" Counselor will be
available for interviewing and
counseling from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. on the first Thursday
and on the third Thursday from
12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m., a Loan
Officer from the Louisville
District Office of SBA will be in
Paducah.
The office is located in the
City Hall on the first floor. The
phone number is 502 444-6381.
In order to deLermine credit
ERIK BRUHN
and eligibility tliirements for
SBA loan pro rams, it is
August Bournonville who never suggested that the businessman
liked the idea of the male being bring with him a recent
behind the ballerina and financial statement or balance
choreographed for the male sheet of the business and a
dancer to be important, out in profit and loss statement
for the
the center front
previous full year. This in"Then. the Russian and Dan-,
pertains
to
ish companies visited here. formation
When they saw them. the Amer- established businesses.
ican public took like crazy to However, anyone interested in
establishing a new business is
male dancing.'•
American Ballet Theater, encouraged to consult with this
with whom Bruhn has danced representative, as well as other
most, has toured widely in the businessmen who are in need of
United States__
and Bruhn dam- financial advice or assistance.

isn't going to be a dancer. Many
dancers have become great who
started studying on the advice
of a doctor: 'Your child is too
weak We have to build up his
muscles • It could never weaken a child.
"A child needs to have demands and discipline put on
him. They like it. too They're
dismissed in the state schools in
Europe if they're not going to
be good enough, we don't leave
that up to the student. And if a
child is in it a year or two and
then has to stop, it's heart
breaking for him.
"Oh, it's a big change since
1949-50, when I was here for the
first time. I thought then,
'When will this ever change'
and now it seems to have happened in no time at all. Now you
discover schools and interest
and talent
part of the
states We aled to go into areas
where people attended our onenight stands of ballet out of
boredom. Now, they can talk
about our performances from a
background and they have comparisons to make.''
The Danish-born Bruhn now
is in a transition period, with
mixed feelings, one of them relief, with time on his hands he
hasn't yet really planned how to
use, generally optimistic.
In the near future. Bruhn
says. he'll travel to some places
where he has previously been.
-working like a slave," in rehearsals and performances, to
see them like a tourist. And
he'll write a book or short stories or both. fiction, not an autobiography He already has
written a book about ballet
technique and one titled -Beyond Technique "

intfvery

Reinstated
DETROIT I AP1 -- The Detroit Red Wings of the National
Hockey League changed their
minds Wednesday and decided
to r..instate their Fort Worth
farm club in the Central Hockey League.
Owner-president Bruce A.
Norris of the Wings said the
original degslon to shelve the
Fort Worth franchise was announced at the NI-IL's June
meeting in Quebec.
Montreal, Canada. has
more park acreage than any
other major cit in North
itmerica.
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Shuttle's
role isn't
farfetched
The controversial U.S. space
shuttle project has been called
many things - unnecessary
and too expensive by its foes,
vital to the nation's space program and a taxpayers' bargain
by its supporters.
Now, however, comes an entirely new argument for the
space shuttle as man's next
great adventure after the 1973
Skylab series.
It could become the carrier of
huge satellites designed to capture solar energy and transmit
it back to earth to help ease
America's growing electric
power shortage.
Outlandish? It would seem so
at first blush. But the man proposing this as a long-range approach to easing the power
shortage did so in testimony
before a congressional subcommittee. And he is chairman
of a congressional task force
himself.
If the opponents of this proposal by Rep. Mike McCormack, D-Wash., call it hot air,
then they also must consider
the fact that Goodyear-Aerospace, a division of Goodyear,
is proposing a combination of
hot air balloons and parachutes
as a recovery system for the
huge boosters which will send
the shuttlecraft zooming into
earth orbit perhaps by 1978.
McCormack, chairman of the
House Science and Astronautics Committee's task force
on energy soirees, was testifying before a Senate subcommittee'.considering--NatI
Science Foundation appropriations.
Adding to this strange set of
circumstances was the presence of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.O-Mass., chairman of the
Senate subcommittee and an
ardent foe of the shuttle program.
Yet there was McCormack testifying that the future hopes
of helping to meet the nation's
power needs through solar energy he to a great extent in
-'the existence of either the
space shuttle or an alternative
low-cost transportation system
for putting large payloads into
Kennedy expressed some
surprise and asked McCormack to elaborate.
•'There is no question that solar energy depends ultimately
on having a space shuttle program." the congressman replied. Then he explained that
there is a long-range possibility
of using -tremendously large"
synchronous satellites to capture energy from the sun's
rays.
Synchronous satellites, already used in space communications, are "stationary" at
22.300 miles high because they
travel at the speed of the
earth's rotation.
McCormack explained solar
energy picked up by the satellites would be converted to
microwaves, beamed back to
earth and collected • by large
antenna arrays for Conversion
to heat to produce electric power.
While this sounds far out
even for space talk, both the
federal space agency and the
National Science Foundation
are financing solar energy research projects. The NSF budget for the next fiscal year beginning July 1 contains $1.3
millton for this. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's solar energy research funding is buried in appropriations for general space
research.
The chief thrust of McCormack's testimony was that this
country is headed for an energy
crisis' of 'major proportions"
unless an all-out, well-organized program is launched to
avert it. Government and power company officials have been
warning about this for the last
three years.
It was a strange proceeding,
indeed, for Kennedy, without
knowing beforehand what
McCormack was about to propose. had said in a statement
opening the hearings that -it is
right that we tackle put immediate problems with everything
we have: nothing less can succeed."That, he adcVed,-inaudes
finding new nonpolluting enerey sources for a constantly
growing population.

FOR RENT
Treat rugs right and
they'll be a delight
if cleaned uith
BLUE LUSTRE
Rent electric
shampooer SI.
MURRAY 111ENIE

& .u -To
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five
rooms and bath, central heat and
air, carpet throughout, extra
large master bedroom, range.
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
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TRIBUTE TO WHITNEY YOUNG-Following a
speech delivered at the dedication of the new Residential Manpower Center named after the late Whitney M. Young Jr. last Friday in Simpsonville, Julie
Nixon Eisenhower (left) toured the grounds with
Young's father, Whitney M. Young Sr. fright).
Standing outside the home where his son was born,
the elder Whitney Young relives the memory of his
son's past.

t1141 IU

The President's daughter
praised Young, once executive
director of the National Urban
League, for his dedication in
helping blacks achieve equality.
"He was a driving force
toward
ending
job
discrimination," she said. "He
knew the key to better jobs is
better training."
Mrs. Eisenhower told the
group that Young worked to
establish centers like this one
"because he knew laws were
not enough.".
Young's father, Whitney M.
Young Sr., wts also on hand to
pay tribute to his son.
As former president of the
Lincoln Institute, Young noted
that "the campus has always
been the home of the oppressed
and forgotten youths of the state
where hands can become skilled
and hearts can be transformed.
"I hope the spirit of the old
Lincoln School will be reborn,"
he said. The Lincoln Institute
closed its doors in 1966.
He told the 36 Job Corps
trainees and the Center's administrators: "It's not a matter
of race. It's a matter of wanting
all men up and no man down."
The center, which is financed
with a $1.9 million grant from
the U.S. Department of Labor.
is part 'of the
Program.
Under direction from the
Labor Department's Manpower
Administration, the program
will be administered jointly by
the Kentucky Department of
Ecnomic Security and the
Louisville Board of Education.
The center's 65-member staff
will train Job Corps enrollees
for careers as tradesmen in
business and industry. Instruction will be available in
masonry, carpentry, woodworking, refrigeration, and
auto mechanics and other
trades.
The staff will also provide

TWO BEDROOM modern mobile
home in the woods near Cypress
Cove. Water, electric, TV., air
conditioner. By the day, week or
month. Boat and motor available.
Phone 436-2145.
J5C
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Location: Sam Perry Furniture Store,
Lynnville, Kentucky
BRAND NEW FURNITURE AND VARIOUS
OTHER ITEMS
Velvet headboard King-size beds; several living room suites,
8' bar and bar stools; 40 or 50 recliners, choice of cloth or
Naugahyde; settees; love seats; several dinette sets; foam
pillows; pictures; portable radios pole lamps hassocks; end
tables; coffee tables; table lamps; mops: wireless intercoms;
8-track automobile tape player; walkie-talkies; 350 gallons
Vartung paint; electric drills; 2' x 7' metal buildings, two
used 15,000 BTU air conditioners; used dishwasher; steam
table for restaurant; many other items too numerous to
mention.
TERMS: Cash

NOW ISN'T THI5 A LOT MORE SPORTING
THAN DDT?"
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN

C.W. SHELAUCTIONS
TON
REAL ESTATE &

730 Paris Road
Mayfield, Kentucky
Phone: 247-1385
SERVICES OFFERED

Antiques; round oak table, lion
head and claw feet, 4 odd chairs,
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, three chandaliers, 60 to 100 glass
also bank gravel, fiu dirt and prisims, very nice. Dresser, 49
years old, other old furniture.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, _
Red, black top. 1,300 miles, loaded with
Accordian,
perfect condition,
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00
possibly 150 years old, (Milano
TFC.
accessories including 8 track tape deck.
Organettai made in Germany.
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
sale at 641 Super Shell, MurraN' 800 Chestnut
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Atwater Kent radio, two trunks,
Street
Phone
753-8850
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC sewing machine, milk glass hen
on nest and Japanese pieces.
9131.
1TC
Anxious to see things upstairs.
parti,•1,
1965
CHEVROLE
T IMPALA, 1965 FORD GALAXIE, white BACKHOE WORK, Bushhogging Several used doors and windows.
TWO BEDROOM house,
furnished, water furnished. Nicelhardt°P' factory air, automatic, with blue interior. One owner car. and yard grading. Phone 753- At 3:30 administrator, Mr. C. D.
power steering and brakes, 4 new In excellent condition. Phone 753- 9900, 753-3616, or evenings 753for small family. Phone 753Vinson, Jr., will offer the nice
j30p, tires, engine in top condition. 7895.
J28C 9332.
July22C brick house on shady lot, 600'
7143.
Excellent buy. $600.00. Phone 753instruction in arithmetic,
deep, good frontage, quiet secJ3OP
reading, speech, life skills and NEW TWO becrreiwn-- er three 9981 anytime.
tion. With right to reject last bid.
1969 OLDS CUTLASS, power
physical education, to qualify bedroom duplex with central heat
For complete ENGINE
Don't miss these sales.
steering, power brakes, air
trainees for a General and air. Disposal, range, dishREPAIR of lawn mowers
Douglass Shoemaker arranger
conditioning.
family
One
car.
Education Degree (GED) washer, washer and dryee 1959 CHRYSLER, runs good, New tires. Excellent
and tillers, Old Time
and seller of sales. For incondition.
00
Phone
753-9654.
330C
certificate. The certificate is hookup, all carpet, large l witho is175'
Blacksmith Shop Complete
formation
phone 753-3375,
Phone 753-4089.
J29C
usually accepted as an garden spot. $125.00 and $150.00
SHARPENING SERVICE,
J29C
Murray, Kentucky.
equivalent of a high school per month. Phone 753-7550 after 1969
WELDING AND REPAIR
VOLKSWAGEN 1964 VOLKSWAGEN, good
diploma.
5:00 p.m.
SERVICE, also New and
TFC Squareback. Phone 767-2357, engine, real buy. Phone 753-8675
ANTIQUE AUCTION Sale,
Used Equipmept.
The Kentucky Bureau of
after 5:30p.m.
J5C after 4:30 p.m.
Saturday night, July 1, on Walnut
J29C
Employment Security will SIX ROOM house, good location.
Street, McKenzie, Tennessee at
KNIGHT'S SHOP
recruit enrollees for the center. Married couple only.
the old Webb School building.
Un- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
TURN LEFT AT LAKE
Once they have been trained, furnished. $80.00 per
Starting time 7:00 p.m. Selling
month.
STOP
GROCERY
ON
the Louisville Employment Phone 753-4331.
old trunks, organ stools, churns,
July3C BUYING A home, let Tripp NEWLY REDECORATED brick
HWY.
94
Office will help them find jobs.
Williams and John Hodge assist home beautifully landscaped lot,
flat irons, wash kettles, bean
AND
FIRST
ROAD
ON
Several Labor Department
you. Guy Spann Realty Branch 1400 Johnson. Formal living
pots, Bentwood baby cradle, over
LEFT-LOOK
FOR
SIGN
manpower administrators who EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, Office, 711 Main,753-9478. J3ONC room, paneled den, kitchen with
years old. Aladdin lamps,
100
PHONE 753-4035
work with the Job Corps color television and air condining area, two large bedrooms,
antique furniture and lots of old
ditioned.
Phone
753-7358.
TFC
Program attended
the
glassware and many more items.
separate
SIXTEEN
WOODED lots, beautiful bath, two
dedication ceremonies and
your home additions
Gary Beecham Auction Serminimum 50'x100', located dressing tables, large utility and FOR ALL
echoed the philosophy of
alterations, remodeling, etc.,
vice, phone 642-0919, Paris, Tenn
between New Concord and garge. Walk in closets, carpet •
ONE
FOUR
room
and
one
five
753Whitney M. Young Jr.
ee Estimates. Phone
61r23
built-in stove F
Licensed and bonded.
J29C
room unfurnished apartment, Kentucky Lake. All for $4,000. throughout
TFC
Assistant Secretary of Labor
disposal, refrigerator and paved
Phone
436-5574.
newly
J5C
decorated. 202 South 12th.
for Manpower Malcolm R.
driveway. Phone 753-4445.
J1C
J28C
Lovell Jr. told the group: Call 753-3864 or 753-6944.
PAINTING, ALL types, all work AUCTION SALE, Saturday, July
"Today's theme is concerned
STANLEY HOPKINS farm, four THREE BEDROOM brick, *guaranteed. Free estimate. 1, 10:00 a.m. rain or shine, at
for the youth of this country THREE BEDROOM house, miles East of Dexter. 40 acres carpeted throughout, built-in Phone 753-5145.
July27C Mrs. Muncie Steely home, 304'-2
South 13th Street, Murray',
coupled with action."
carpeted, very clean. Near with 2 bedroom frame house. appliances and air conditioning.
Xavier Mena, deputy director Panorama Shores. Phone 436- Phone 437-4120.
J29P Located near University and high PROFESSIONAL CARPET and Kentucky. Mrs. Cavitt adof the Job Corps, addressed his 2266.
'school. Shown by appointment. rug cleaning. Shag rugs, homes, ministratrix.
J29C
Will offer a lot of nice things.
comments to the new enrollees,
Phone 753-4439.
.130C offices, churches and stores.
bedroom, living and dining room
telling them that "with Job
BY OWNER: stone house, eight
Insurance claims, smoke odor furniture, Frigidaire
LAKE FRONT cottage on rooms, two baths. North 4th
Corps, the Corpsmen really
stove and
claening. Dyna
refrigerator, TV., vacuum
Kentucky Lake, by day or week. Street Extended. Phone 753-1726 30 ACRES: nice building sites, all removal, furnace
count."
Kleen Services, Paducah or cleaner, large
"There are many roads to Phone 753-7573.
cedar chest,
J3OP fenced and in pasture. Good
J29P or 753-1963.
Barlow, Ky. Call *oiled 443-3310 tables,
chairs and rockers, dish
success," he said. "Some of us
spring, beautiful rolling hills and or 334-3271.
TFC cabinet, beautiful old bureau,
will walk, some will run, some
very scenic. Good investment at
will trot. The Job Corps keeps
$7,500.00, $1,500.00 down. We have JOHN'S REPAIR Service. marble between drawers, 6
the beat of the drummer that
recreation
property, good Plumbing-electrical-roofing and drawer sewing machine, other
beats for you."
business places and lots of land carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or old pieces. Various size mirrors,
Camp Hendon will be held this overnight camping, archery,
picture frames, quilts, linens,
He added that the Job Corps
from 1,000 acres down to lake 753-7625 nights.
July8C bedspreads, dishes
identifies abilities that are year August 6, through August pontoon boating, cook-outs, lots. Call or write us for your real
and cooking
nature hikes, dramatics, estate needs. We will help you if
dormant and provides youth 19.
utensils. Numerous and good.
NOW Ig the time to do your Colored, glass,
This seventh annual camp for canoeing, camp-fires, hay
with skills "to take advantage
odd pieces,
we can. J. H. Austin, Southland
of breaks" that come their way. dipbetic children, sponsored by rides, square dances and Real Estate. Phone Clarksville, spraying and pruning of your electric mixer and can opener.
shrubbery. For experienced fans, irons
Kentucky
Diabetes special. events.
The center will serve a the
and lamps, wooden
Tenn. 645-4635 or A.M. Vertrees person call
Victor Olazabal, 753- handle knives, custom
-The staff is ideal for the 647-7518.
maximum of 200 men, ages 16- Association will be at Camp
jewelry,
J30C 6051.
Kysoc
J28C hand tools and small building full
near General Butler special
needs
of these
21, from the Louisville area.
of miscellaneous items.
The average length of State Park, two miles east of children," the spokesman EXTRA NICE three bedroom
training is expected to be about Carrollton. It will serve boys continued. "There are trained, brick house, located 1614 Belmont WILL KEEP elderly lady in my
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
experienced counselors, many Drive. 1,2 baths, den, patio, home. Vacancy July 1. Phone July I, 1:301 p.m., rain or shine,
five months, but trainees can and girls 8 through 15 years.
"Most summer camps ex- of whom are teachers of
remain in the Job Corps
carpet, appliances built-in. 753-6392.
J29C 213 Elm Street, the late Mrs. Ida
Program for as long as two elude diabetic children because professional recreation per- Priced to sell. See Carlos Black,
Vinson Barbee home. Will sell
of their disease", a spokesman sonnel and a professional
years.
stove, refrigerator, bedroom
Jr., or phone 753-5287.
J5C
for the camp said. "Camp dietician. Two doctors and two
BOWrING IN MIAMI,
WILL DO baby-sitting in your suite, leatherette recliner, wheel
Hendon offers them the op- registered nurses reside at the
and invalid chair, TV., Bendix
MILWAUKEE ifriPi - Mac
BY OWNER: Three bedroom
me. Phone 489-2355.
J29C
portunity
to participate in the camp during the session and betekAltving
Lowry of Seattle. Wash.. 1972
washer, metal cabinets large wall
room,
dining
room
ABC alf events bowling chain- fun of a full camp program. At provide the broad, constant and combination, newly
mirrors, rocker with wicker
painted,
pion, will represent the United the same time it offers individualized
medical
partially carpeted. Nice neigh- PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. sides, fans, quilts, linens, bric-aStates in the 10th Tournament association with other
supervision required."
borhood. On 19th Street, off Prompt expert service. 15 years brac,dishes and cooking utensils.
of the Americas in Miami, Fla.. diabetic boys and girls who
The fee for the camp, as in College Farm Road. Phone
753- experience. Rebuilt pianos for
uly 16-22
share the same experiences
previous years, is $110.00. For 3858.
, FOR LEASE OR RENT
J12C sale. Ben W. Dyer, Murray,
e will be sponsored by the and the same problems.
otherwise
eligible
those
There
Kentucky,
phone
753-8911. August LIKE NEW three
A ncan Bowling Congress in is also the chance to
bedroom brick
learn more children having financial dif2t7
the week-long competition that about
home with two baths, double
diabetes and the ficulty, a limited number of AT KENIANA Shores the
is expected to attract entnes
carport, city water, electric heat,
techniques of self care."
"camperships" are available. smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
from more than 20 coUntries
air conditioning, '•2 mile west of
Facilities at the camp include
Further information and start at $795. Only $10 down and
Hardin. Responsible couple or
a spacious lodge-dining hall,
WILL
$10
per
SET FALCON RECORD
DO
month.
Lake
odd
access.
jobs,
All
minor
camper applications can be
small family only. Phone 437AIR FORCE ACADEMY, administration buildings, obtained from Camp
Hendon, 'utilities including central water. repairs, yard work, clean up and
Cob
IAP - Coach Royce health center, two crafts
4317.
J3P
TFC some painting. Phone 753226 East Chestnut St., Phone 436-5320.
Harnsberger's Air Force Fal- buildings, swimming
-6392.
pool, and Louisville, Kentucky 40202.
J30C
cons set a U S Air Force Acad- shower
FOR TRADE
houses. There is a 20 Phone 502-582-2211, Ext. 436.
emy tennis record with a 16-6
SIX ACRES. just off 121 Easti'
acre lake with a boat dock and
WILL
TRADE solid maple desk
record this spring
approximately 3 miles from
for antique dresser. Phone 436The Air Force won six a fishing dock. The campers are
NIGHT CLUB
town.
Has
housed
clean
in
cabins
up
shop, pargrouped in
straight matches at the start of
5434.
J30C
DISASTER
tially equipped; with large
the season before being stopped villages of three cabins each.
1925,
Pickwick
4,
July
the
On
SATZSAY YOUR NEEDS
basement living quarters. Phone
Camping activities include
by Navy. 5-4 The Falcons shut
WILL TRADE wood runabout
out seven rivals and beat six swimming, basketball, row- Club, a Boston night club. col- 753-7663 or see W.G. Hutson at
hull, fiberglassed for a metal
killing
44
persons
lapSed
Midway'
others by 8-1 scdres
boating, fishing, arts and crafts,
Grocery.
.12813
John Boat. Call 436-2289. J29NC

Whitney M. Young, Jr.
Center To Be Located
In Simpsonville, Ky.
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky.Twenty-five miles outside of
Louisville in the small town of
Simpsonville, the late Whitney
M. Young Jr.'s dream of equal
lob opportunity is becoming
reality.
On June 16, at the site of the
new Whitney M. Young Jr.
Residential Manpower Center,
Julie Nixon Eisenhower and
numerous national, state and
local officials gathered to pay
tribute to this dream.
Mrs. Eisenhower told the
group: -The center will serve
as a fine memorial to Whitney
M. Young, Jr.," adding that
Young left " a priceless legacy
as a mediator who created
understanding and acceptance
between the races."

NEW DUPLEX, two bedrooms,
central air and heat, garbage
disposal, carpeted. Located on
spacious lot with lots of privacy.
Phone 753-4334.
J5C

Auction Sale
June .1
1912
FRiD3
yI
AY
0N
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-DUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,
near University. Plenty of closet
space, two bedrooms. Unfurnished. Phone 753-8096 or 7533312.
TFC
TWO BEDROOM trailer. Also
want to buy used air conditioners.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court after 4-00 p.m. Murray
Drive In Theatre entrance. TFC

AUCTION SALE
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NOTICE

NOTICE

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on June 26, 1972
filed by Lorah Ashcraft,
Executrix of the estate of Glen C.
Ashcraft, Dec'd and that the
. For Information
same has been approved by the
leading to any person who
Calloway County Court and orwill buy a new or used
dered filed to lie over for exmobile borne from me, Ray
ceptions. Any person desiring to
Gustafson, Green Acres
file any exception thereto will do
Mobile Homes, Inc.
Hwy. nE:Paris, Ten- so on or before July 24, 1972 or be
nessee
forever barred.
Phone 901442-0271
Witness my hand this 26 day of
46-25tc
June, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
County Court Clerk,
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Calloway County, Ky.
13th Street. "Every day you
1TP
Judith Ainley, D.C.
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC In accordance with Kentucky
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. 25.200: Notice is hereby given
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on June 26, 1972
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
filed by Thelma L. Brown,
BULLDOZER, BACKHOE, Executrix of the estate of May
Scraper. Will train. No ex- Lawrence, Dec'd and that the
perience
necessary.
Men same has been approved by the
County Court and
operating heavy equipment today Calloway
are earning $15,000 to $18,000 and ordered filed to lie over for exmore. For application call 317- ceptions. Any person desiring to
635-9283 or write Great Lakes file any exception thereto will do
Development Corp. 4022 E. so on or before July 24, 1972 or be
Washington, Indianapolis, In- forever barred.
diana 46201.
July21C Witness my hand this 26 day of
June, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
NOTICE
Calloway County, Ky.
Service charge will be added
to "all accounts over 30
1TP
Judith Ainley, D.C.
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days", fach Day after July
1st, 1977

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.

To whom it may concern; I
Jimmy D. Bandy am no longer
responsible for any debts other
than my own after June 22, 1972.
Jimmy D. Bandy.
July6P

TO OPEN SOON
ParkerMcKenney

1

Athletic Supply
120'3 Chestnut

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on June 26, 1972
filed by Hillman C. Moore Administrator of the estate of Diven
D. Dunn Dec'd and that O'e same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before July 24, 1972 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
June, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
Judith Ainley, D.C.
IT}

NOTICE

000000000 0000000000 0000000000000000

00000000

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement of
accounts was on June 26„ 1972
filed by Leland L. Lawrence,
Executor of the estate of Kittie
Lawrence, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before July 24, 1972 or be
forever barred. Witness my hand
this 26 day of June, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement of
accounts was on June 26, 1972
filed by Marjorie B. Cooper,
Executrix of the estate of Yetta
Lourelle B. Sledd, Deed and that!
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Court and
ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any persons desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before July 24, 1972 or be
forever barred. Witness my hand
this 26 day of June, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky..
Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
sensettlement of accounts was on
June 26, 1972 filed by Edith
McKinney, Administrator of the
estate of Glen C. McKinney,
Dec'd and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any persons
desiring to file any exception
thereto will do so on or before
July 24, 1972 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
June, 1972.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TF

We Are Having A Sale
July 1, 1972

1968 Opel
Automobile

10:30 A. M.
*The building and
contents must be
removed within 60
days after sale.

This Building Can
Be Inspected Any
Time By Contacting

*Parker Ford, Inc.
reserves the right to
accept or reject
any or all bids.

PARKER FORD

Building Goes To The Highest Bidder
we will offer for sale on Saturday, July 1, 1972, at 10:30 a.m., a
Brick Building 100'x33' on the lot at the corner of 7th & Main
Streets, formerly the Butterworth Clinic
1111 Sycamore Street

Phone 753-8382

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY & AUCTION
This Building Contains:

*Approximately
25,000 bricks
*2 Central Air Conditioners
and Heating Systems.
*1 Hot Water Heater
*10 Circuit Boxes
*9Sinks
*4 Commodes

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
In accordance with Kentucky 25.200: Notice is hereby given
Notice That A
Statues, Sections 25.195 and „Ltharrreport of Final settlement
25.200: Notice is hereby given of accounts was on June 26, 1972
that a report of Final settlement filed by Dorthy Taylor, Adof accounts was on June 26, 1972 ministrator of the estate of John
filed by James W. Rowland, Frank Taylor, Dec'd and that the
will be sold to the
Executor of the estate of Claud G. same has been approved by the
highest and best
Rowland, Deed and that the Calloway County Court and orbidder
same has been approved by the dered filed to lie over for exCalloway County Court and or- ceptions. Any person desiring to
Terms of Sale: Cash
dered filed to lie over for ex- file any exception thereto will do
on Friday, July 7th
ceptions. Any person desiring to so on or before July 24, 1972 or be
file any exception thereto will do forever barred.
at 1:00 p.m.
so on or before July 24, 1972 or be Witness my hand this 26 day of
at
14' ALUMINUM SEMI V bottom
June, 1972,
forever barred.
boat. Phone 753-6345 after 3:00
Witness my hand this 26 day of
By Marvin Harris
J28C
p.m.
June, 1972.
Clerk,
Court
County
cheap.
bicycle,
GIRL'S
24"
Calloway County, Ky,
By Marviii Harris
1TP Phone 753-6219 after 4:30 p.m. or
County Court Clerk,
Judith Ainley, D.C.
ITC —*In Cabinet
753-5754.
Calloway County, Ky.
HELP WANTED
Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP In accordance ' with Kentucky 1970 350 HONDA. Has 3,555 miles
•Like New
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and on it. In good shape. Call 753AVON REPRESENTATIVES
25.200: Notice is hereby given 6550
TFNC
Makes button holes,
make money, enjoy life more, In accordance with Kentucky that a report of Final settlement
SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
Sections
Statutes,
25.195
and
meet friendly people: It's easy,
of accounts was on June 26, 1972
sews on buttons,
upholstery with Blue I,ustre.
even if you've never "sold" 25.200:, Notice is hereby given filed by Sarah Ann Taylor, AdRent electric shampooer $1. Big
before. Call collect 365-9424 that a report of Final settlement ministrator of the estate of
decorative stitches
K,Belaire Shopping C,enter.,JIC
before 8:30 a.m. weekdays, or of accounts was on June 26, 1972 Frances C. Johnson, Dec'd and
filed
by
Thomas
Smith,
Adwithout attachments.
write Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2that the same has been approved 1968 ECONA TRAILER, 10'x55'
ministrator of the estate of Ruth by
Box I36A, Princeton, Ky.
the Calloway County Court Large bath, furnished. $1900.00.
PAY BALANCE OF
42445.
J IC Angelo, Dec'd and that the same and ordered filed to lie over for See at 57 Shady Oaks Trailer
has been approved by the exceptions.
9814
Any person desiring Court. Phone collect 1-618-734July22(
TRUCK DRIVERS (Experience Calloway County Court and or- to file any exception thereto will 958,
not necessary) to train for local dered filed to lie over for ex- do so on or before July 24, 1972 or
or
and over-the-road hauling. Can ceptions. Any person desiring to be forever barred.
Small Monthly Payments
earn up to $5.16 per hour after file any exception thereto will do Witness my....4nd this 26 day of
short training. For application, so on or before July 24, 1972 or be June, 1972.
FREE HOME TRIAL
call 606-299-6912 from 9 a.m. to 7 forever barred.
By Marvin Harris
9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m
23-1/16x35"
p.m. or write Nation Wide Semi Witness my hand this 26 day of
County Court Clerk,
Division, 171 New Circle Road, June, 1972.
Calloway County, Ky.
.009 Thick
1
By Marvin Harris
N.E., Lexington. Kentucky
Judith Ainley, D.C.
111'
Clerk,
Court
County
plates are perfect
These
40505.
J28C
Paris Collect
Calloway County, Ky.
or roofing
siding
for
ITP
Judith Ainley, D.C.
Honest-To
-Goodness
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
EXPERIENCED COOK for
barns, for placing
Home-made
Ice
Cream
aftornoon shift. Must be neat, FOR YOUR auction sale needs
Specially priced for the rest
around bottom of
of the "Dairy Month of June"
efficient and able to furnish good contact Otto Chester's Auction
Cone IS a 5 cents, quart 59
references. Steady work. Prefer Service 435-4042, Lynn Grove. "It
homes to keep
mobile
cents, gallon Sl 99
lady 30 to 50 years of age. Good pays to sell the Chester
V-BOTTOM ALUMINUM boat.
out the wind and snow Deep
TRIANGLE INN
working conditions. Apply in Way."
and wide. See at Fenton &
June281'
and for many other
person
Colonial
House
Hodge.
July1C
Smorgasbord.
TFC
as
such
uses

Legal Notice

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

* 2'x8' Ceiling Joists &
Numerous Other Things
*5 Outside Doors
*41 Inside Doors
*4 Cabinets
*27 Metal Windows
* 10 Sheets Paneling
*Numerous Electrical
Outlets & Wiring

We Need More Room!!

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Phone 753-5273

Corner of 7th & Main

For Sale
'72 ZIG ZAG

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN

ALUMINUM
PLATES

Phone

642-7494

WANTED TWO cooks, one full
time and one part time. Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaurant, on
Hwy. 68, Aurora, Kentucky.
Phone 474-2259,
J29C
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY used horsel
trailer or livestock trailer.
753-6210 after 4:00p.m.
J29C

1)(.a.

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN

MiiiQt,2Ffl
C,,".

1970 TOYOTA Pickup Truck
with Camper Shell. New tires, 10,000
actual miles, one owner.
800 Chestnut Street

Phone 753-8850

"building our
mice or rats.

25' each
Call at

Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky.

JETCO
METAL
DETECTOR
Buy Yours Now at

Murray Home
& Auto 753 2571

72 ZIG ZAG : Does all modern
sewing, adaptable to stretch
material, even writes names,
$35.10 cash, terms available. Call
753-5421. Electro Hygiene. J28C
VACUUM CLEANER:'72 model,
has all cleaning tools and' paint
spray, $16.50 cash. Call 753-5421.
J28C
Electro Hygiene.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
refrigerator, 6 years old, $55.00.
Good condition. Phone 4374117.
J29C
CARPET
CLEANINGEST
cleaner you ever used, so easy
too. Get Blue I.ustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Begley Drug
Store, Central Shopping CenJ1C
ter,

For Sale
1972 STEREO
Console Model
•In Warranty
•AM/FM Radio
•4-Speed Changer
•Walnut Console
Take over small
monthly payments or
pay balance of
$84
"
FREE HOME TRIAL
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

PHILCO STEREO record player.
Two speakers. Good condition.
Phone 753-5909.
J30C
HORSES: ONE standard breed
mare, broke for riding and
carting. One strawberry roan
saddle horse. Phone Jerry
Watson 492-8399. .
J30C
G.E. COMBINATION washerdryer. Also wig and set of lamps.
Phone
4 8 9 - 2 2 4 8
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. J3OP
1964 VOLKSWAGEN calliper.
compietelreebuilt. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-7664. J30C
1969-15' RUNABOUT boat. 40
H.P. Johnson, fully equipped.
8800.00. Phone 753-4759.
J5C

Phone

BALDWIN GRAND piano, used,
superb
condition.
Two
Paris Collect
repossessed Baldwin pianos, New
Baldwin organs and piancis.
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Practice
pianos.
Rent-to
BEI,TONE FACTORY fresh
purchase plan. Lonardo Piano
bearing aid batteries for all make
COmpany,
acrbss from Post
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J28C
—10 H.P. RIDING lawn mower, Office, Paris, Tennessee. .130C
YARD SALE, Saturday, July 1, electric start, lights, 32" cit.
!LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
from 7:00 a.m, till dark, 1,2 mile Less than one year old. Phone
J29C in Kentucky. No increase in
South of Lynn Grove. Phone 435- 753-7140 after 3:00p.m.
prices. Country Boy Stores.
5958 or 435-5702.
.
J29P
350 YAMAHA R-5, top condition. Army Surplus, 9 miles from
1968 HONDA 125 cc. Also 14' Best offer. Phone 753-3597 after Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
J29C 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
Runabout, 30 H.P. Johnson and 3:00p.m.
4:00p.m.
J30C
trailer. Phone 436-2437.
J3P AUTOMATIC WASHER,
120cc SUZUKI, 900 miles, likc
new, $225.00. See at Riviera
J28P
Courts,50-A.

642-7494

Frigidaire, in good working TAPPAN GAS range, good
1968 STARCRAFT CAMPER. condition.
$50.00. Phone 753condition, will sell cheap. Call
sleeps 6, excellent condition. 5563.
J29C after 3 p.m. 753-1981.
J30C
Phone 753-4520 after 5:00 p.m.
J29P REGISTERED ANGUS bull. 3'2
AU. WORLD ELECTRONICS
years old. Phone 753-5538 after
307 N. 4th 753-6091
HENS, DUCKS, Bantams, 5:00p.m.
J29C
RADIO, TELEVISION,
Pigeons, Geese, fancy and old
STEREO,CAR RADIO
favorites. Large selection.
SALEs &SERVICE
Hubert Alexander 328-8563, three WHEAT STRAW, 50 cents bale. icpair on small Appliances.)
J28NC
miles South Sedalia,
J29P Phone 436-2149.

L
I

t

.
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Kentucky Roundup
1J3UISVILLE, Ky. ( API—As many as 4,000 travel trailers of
the Wal Byam Caravan Club International have assembled here
today for the 15th international rally of the nation's largest trailer
club.
William Schilhaneck of Hastings, Mich., club president, said
between 10,000 and 12,000 persons were assembled at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center for the rally. He said all 50
states, every province of Canada. Mexico and several other
countries will be represented.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. ( AP I—The Kentucky Highway
Department will begin a campaign to remove thousands of signs
from along the state's highways on Saturday.
Jack Van Meter, The Highway Department's district engineer
for ten counties in south central Kentucky, said Tuesday that
around 2800 billboards and signs in the district will have to be
removed.
Van Meter said that federal law now provides that advertising
signs cannot be located within 660 feet of the highwayright-of-way
unless they are on premises signs.
FT. KNOX, Ky. AP—The wife of a Ft. Knox sergeant was
found strangled to death at the post on Tuesday.
An army spokesman said Ursula Bogdanowicz, 22, wife of S.
Sgt. Edwin Bogdanowicz, had been stranged with a nylon rope
secured to a support post for a pull-up bar. The couple lived on the
Post-MAYSVILLE, Ky. ( API—Mason County Sheriff Robert Case
says he suspects a gang of cattle rustlers are operating in the
viciaity following the second cattle stealing of the month.
The gang took 11 calves Monday night from the barn of Jack
Estill of Mays Lick, loaded them in a truck and drove off unnoticed.
The sheriff said Tuesday that a similar theft was reported near
Orangeburg, Ky.

World News Briefs
SAIGON ( AP)—More than 10,000 South Vietnamese marines
and paratroopers crossed the My Chanh river today as the
government launched its first attempt to recapture Quang Tri P
rovince. There were no immediate reports on the extent of
North Vietnamese resistance or of casualities as the troops
pushed along a 10-mile front stretching from the South China Sea
to the foothills west of Highway 1.
U.S. E152 bombers dropped some 1,350 tons of explosives to
open the way for the push. Tanks, artillery, US. gunfire from
ships offshore and American fighter-bombers supported the
advancing troops. The North Vietnamese have held the province
since May 1.
The House passed the debt-limit bill 211 to 168 Tuesday. House
Democratic leaders are arranging procedures to try to accept the
Senate Social Security amendment when the legislation is
returned to the House.
SIMLA,India(AP )—India and Pakistan toughened their stands
in preparation for today's start of peace talks between Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi and President Zulfikar All Bhutto.
Indian spokesman-said-their government and Bangladesh had
agreed that the 91,000 Pakistani prisoners of war in India will not
be returned to Pakistan until Bhutto recognizes the cease-fire line
through Kashmir as an international boundary and recognizes
Bangladesh as an independent nation.
Bhutto in a broadcast from Pakistan Tuesday night demanded
the return of the POWs and said Pakistan would not be forced to
accept humiliating peace terms.
WASHINGTON,( AP )—Despite President's Nixon's objections,
Democrats are moving ahead with plans to tack a 20-per-cent
Social Security increase onto a bill raising the national debt
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, said his amendment is in final
form and ready to be offered when the debt measure comes before
the Senate, probably Thursday

People In The News
TOKYO ( API—Visiting Prime Minister Sirimavo Banciaranaike of Ceylon has presented a baby elephant to the children
of China, according to the New China News Agency.
The elephant is named Mithura, which means friend in the
Sinhala language.
Mrs. Bandaranaike made the presentation Tuesday at Peking's
indoor stadium. On hand to receive the elephant were Premier
Chou En-lai and six Chinese children, the news agency said in a
broadcast monitored here.
FT. CA.MPBEIA„ Ky. (AP(—Gen. William C. Westmoreland,
the retiring Army chief of staff, has presented a Presidential Unit
Citation to a unit which he formerly commanded.
Westmoreland, who will step down as chief of staff Friday,
ending 33 years of military service, presented the citation to the
3rd Brigade of the 101st Airborne Division, the highest honor
presented to a unit by the nation.
During the ceremony Tuesday Westmoreland praised the unit
for its "extraordinary heroism in action against the enemy" in
Vietnam.
Westmoreland. the former commander of all U.S. forces in
South Vietnam, also was commander of the 101st and of Ft.
Campbell from April 1958 to June 1960.

Mrs. Lilly Attends
State Meeting
Mrs. G. T. Lilly, Murray,
president of the Kentucky
Association
for
Home
Economics Teachers, attended
a program planning meeting of
the Kentucky State Home
Economics Teachers Conference held in the office of Miss
Jewell Dene Ellis, state
Frankfort,
director,
on
Tuesday.
The Murray woman, teacher
of home economics at Murray
High School, was accompanied
by Mrs. H. L. Oakley and Mrs.
J. D. Rayburn. Mrs. Oakley
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie
Grogan and Mr. and Mrs. John
Ed Miller of Frankfort, while
Mrs. Rayburn visited her
brother, Wayne Johnson and
Mrs. Johnson of Georgetown
and her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Vear Mann of Frankfort.

TO WORK FOR YOU

McGovern Supporters To Fight
California Credentials Challenge
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Sen.
George McGovern's supporters
are mounting a massive effort
to beat back a California credentials challenge which could
be the last major threat to his
nomination.
McGovern forces succeeded
on another front Tuesday when
Democratic party platformwriters produced a document
echoing the senator's key positions, but in terms that his two
main rivals also could embrace.
The platform draft will be offered for a vote at the Miami
Beach convention where debate
seems certain on a number of
planks opposed by Alabama
Gov. George C. Wallace and his
supporters.
The Platform Committee
voted overwhelmingly to authorize a minority report by the
Wallace forces on such issues
as taxes, the economy, welfare,
busing of school children, prayer in schools, and crime.
McGovern continued his tour
of the South where he found a
friendly reception and indications of possible later ballot
support from Arkansas delegates.

Murray B&PW
Members At
District Meet
Members of the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club attended a preplanning program meeting for
District I of the Kentucky
Federation of 13&PW Clubs held
at Fulton on Sunday at two p.m.
District I, the largest district
in the state federation, is
composed of nine clubs.
Attending from Murray were
Mrs. Opal Roberts, assistant
director, Mrs. Annie J. Nance,
club president; Mrs. Faye
Stephens, vice-president; Mrs.
Madelle Talent,treasurer; Mrs.
Odelle Vance, secretary for
District I and club reporter for
the state magazine; Mrs. Betty
0. Vinson, public relations
Jessie
chairman;
Mrs.
District
Shoemaker,
I
nominating committee for the
parliamenstate and club
tarian; Mrs. Betty Riley,
corresponding secretary; Mrs.
Agnes McDaniel, finance
committee.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell,
Fulton, director of District I,
gave the national theme,
"Objectives in Action",for 1972/3, with the four points being:
Elevate, Promote, Cooperate,
and Extend. The motto is "Plan
Our Work and Work Our Plan."
Mrs. Opal Roberts, Murray,
assistant director and membership chairman, urged the
clubs to increase their membership. The goal is 4,000
members in Kentucky this year.
The theme for District I is
"Keep District I First."
State officiers attending were
Miss Carolyn Key, Hopkinsville, first vice; Mrs. Martha
Wurtz, Hazard, second vice;
Mrs. Inell Mayes, Mayfield,
treasurer; Mrs. Edral Rucker,
Paducah, legislative chairman,
who all spoke briefly on the
1972-73 program outlined for the
club.
Forty-seven persons were
present for the planning
meeting

Sister Local
Persons Dies
Funeral services for Mrs.
Jennie Mildred Darnell, age 86,
sister of local persons, will be
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the Byrn Funeral Chapel.
Mayfield, with Rev. Billy
Turner officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bobby
Bradley, Ray Darnell, Eugene
Darnell, Don Higgins, Kent
Vinson, Terry Darnell, Junior
Dowdy, and Butch
Herhal.
Burial will be in the Maplewood
Cemetery. Friends may call at
Byrn Funeral Home.
Mrs. Darnell died at eight
a.m. on Tuesday at the home of
a daughter, Mrs. Tennie
Stamper, Mayfield Route Two.
She was the widow of Sammie
T. Darnell.
Survivors include two sons,
Harry Darnell of Mayfield, and
Chesley Darnell of Taylor,
Mich.; five daughters, Mrs.
Tennie Stamper and Mrs. Ardell Bradley, both of Graves
County, Mrs. Herman Vinson of
Central City, Mrs. Sylvia Nell
Collins of Paducah, and Mrs.
Lois Hale of Mayfield; a
brother, John Carroll of Benton; two half brothers, Cleatus
Carroll and Leonard Carroll,
both of Graves County; four
sisters, Mrs. Lovie Dunn of
Dexter, Mrs. Bob Hoke of
Coldwater,
Mrs.
Eurie
Wilkerson of Farmington, and
Mrs. Luther Dunn of Wingo; 32
grandchildren, and 26 great
grandchildren.

State Bows To
Union Demands

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP )—Instead of risking added delays
the state of Kentucky has
bowed to union demands and
hired seve union members at
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —William J. Stoessel Jr., a career Foreign considerable cost to move furService officer, has been nominated by President Nixon as niture in a new state office
assistant secretary of state for European affairs.
building.
Stoessel was named by the President on Tuesday to succeed --The-Mate had planned to use
Martin J. Hillenbrand, who has been named as ambassador to its own laborers, who, with
Germany.
fringe benefits, make about
Stoessel, a native of Manhattan, Kan., who now claims Santa $2.20 an hour, according to CapMonica, Calif., as his home, has been serving as U.S. ambassador ital Plaza director Al Hubbard.
to Poland since 1968.
Instead the state wound up
hiring three carpeners, three
LOS ANGELES( AP)—Retired Air Force Gen. Curtis E. LeMay laborers and one operating enhas settled his $5.3 million suit against the company that fired him gineer, at wage rates plus
when he became Gov. George C. Wallace's running mater in 1968. fringe benefits ranging from
LeMay,65, sued Networks Electronic Corp. in 1969, saying the $4.30 to $7.30 per hour.
company wrongly fired him when he took a leave of absence as
Over a year ago the state
board chairman to ron for vice president on the American In- bought $754,000 worth of office
dependent Party ticket.
furniture for the new Capital
Plaza office tower. Because the
The company filed a $5.1 million countersuit saying LeMay $24.5 million project is about
failed to abide by his contract, never had a leave of absence and two years behind schedule, the
used his $50,000-a-year-position as a political springboard.
furniture was stored in the
Attorneys announced the out of court settlepent of both suits
building's ground levels
- ay The terms of the settlement were not discloiled
The dispute, which was finally ended Tuesday started last
spring between the general contractor,Illobert E. MCKee of
Dallas who has union contracts
around the state.
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FLEET DESTROYED
On July 3, 1896, the Spanish
fleet under Adm. Cervera was
destroyed by a U.S. fleet as it
tried to leave Santiago harbor.

Mrs. Horning's
Brother Dies
J. C. Dick, brother of Mrs.
Verna Nell Horning of Murray,
died Monday at eight p.m. at St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn., following heart surgery.
He was 59 years of age and a
resident of 814 Oaks Road,
Paducah.
The deceased had been an
employe of the Coca-Cola
Bottling Company for thirtythree years. He was a member
of the Oakbwn Baptist Church.
Dick is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Grace Whitt Erick of
Paducah; two daughters, Mrs.
Frankie Adams and Mrs.
Marita Beeman of Nashville,
Tenn.; one brother, Charles C.
Dick of Jackson, Mich.; five
sisters, Mrs. Horning of
Murray, Mrs. Mable Powley,
Mrs. Mildres Hayes, Mrs. Rose
Wells, and Mrs. Evelyn Wilson,
all of Paducah; three grandchildren; three great grandchildren, several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
today at 3:30 p.m at the Roth
Funeral Chapel, Paducah, with
Rev. Jack Naylor and Rev Bill
Bond officiating.
Burial will be in the
Woodlawn Memorial (;arden,,,
Paduc
FINE!) IN MAYFIELD
Three person.s were charged
and fined in the Graves County
Court, Mayfield, according to
the report published in the
Mayfield Messenger. They were
Jimmy Dale Roland, Murray
Route Four, and Billy Adams,
Murray Route One, each fined
$114.50 for DWI, and Rodney
Sheeks, Murray,fined $26.50 for
speeding.

Annexation. ..

Continued from Page I
forty-three different persons question, all as provided by
own real estate within the Kentucky Revised Statutes
territory proposed to be an- 81.110 (1).
The law with reference to
nexed. Of this number, the
In a significant gesture to
Eli Segal, McGovern's cre- protestants presented direct trial and judgment of this and
party regulars, he indicated dentials coordinator, indicated proof
by seven of these other similar annexation acthat, if he wins the nomination, that compromise efforts would freeholders
that
they were tions is remarkably clear,
he will keep Lawrence F. be attempted before Friday opposed
to the annexation. direct and understandable. KRS
O'Brien as national party chair- afternoon, when the case is due Plaintiffs
were permitted to 81.11((2) provides as follows:
man.
to come before the committee.
show by indirect proof (i.e.,
"If the (Court) finds, upon a
With the proposed platform
Cecil Poole, the hearing ex- testimony by
one witness that hearing, that less than seventyready to be mailed to dele- aminer in the Chicago case, another freeholder
such as the five per cent 75 per cent) of the
gates, attention in Washington ruled Tuesday that the 59 dele- witness's
wife who was not freeholders of the territory to be
turned to the Credentials Com- gates were slated in violation of present)
that thirteen other annexed or stricken off have
mittee which, in its first deci- party reform rules on "proce- freeholders
were opposed. remonstrated, and that the
sions Tuesday, tossed out chal- dures, notice, openness and Defendant
presented direct adding or striking off of the
lenges to the Alabama, South timeliness."
proof of twenty-one freeholders territory will be for the interest
Carolina and Florida delegaThough many of the challeng- who were in favor of the an- of the city, and will cause no
tions.
ers support McGovern, he has nexation. Two freeholders
were manifest injury to the persons
A half-dozen key McGovern taken no position on that dis- not present
owning real estate in the
at the trial, and
advisers met Tuesday night pute but backs a similar chal- neither
side claimed them to be territory sought to be annexed
with the senator's supporters lenge by some of his downstate
either in favor of-'or opposed to or stricken off, the annexation
on the committee to map plans Illinois supporters.
the annexation.
or reduction shall be approved
for the showdown Thursday on
The final platform draft
The evidence on behalf of the and become final. If the Court ,
the California challenge led by adopts McGovern's call for todefendant indicates that the finds that seventy-five per cent
allies of Sen. Hubert H. tal U.S. withdrawal from Inproposed annexation is in the (75 per cent) or more of the
Humphrey.
dochina as the new president's best interests of the city since resident freeholders of the
McGovern forces won the first order of business, urges an the
incorporation of the territory sought to be annexed
first round when hearing exam- end to tax loopholes for individ- territory
would provide for or stricken off have remoniner Burke Marshall refused to uals and corporations, and enorderly growth in the area. It is strated, the annexation or
support the attempt to split dorses a prudent defense policy
obvious, of course, that those reduction shall not take place,
California's 271 votes, won by that cuts waste. It adopts someremonstrating against the unless the (Court) finds from
McGovern in the June 6 win- thing close to the McGovern
annexation feel that it would be the evidence that a failure to
ner-take-all
primary, and plan for income payments to for
the best interest of the annex or strike off will
award them on a proportional replace the welfare system, but
the
territory not to be annexed and materially
retard
basis.
omits any reference to the de- thereby
subjected
to prosperity of the city, and of the
That could take 151 votes tails McGovern has outlined
regulations and taxes which owners and inhabitants of the
away from McGovern, who and is now revising.
would naturally flow from such territory sought to be annexed
claims to be within 20 votes of
As its final act, the Platform action. The stated reasons for or stricken off, in which case the
the nomination. The latest tally Committee assured a conobjecting to annexation cen- annexation or reduction shall
by The Associated Press gives vention airing for some 20 chaltered around the belief that the take place notwithstanding the
him 1,358.9 votes-150.1 votes lenges to the proposed statehighest potential of the property remonstrance." Emphasis
short of the 1,509 needed.
ment of party position.
adjoining U.S. Highway No. 641 mine).
The entire California delegaMcGovern called the pro- was its eventual utilization
When the evidence is tested
and
tion could not vote on the case posed platform "beautiful."
sale as commercial or business against the
and
clear
if it is appealed to the full con- Spokesmen for Humphrey and
property although it is now unequivocal provisions of this
vention as expected. With the Sen. Edmund Muskie also
uniformly
utilized
as statute, it is obvious that far
California votes eliminated, a praised it, but Charles C. Sniresidential. Conversely, it is the less than seventy-five per cent
solid bloc of McGovern oppo- der, Wallace's national camopinion of the freeholders (75 per cent) of the freeholders
nents possibly could muster a paign director, called it "a suifavoring annexation that the of the territory have remonmajority.
cide note" that ignores voters' territory
would be greatly strated or protested against the
Another potentially divisive wishes.
benefitted from the services proposed annexation. As stated
argument was shaping up over
In Little Rock, McGovern which would
be available and above,the total proof in the case
the 59 Chicago delegates head- met with Gov. Dale Bumpers
rendered to the area through indicates that
twenty-one
ed by Mayor Richard J. Daley. and other Arkansas delegates, fire
and police protection, city- freeholders favor annexation
expulsion
possible
They face
all committed to home-state owed utilities,
reduction of fire while twenty object.
for violations of party rules in Rep. Wilbur D. Mills until re- insurance
rates, et cetera. The
Although counsel for those
leased, and said afterward it evidence clearly
their selection.
indicates that remonstrating has raised both
was a "free,friendly, satisfying annexation
of the territory is in novel and interesting questions
exchange of views."
the best interests of the city and concerning whether the law as
At a news conference there, that it will
cause no such written violates the rights of the
McGovern said he had called manifest
injury, as is protestants under the Equal
party chairman O'Brien and in- recognized in law, to the
per- Protection Clause of the
dicated he wants him to keep sons owning real
Fourteenth Amendment to the
estate in the
the job. McGovern's comments territory as to
defeat the city's Federal Constitution and
followed a published report that right to annex.
Section 2 of the Kentucky
The funeral for Mrs. E. N. the senator planned to replace
Constitution, the simple answer
Conclusions
of
Law
(Louise) Underwood is being O'Brien if he won the nomiis
that these precise issues have
Jurisdiction
of
the
action is
held today at two p.m. at the nation and the privilege of
vested in this Court. This action heretofore, and recently, been
chapel of the J.H. Churchill choosing the party chairman.
submitted to the Kentucky
Funeral Home with Rev. Coy
There were these other devel- was properly instituted within Court of Appeals in
the case of
thirty
(
30)
days
after
the
Garrett officiating.
opments:
Jobe, et al v. City of Erlanger,
Serving as pallbearers are
—In Silver Spring, Md., Dr. enactment of the ordinance by Ky., 383 S.W. 2d 675, and those
Douglas Shoemaker, Tump Stacy Rollins reported that the Common Council of the City
issues were clearly and
Lawrence, Cleo Bucy, Ralph Wallace is gaining weight and of Murray proposing to annex
squarely resolved against Such
Tidwell, Robert Craig, and standing with the aid of braces. the unincorporated territory in
contentions. This Court is bound
William Adams. Burial will be He said Wallace would be able
by the law as enacted by the
MAileaial to attend the convention.
in the Murray
legislature and as previously
Gardens
with
the
—In Washington, AFL-CIO
interpreted by the Kentucky
arrangements by the J.H. President George Meany, reCourt of Appeals in that case.
Churchill Funeral Home.
portedly cool to the passibility
Judgment
Mrs. Underwood, age 63, died of a McGovern nomination, told
It is, therefore, the ORDER
Tuesday morning at her home. a labor convention that political
and JUDGEMENT of this Court
She was a member of the parties sometimes "can't conthat plaintiffs' Complaint be
United tain suicidal impulses." He
Chapel
Mason's
and the, same is hereby
Methodist Church and was mentioned neither McGovern
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — disenssed- at the cost of
employed at Belk's in Murray nor the Democratic party by Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
aintIJa-and the
remonfor many years. Her husband, name.
sayshe will not release the strance by plaintiffs against
E. N. Underwood, died in June
names of contributors or the •w•kritvlinance No. 552 of the City of
1966.
amounts contributed to his Re- Murray is declared to be of no
The Murray woman was born
publican senatorial campaign legal effect.
September 11, 1908, in Calloway
which were received before
County and was the daughter of
April 7.
the late John Young Orr and
Speaking at a news conferBertha Lawrence Orr. She is
ence Tuesday with Edward
survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Local persons were among Nixon, the President's brother,
Allen I Mary Ann) Russell, two those returning on Monday Nunn said he was "complying
grandchildren, Mark and Lisa from a two weeks "Summer with the law as it was written."
PADUCAH, Ky.. AP—For
Russell, all of 1503 Sycamore Odyssey to The Bible Lands,"
His democratic opponent,
Street, Murray, and one son, ..._.conducted by Dr. and Mrs. Walter "Dee" Huddleston the second time in less than a
Sgt. Robert Underwood of Fort Wayrie A. Lamb of Paris, Tenn. called on Nunn Friday to make week the Fourth Street Cinenth
Knox.
The group left Nashville, public the names and amounts in Paducah has been raided 1)
police for the screening of obTenn., on Monday, June 12, by received before April 7.
plane via New York, AmDisclosure of sources of cam- scene films.
Three persons were arrested
sterdam, Holland, to their first paign funds by candidates for
stop in Athens, Greece, on June federal office is required by the and an X-rated film, "Tempta13.
Federal Campaign Act of 1971, tion in Sin" was seized by offiTheir itinerary included but that law did not become ef- cials Tuesday.
Death claimed Sinia Pasc
- hall
Not charged in Tuesday's
on Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at her Cairo, EgypkoBeirut, Debanon, fective until April 7.
home at Route Three, Puryear, East Jerusalem, Israel,
Huddleston made public a list raid were former Paducah city
Tenn. She was 81 years of age Naharia, Israel, Ashkelon-On- Friday which he said gave the Prosecutor Mike Livingston and
and her death followed an ex- Sea, Israel, and Rome, Italy. names of his campaign contrib- former McCracken County
The group arrived back in utors and the amounts contrib- Judge Pelham McMurray, who
tended illness.
were charged with permitting
The deceased was a member Nashville Monday at 9:15 p.m. uted.
the
exhibition of obscene mattour
making
with
Persons
the
of the Mill Creek Cumberland
Huddleston said at the time,
Presbyterian Church. She was Dr. and Mrs. Lamb were "while not revealing campaign ter after the raid last Wednesborn July 3, 1890, in Henry Charles H. Farris, Murray; contributons which were made day.
Charged in both incidents
County, Tenn., and was the Miss Donna Rhodes and Rev. prior to April 7 is technically
daughter of the late Joel and Mrs. Clovis H. Kemp, legal, it is clearly a violation of were projectionist Gary Bailey,
Paschall and Annie Lampkins Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. W. Percy the intent and spirit of the cashier, Floyd Bradford, and
theater manager Mary MargaWilliams and Mrs. Tommy law."
Paschall.
Survivors include one son, Powell. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
At the news conference Nunn ret Deverell. They were re,
J.F. Paschall of Route Three, Vyron Mitchell, Fulton.,_ Mrs. said, "I think the people, who leased on $500 bond Tuesday.
Livingston had termed the
Puryear, Tenn.; three sisters, Erwin Hermann, Forest M.; gave before April 7, if they
Mrs. Rillie Spann of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Blake Williams, want their names withheld, are previous charges an attempt by
Ill., Mrs. Obie Cole and Mrs. Jackson. Tenn.; Mrs. Charles entitled to haye their names Paducah Police Court Judge
Kenneth Burkhardt to embar(;enny Key, both of Murray; B. Jones, Gilbertsville; Mrs. withheld."
Minnie B. Smith, 'Franklin,
three brothers, Oxie Paschall of
Nunn said his opposition was ass him because of his particiAlmo. Buddy and Berney Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. assuming that "the fact that pation in the citizens committee
Harris, Cartersville, Ga.; Mr. somebody's made a contribu- which is investigating bail
Paschall, both of Hazel.
bonding practices in the city.
and Mrs. Ancel Smith, Nash- tion means they'll get a favor.
Funeral services will be held
A hearing on the charges
ville, Tenn.; Mrs. Marjorie S.
Thursday at 230 p.m. at the
"Just because we don't tell
Moore, Mrs. Myrtle Wood, and doesn't mean we have anything stemming from the first raid is
chapel of the Miller Funeral
scheduled for Friday in BurHome with Rev. James Baker '- Mrs. Irene Norris, Middletown, to hide," Nunn said.
Ohio; Mrs. John Webster, He said those who made that khardt's court.
officiating.
Burial will be in the South. Woodsville, N.H.; Mrs. A.L. assumption "were probably
JOHNSON KO'S
Atkins, Dexter, Mo.; C.D. ceasicisiveng. what they could
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
JEFFERIES
Elam, Martin, • Tenn.; Mrs. have donle ender like circumthe arrangements by the Miller
Jack Johnson knocked out
Betty Kaye, Beaver, Pa.; Mrs. stances or wouldn't have that Jim
Funeral Home, Hazel, where
Jefferies on July 4, 1910, in
W.('. Young, Aliquippa, Pa.
friends may call.
on their mind."
Reno, Nevada
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Here's the Answer Eg

want. He will give you two
pieces of new pipe, plus a union
One length of pipe is screwed
into one joint and the union
added to the open end_ Screw in
the other piece of pipe, then
bring the two lengths together
with the union. You know, of
course, that all threads should
be coated with pipe compound
before the connections are
made.
Q.—I just finished varnishing
a table top. There are many
tiny, almost invisible bubbles
on it. What caused this? What
can I do"
A.—It appears that you stirred the varnish, either before or
while using it. Varnish should
not be shaken or stirred. Sand
down the surface, not to the
bare wood but just enough to
remove the bubbles. Revarnish.
(For either of Andy Lang's
booklets, "Wood Finishing in
the Home," or "Paint Your
House Inside and Out," send 30
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to KnowHow, P.O. Box 477, Huntington,
N. Y. 11743. Be sure to specify
which booklet you want.)

Q.—There is a section of a
cold water pipe in ow- house
that leaks. I have patched it
three times now. It lasts a few
weeks, then leaks again. I
would like to replace that part
of the pipe. I did a similar
repair some years ago, but remember that I had a very difficult time trying to get the new
piece of pipe to fit. Can you help
me? By the way, it's ordinary
galvanized pipe. not copper or
brass.
A.—Actually, this is a job for
a plumber However, if the
regulations in your community
do not forbid replacement of a
section of water pipe, you
should be able to handle it. The
trick is to use two pieces of
pipe, not one. After shutting off
the water, cut the damaged
pipe with a hacksaw anywhere
from 4 to 6 inches from a joint.
Unscrew the short length of this
pipe, using two pipe wrenches,
one for holding, one for turning.
Then unscrew the long length
from the other joint.
Take the two pieces to a dealer and explain to him what you

TOUCH OF OLD COUNTRY—One

of several British doubledecker buses
is unloaded at dockside in Vancouver, B.C., after long voyage from Liverpool, England. They'll
be shipped on to Victoria to add to that Canadian city's visual English atmosphere.

The Sale you have been waiting for!
Nes ads Falls, in Yosemite National Park, California,a drop of 600 feet

ANNUAL SPRING & SUMMER

America's Far West Still
An Exciting Tourist-Lure
By Maury Kane
of Mount Rose near Keno and discovery of gold .in Canada's
Today, nearly 125. years take Tahoe.
Yukon Territory in 189711 -AritSafter the discovery of gold
Visitors to Oregon find the ka was the sourdoughs' pasin California opened The Far same vast rivers, rich for- sageway. Then. in 1899, AlasWest to the greatest migra- ests, fertile valleys and snowy ka had a gold strike of its own
tion in history, this exciting slopes that lured the state's
Most of the state's tourism
region is still a land of discov- first settlers, who followed the is concentrated in the southery for tourists, says Discover trail blazed by Lewis and eastern region where cruise
American Travel Organiza- Clark through Idaho, Oregon ships and marine ferries ply
tions. DATO has designated and Washington in 1805.
the fjcitd-like "Inside Passage,"
The Far West as one of nine
Today's travelers come to and call at quaint fishing vilvacation designation regions. , fish, hunt, ski, roam uncrowd- lages. Ships also take passenNational and state parks, ed beaches and just soak up gers among icebergs and along
blue-white glaciers.
as well as wilderness areas, the scenery.
Alaska's Mount McKinley
preserve much of the pristine
Oregon has no less than 13
beauty of The Far West, a national forests, as well as — at 20,320 feet, the highest
vast area encompassing the one national park — Crater peak in North America — attracts climbers and "lookers"
states of California, Nevada, Lake..
Oregon, Washington. Idaho
Ski slopes abound in the to Mount McKinley National
and Alaska.
Cascades. Wallowas and other Park
The Far West,is still a young
Visitors to California's Yo- Oregon mountains.
Lofty
semite National Park still
Mount Hood, near Portland, land with much growth ahead
experience the same thrill
has some of the best skiing — but its leaders are determined that growth will not
that Major Jim Savage and in the Northwest.
his men of the Mariposa BatBountifully endowed with come at the expense of its
talion felt when they first scenic treasures. Washing- precious natural treasures
ira7Pd on Yosemite_ _Valley:a ton has 24 million acres of
glacier carved domes, tum- forests and three national
bling waterfalls and lush Al- parks — Olympic. Mount
pine meadows in 1851.
Rainier and North Cascades.
Centuries-old sequoias are
Puget Sound, with 2,000
FAMILY DINNER
protected in Yosemite's Mari- miles of shoreline, is a boatGreek Stuffed Peppers
posa Grove in—Sequoia-Kings ing enthusiast's kden. AltoBread Tray
Canyon National Park, in the gether, Washingt6n has 10,000 Snap Beans
Beverage
Cake
Honey
Park
National
new Redwood
miles of bay and Pacific shoreGREEK
in Northern California and line, as well as 8,000 lakes and
STUFFED PEPPERS
in reserves elsewhere in the several rivers lacing the state. 6 large green peppers
state.
There's top skiing on Mount Boiling salted water
California's Lassen Volcanic Rainier, Snoqualmie Pass,
11/2 teaspoons salt
an
preserves
National Park
Mount Spokane, Stevens and 1 pound lean ground lamb
awesome scene of volcanic Mount Baker,.
1/4 cup corn-oil margarine
fury.
Seattle Center, built for the 3/4 cup uncooked converted
The state's 21 Franciscan 1962 World's Fair, is still a
rice
missions, faithfully restored, major attraction. The mono- 3/4 cup chopped onions
rule.
Spanish
recall the days of
rail zips visitors from down- 1 clove garlic. crushed
Settlements built of mud town Seattle to the 607-foot 2 tablespoons minced parsley
and canvas by the pioneers Space Needle, with its revolv- 1 tablespoon minced fresh mint
are now major cities, each ing restaurant and observaleaves or dry mint to taste
with its own distinct per- tion platform
Generous dash of pepper
sonality.
The neighboring state ot 1 1/2'eups cold water
Discovery of the fabulous Idaho is several lands in one.
1 can )11 ounces) tomato sauce
Comstock Lode of silver in
Wash peppers, cut off tops,
Stretching southerly from
Virginia City in 1859. sparked the Canadian border, Idaho remove seeds and white memNevada.
of
development
the
has virgin rain forests, icy branes Drop peppers into boilVirginia City, many of its peaks, a volcanic wasteland, ing salted water, simmer 5
original buildings restored,
fertile farmlands and a :3-1/3 minutes. drain Sprinkle salt
provides a popular side trip
million-acre Primitive Area into heated Dutch oven, add
for visitors to nearby Reno, where grizzly bear, bighorn lamb, cook, crumbling with a
one of the state's major gamfork, just until meat is no longsheep and moose roam wild.
er pink, remove with slotted
ing centers.
The state also has the deepspoon. Melt margarine in the
America
North
in
canyon
est
Las Vegas is newer, bigger,
Dutch oven, add rice, onion and
feet.
7,900
Canyon,
Hells
—
gaudier. Its glittering resorts
garlic; saute, stirring often, unhunting
and
fishing
Idaho's
offer probably the greatest
til onions are softened — about
concentration uf entertain- rival any in the nation. Each 5 minutes, add parsley, mint
year, fishermen take more and pepper Stir in cold water
ment-in the world.
than 10 million trout from the and tomato sauce, bring to a
The Nevada shore of Lake state's 2,000 lakes and 35,000
boil, reduce heat, cover and
Tahoe, on the 'Nevada-Cali- miles of rivers and streams.
simmer until rice is tender and
fornia boundary, is fast beForemost among Idaho's liquid is absorbed -- about 20
coming a rival to Las Vegas many ski areas is world-faminutes; stir in lamb Spoon
as a showplace
mous Sun Valley.
mixture into peppers Stand
The most westerly state. peppers upright and close toNevada's recreation assets
also include 115-mile-long Alaska, is immense It cov- gether in a shallow baking dish
Lake Mead, which backs up ers an area one fifth as large Add enough hot water just to
as the rest of the United States cover bottom of dish Bake in a
the Colorado River behind
It was also a gold strike that preheated 350-degree oven 35 to
Hoover Dam near Las Vegas,
and the High Sierra ski areas gave Alaska its start --- the 40 Minutes Makes 6 servings

Our Entire Stock of Spring & Summer Fashion Fabrics now Reduced for Quick Clearance! We must make room for New Fall Fabrics now in transit, costs are forgotten.. ..
Be there when the Door Opens Monday, For the Fabric Sale of the Year!!!

Thousands of yards, Regular 914 to $1.49 yd.

SPRING & SUMMER FABRICS
Spring & Summer Fabrics now reduced fix quick clearance. Never before such fine fabrics at such a low,
low price
Here are just to mention a few of the tremendous values in this group
• Polyester & Cotton Twills
• Sportswear Denims
• AYH & Cotton Prints
• Printed Polyester voiles
• Dacron & Cotton Prints
•Cotton Sailcloth Prints
• Dacron & Cotton Voiles
• Arnel & Cotton Denim
and many, many others

COOKING
IS FUN
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Thousands and thousands of yards of Name Brand Spring & Summer Fashion fabrics now at one low, low clearance pnceepere are just to mention a few of the tremendous values in this group
• Dacron & Cotton Dobbs/ Shirting,
• Dacron & Cotton Chinos
• Shirley's Serrano Suiting%
• Washable Slurry Prints
•Cohn Hall stirs Seersucker • Valtex Sportswear Fahncs
and many. many others

Sensational Ulm, NO,$1.99 to $3.99 yd.
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SPRING & SUMMER LUXURY FABRICS
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MOTORWAYS

By JEFF CUSHING
Copley Ne-s Service

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you from the State
Penitentiary in Huntsville, Tex., where I have been locked
up for two years. I have three more years to serve and
here is my problem:
Three months before I got locked up and sent here I
met a very lovely young lady. She is 27 and I am 29. She
works in the daytime and goes to school three nights a
week. She is a "lady of the evening" but that doesn't
interfere with her love for me. She writes to me faithfully
and says she loves me and will wait for me. She is loyal
and true, Miss Abby, and I think about her all the time.
Should I put all my faith and trust in this woman? I
believe I really love her. I need your advice and opinion.
VERY TRULY YOURS,
"278946" [Not my real number]
DEAR "TWO": If she has stuck by you, writes faithfully
and promises to wait for you. I'd say your faith in her is
well justified. Good lock.
DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the letter signed
"Troubled Daughter" in which two brothers refused to
share with three sisters the responsibility of caring for
their elderly mother.
Did you know that in the State of California only sons
are responsible [money-wise) for an aged parent who is on
welfare, unless the daughter works or has an outside income, regardless of how large her husband's income is?
My husband tan only son] pays over $200 a month to
the California Public Welfare office while his three married
sisters pay nothing, as they are not employed outside the
home.
Our attorney advised us that it is unconstitutional to
discriminate against the sexes, but Kings County Department of Public Welfare threatened to take us to court if we
don't reimburse them $109 per month.
UNLUCKY TO BE LIVING IN CALIF.
DEAR UNLUCKY: Your letter [accompanied by valid
documentation] was a surprise to me. Does anyone out
there have la see to beat that Muir
DEAR ABBY: A wife signed "Old Fashioned" wrote to
say that she didn't share her husband's yen for X rated
movies. If you read between the lines you could see a
middle-aged male with a sagging libido. What he needs is a
wife who can kindle a few sparks, lose some of her inhibitions and be a little less old fashioned.
Let's face it, that husband is hoping that if he exposes
his wife to a few explicit scenes in the biological realm it
will give her an inspiration.
It's amazing how dense some women can be when it
comes to something as basic as satisfying a man. Prostitutes will tell you that most of their customers are married
men. And do you know why? Because that sweet little lady
at home knows how to dish out the steak and potatoes, but
she's too nice to dish out eroticism in the boudoir.
NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR NORTH: Before blaming the inhibited woman
for batting zero in the boudoir, consider this: Psychiatrists
tell ui that a surprising number of men can perform anywhere except at borne because of their inhibitions. Every
decent woman is "mother." so they find their pleasure
where "mother- isn't.
DEAR ABBY: This is for "YOUR HUSBAND'S MISTRESS," who ends up with, "What good is the status of
being a legal wife when all your friends know that your
husband is in love with another woman?"
I would like to know since when is love equated with
sexual satisfaction? If that man really loved you, he'd have
married you first and had his sex later.
Wake up, Sister. You're being used!
Thanks for letting me get this off my chest, Abby.
. "•••
MAD IN MASSACHUSETTS
Problems! Trust Abby. Far a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX MM. L. A.. CALIF. MOM and madam a
stamped. addressed envelope.

t
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New Guinea Tribespeople
Don't Worry About Dentist

s
; ANGORAM, New Guinea
e.
• AP) — Constant flooding of
;tribal land by the Sepik
iv,ef probably is responsible
Or the extraordinary lack of
'dental decay among tribes:people here, says a World
Health Organization expert.
Dr. David E Barmes was
chief of Australian New
Guinea's Government Division
of Dental Services until 1967
when he joined WHO
While working in New
Guinea, he took special interest
-in the lack of dental decay
!among 20,000 tnbespeopie Iiv;ing between Angoram and Am• boin on the swampy banks of
• the Sepik river
• Now. he's in the area with a
:research team to try to find out
:t why the villagers never have to
worry about dentists
- Barmes said that although all

t

1

village people in the 19-village
, survey area had the same diet.
t: there was a heavy contrast in
the rate of dental decay dependt• ing where people lived.
,4
People in villages on low river banks where flooding was
. regular had no dental decay he
! said Other people in higher
areas free of flooding had all

r

When qrnmett T. Costello of
Durham,'.1•7.C., packed up his
bags and his family for a threeweek vacation of motor camping along the eastern seaboard,
he didn't know what he was
getting in for.
"After three days I was
ready to turn around and go
twine," he recalls. "I thought
we were all going to explode,
all crammed together like that.
I'll never do it again. My only
regret is that I own this darned
camper,lock, stock and barrel.
Now I've got to figure a way to
get rid of it."
Costello's unfortunate experience could easily have been
avoided. First of all, he tried to
get off as least expensively as
possible. Second, he made the
mistake of buying a unit instead of renting it first to see if
motor camping was for him.
"Most dealers try to point out
the shortcomings of motor
camping and give a realistic
picture of what traveling in a
motor home, camper unit or
trailer is really like," explains
recreational dealer Albert
"And if a customer has
any qualms about buying a
unit, we strongly suggest that
he rent one first. If a guy rents
the right kind of unit, I guarantee he'll be back to buy one."
The catchall term for those
live-aboard units is "recreational vehicle" or RV. Included in this category are the
traditional travel trailers,
camping trailers, truck campers with their slide-in shells,
the luxurious motor homes arid
the latest idea in the field, the
•'5th Wheel" trailer, so named
because its special hitch connection is similar to that found
on commercial tractor trailer
rigs.
Here is a breakdown of the
RV field:
CAMPING TRAILERS:
These are the least expensive
items in the RV fleet. Priced
from about $500 on up to $4,000,
they are compact and light and
can easily be towed even by .
small economy cars. Constructed of aluminum or fiber
glass, they have collapsible
Sides of canvas, vinyl or even
sheet ABS plastic. When expanded they can accommodate
up to six people — if they are
very good friends.
'IRAVEL TRAILERS: These
are the more traditional RV
units. They range in size froln
10 to 35 feet and can cost as
little as $1,500 or as much as
$16,000. Some feature telescopic sides for lower wind
drag. They are more luxurious
than camping trailers and
some units feature such amenities as bathtubs, self-cleaning
ovens and air conditioning.
TRUCK CAMPERS: It
seems there are more of these
than any other form of recreational vehicle on the road. But
actually they are the third most
popular RV on the market.
Stripped-down shells that slide
onto the bed of a 4-ton pickup
can cost as little as $1,000.
Deluxe units affixed permanently to a truck chassis can
easily cost $4,000. Some run as
high as $7,000.
MOTOR HOMES: They are
the Cadillacs of the recreational vehicle fleet. They are
self-contained, very comfortable and very expensive.
Muu-motor homes built around
a VW or other van start at
around $5,000. But the larger
units I some are as long as 40
feet ) can cost $20,000.
Recreational vehicles have
an advantage over automobiles
and trucks in that they depreciate at a much lower rate

the normal dental problems.
Soil analyses showed the best
teeth were found in areas of
flooding where silt-soil contained large traces of strontium, barium, calcium and
phosphate On the other hand,
the higher the concentration of
lead in the sod the higher the
rate of dental decay.
"Now, we have to find out
exactly what's causing all this
— and then find a way of using
Construction of the projected
it to reduce dental decay right
Tiachung Harbor will start in
round the world, if we can;
July, 1973, it was announced resays Barmes
cently by the Taiwan Provisional Department of Communications.
The first phase of the project
will be completed at the end of
1976. The new port will be able
to handle 2.8 to 3 million tons of
The Agriculture Department cargo annually.
has requested public help in
FASHION CAPITAL
controlling the spread of deNew York City, the Fashion
structive gypsy moth caterpillars in the New England and Capital of the World, houses
9.000 apparel firms, 3,900 of
middle Atlantic states.
As they feed on leaves, gypsy which have more than 200 emmoth caterpillars drop from ployes.
tree tops on silken threads
which act as sails on windy
President
William
days. In 1971, nearly 2 million McKinley was shot in Buffalo,
acres of trees were noticeably N.Y. on Sept. 6, 1901 and
died Sept. 14.
defoliated.

Your lndiv
boat. In brief, what in the heck
was it? — T.P., California
A. What you saw wasn't a
mirage, but the latest concept
in recreational living. It is
called a "trailerable houseboat" and offers the advantages of both a boat and a
trailer. The unit is carried on a
trailer and when you come upon a lake or a river you want to
explore, all you have to do is
back into the water and crank
up the motor. The cost of these
trailerable houseboats is on the
high side: they start at around
$7,000.

"The biggest value drop is
during the first year," says
dealer Winces. "But unlike a car
where the model year is important, RV owners are more concerned with what the unit has to
offer in the way of conveniences."
Because of their high initial
cost, payments are often
stretched out over six or seven
years. A down payment of 10
pe•• cent is average.

Q. Driving down the highway
the other day I saw a strangelooking trailer that made me
rub my eyes in wonder. It
looked more like a boat than a
trailer, but then again it looked
almost too cumbersome to be a

If you have a question about
your car, motorcycle or recreational vehicle, write to Motorways, Copley News Service, in
care of this newspaper.

/1
IN EVERY DEVI.

Spread Eagle top ornament.
Colorfast. Heavy duty mounting bracket. so.999 4

'WHAT DID YOU SAY?'—

With all that food you'd think there would be no
arguments. However, one blackbird appears to be saying quite a mouthful at Tallah
, Fla.

OTASCO
Sturdy Corrugated
Steel Wall

with loft.
2-pc. metal
Pole

Heavy duty liner
holds approx. 1175
gallons for lots of
water fun. Reinforced
with :telescoping top
rail. 1476-6

v•

GOLF

_
Budliess

'Salts

itSNif
8-ft. x 20-in.
Wading Pool. tie,

5-Ft. RIGID POOL
or SAND BOX

Is
111
,
,,•••

12.99

11,
•••••.s.
. If
5111•Impr,

eutproof for longer life.
High velocity. (11-S‘l

Sale
Price
Rugged poly pool holds up to
140 gallons. Folds for easier
handling. Seamless. 63-4744
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Big Stock of Accessories
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Wildlife
KWFF ).
KWFF
awards
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It is
number
achiev
includi

I-quart capacity Rusttree fiberglass tub. 60-15i
Easy Terms

Lightweight
Vacucel.
Rust-proof.
Sturdy vacuctl. Handy
pour spout. Holds
half-gallon. se-is-6

•
Chrome
plated aric
and spit

59-369-7

•
Per mo-Lift
grid

Construction projected
for Tiackung Harbor

positioner
•
Adiustable
Tines

Action Packed Fun!

SOLID ASH SKIS
I s'4,4 .1 pall
slab mi:7111Toutati
mitt, exc release
roof

Gypsy moth caterpillars
infest Eastern forests

Easy Terms

2

134.41,P0/ AS

Aar

by Wincbestar

Child's Winn
Skis. A1-MEN .
Tournomem Style
Skis

Official 'it i z e and
weight. Includes 2
pair shoes. 2 metal
stakes. fil.”11-7

SKI ROPE

Jr. Size Official Sat.

Easy Terms
ltn.t

7.47

'5 length. 1000-1b.
test With floof.

01 629 A

1.47

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

OTASCO
9-8 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays

752-8291

PROPANE
LANTERN
Sale
Price 999
No priming or p•unliping
Single mantle. Adjustable
light intensity ‘9.104
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Lady doctors provide
unique clinic service

FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1972
Look in the section in which Steady, consistent conyour birthday comes and find tinuance of any .worthwhile
what your outlook is, according indeavor will soon bring
^ewards. Not an unusual day in
to the stars.
any respect, but much can be
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) trarA accomplished.
Cooperate with those striving AQUARIUS
for similar goals, and do all in ) Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
your power to avoid errors. This day needs enthusiasm —
Economize but do not be backed up with thorough
knowledge of what you're
penurious.
about. Reckon with others' skill,
TAURUS
experience. Competition may
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be especially careful in be strong.
personal matters, how you PISCES
project aims, desires. Act with (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't make snap decisions
discretion, perceptively.
and don't expect the "worst," a
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) rbiliffr. tendency now. No matter how
An accurate survey of day's difficult your assignments, you
overall offerings will prove can do a better job than you
rewarding. Direct your over- may think.
flow efforts toward endeavors
YOU BORN TODAY are
that work FOR you. Good
endowed with great versatility,
prospects!
a high order of intelligence and
CANCER
a delightful personality. Also
(June 22 to July 23)
A better-than-average day blessed with an almost limitless
but, nevertheless, no time to sit compassion for others, you
back and wait for results you would make an outstanding
want, Put forth best efforts as physician, nurse or sociologist.
you usually do. Organizational In fact, no matter what occupation you eventually choose,
matters highly favored.
its "service" angle will always
LEO
be important to you, for you
;July 24 to Aug. 22)
give. You have a
You may be thinking of were born to
appreciation for heritage
making some changes now, but great
tradition; would make an
be careful not to make too and
historian or armany, nor to go too far in any excellent
could also teach in
cheologist;
one direction. A good adfields. Other areas suited
justment should work out well, these
to your talents: Engineering,
however.
the law, science, painting.
VIRGO
Traits to curb: Jealousy and
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
obstinacy. Birthdate of: G.W.
Fairly favorable influences Goethals, builder of the
now encourage your interests Panama Canal; Peter Paul
but, like Leo, do not go over- Rubens, Flemish painter.
board in making changes.
Neither reach for the obviously
unattainable. Stress order,
system.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
The number of road acciHere is a time for re- dents in West Germany during
evaluating, "pulling over to the the first three months of the
side" to determine if you can year increased by 9.2 per cent
improve your situation through to 80,770 compared to the same
new ideas or methods. Be eager period in 1971.
to meet new challenges.
A total of 4,036 people were
SCORPIO
killed and 111,991 injured,a rise
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'fltic
' of
6 per cent in deaths and 8.9
Sturdy effort will do the trick per cent in injuries.
on this on-and-off day.
Manistee, Mich., once
Planetary influences variable;
se hours may be really known as the Lumber Queen
tricky. All situations should of the North, later became the
Salt Center of the World.
prove interesting, however.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Much of this day's success
will depend upon your disposition, approach and participation in going endeavors.
Listen to both sides of a debate
and note all factors.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
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SAN PEDRO, Calif. — Once school in three years and spent
a week Harbor Free Clinic a summer in Sweden where she
caters to people with an un- developed her interest in social
usual prejudice in this Los institutions.
Angeles County community.
After her marriage to RichWednesday nights are re- ard Palmer, whom she met in a
served for women who prefer psychology course at Michigan,
the help and counsel of other she earned a teaching credenwomen.
tial from Ohio State University
About 40 females — some to help him through medical
with children, some with boy- school. While he continued his
friends and husbands, still education, she worked on a
others who are alone — fill the master's degree in counseling
rooms of the clinic. They come and went on to get a doctorate
for medical examinations, psy- in psychology from Ohio State.
chological counseling, to hear a Her thesis, "Impact of the New
speaker or to rap with other Feminism on Marital Interacwomen. But, whatever their tion," was completed during
reasons for being there, par- her husband's internship in
ticipants know -Women's Phoenix, Ariz.
Night" is just for them.
This year she is working in
Male staff members take the research with the Public
evening off and an all-female Health
Foundation, Los
staff takes over to provide Angeles. Her husband is comTHE FORWARD VIEW—seaman observes the North Vietnamese coastline as the
whatever services are re- pleting his residenc) in psycruiser USS Newport News moves on a mission to shell military installations along the coast.
quested in a predominantly chiatry at Harbor General Hosfeminine atmosphere.
pital.
Every other week, staff
Dr. Goodwin, a graduate of
members hold an evaluation Radcliffe College, Boston,
meeting which anyone using Mass., and Harvard Medical
the clinic may attend. It gives
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Alcohol week period, enabling hospital the "skid row" variety, but those involved a chance to re- School, is finishing her
master's degree in Public
abuse and alcoholism were the workers to view the entire everyday citizens in varying spond to everyone's needs.
Health at the University of
subjects of a six-session seminar. Broadcast schedules degrees of functional disability;
"We are not a Women's
seminar recently completed by were arranged to reach mor- detailing the process of Liberation group," says Dr. California at Los Angeles.
She grew up on a ranch in
almost 3000 employes of the ning and afternoon shifts.
psychological and physical Bev Palmer, psychologist for
Kentucky Department of
Mental Health Commissioner alcohol addiction, and exploring Women's Night, "but we are Texas and met her husband in
school. After he comMental Health.
Dr. Dale H. Farabee explained the multi-disciplined approach giving women a chance to find medical
The instruction was for all that his department is the state used by the Mental Health their own identity, physically pletes his internship at Harbor
General they will move to
members of the department. agency responsible for alcohol Department
in
offering and psychologically.
Washington. D.C., where he
Included were staff associates treatment and education in treatment.
"I am especially interested
will join the National Institutes
from four psychiatric hospitals, Kentucky.
The televised alcohol seminar in making institutions like this of Health and she will start her
three mental retardation,
is one of a number of training responsive to people's needs." residency in psychiatry at
Women using the clinic range
facilities, the Children's
"Whether or not the staff programs in alcoholism and
Georgetown University HosTreatment Services, Forensic member deals directly with other fields conducted by the from single mothers on welfare
pital.
Psychiatry and other sup- alcohol programs", said Dr. department, which will co- and teenagers to professional
She plans a career in psychiportive agencies of the Farabee,"he is an integral part sponsor the second annual women and wives of execuatric administration and would
department.
of the entire system. Because of Kentucky School for Alcohol tives. They all find something
like to have eight or nine chilThe alcohol seminar was greatly enhanced and expanded Studies at the University of they need at the clinic, whether
dren.
presented through Kentucky treatment and education Kentucky, July 9-14. Lay and it is urgent medical help or the
"I know it's not socially conunderstanding
friendship
and
Educational Television's techniques, it is necessary for professional persons with an
scious," she says, -but I like
closed-circuit system, linking all department personnel to interest in alcohol problems are of other women.
the kind of social consciousness
"Women's Night is a dream
state mental health facilties. develop a full understanding of being urged to attend the
where you do something, not
and
come
true.
We
all
show
up
The series was also available to the nature and scope of the weeklong school, featuring
refrain from doing something.
have
a
fantastic
time
tolocal comprehensive care problem and for each to some of the best-known alcohol
And I think we could support
gether," adds Dr. Jean Goodcenter staffs and interested examine his own attitude treatment authorities in the
that many children."
win, who is the physician for
individuals at state universities toward its resolution."
nation.
k Women's Night.
Dr. Palmer describes her
and community colleges which
Attendance can be arranged
Dr. Stanley Hammons,
marriage as "truly egalitarShe and Dr. Palmer provide
are also in the TV system.
director of Mental Health's by contacting the Office of one service for women just by
ian." "When we married we
Four of the sessions featured Office of Staff Development and Alcoholism, Kentucky their presence. Both 26, they
had traditional expectations. I
televised presentations by Training, said the seminar was Department of Mental Health, are examples of the strides
felt my primary responsibility
leading national and state designeed to present basic Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
was to home-centered things
women can make professionalauthorities. The points about the alcohol
alcohol
and Dick felthis was to careerly while maintaining a full
remaining two meetings were problems.
centered things, but somehow
private life.
set aside for group discussion
we've had a wonderful capacity
Rose breeders have grown a.
Dr. Palmer, a native of IlliDr. Hammons listed these as
and reaction.
to change. After five years toexplaining the national scope of thornless rose. butIlse goal of a nois, attended the University of
gether we are still letting the
The complete series was the alcohol problem; explaining true blue rose still eludes them, Michigan in Ann Arbor. She
other grow."
completed
undergraduate
repeated three times over a six- that most alcoholics are not of says National Geographic.

Personnel Alerted To Problems

They plan to have one or two
children, but ",:ot immediately," Dr. Palmer adds.

Hospital Report
June n, 1972
ADULTS..100
NURSERY..6
NEWBORN ADMLSSION
Baby Boy Page (Mrs. Narda
Sue Page), 1402 Poplar St.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Pearl Jean Russell, 620
S. 9th St., Murray, Miss Jeannie
Elizabeth Hillen, Rt. 6, Benton,
Larry Ryan, Rt. 7, Murray,
Miss Susan Gail Solomon, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Janice
Farris Weatherford, Rt. 5,
Murray, Alfred Herbert Young,
406 N. 8th St., Murray, Mrs. Sue
Mitchell Spann, 1604 E.
Dogwood Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Garvie Josephine Robinson,
Box 30 Riviera Court, Murray,
Mrs. Catherine Jones, 4021
/
2 N.
1st. St., Murray, Mrs. Winnie
Sue McClure, 410 Routen St.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Patricia Lee
Lovett and Baby Girl, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Janice Sue Wilson
and Baby Girl, New Concord,
Mrs. Cynthia Gail Newport and
Baby Girl, Hardin, Mrs. Debra
Ann Cone and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Benton, Mrs. Erie Opal Glover,
Rt. 1, Hardin, David Bruce
Henry, Rt. 1, 4tAlmo, Mrs. Hattie
Williams, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
IVIaybelle Moore, Box 33, Eddyville, Mrs. Marjorie Hankins
Jackson, 307W. Main, Dresden,
Tenn.

Sadness as astronauts
quit space program
An official at the manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston
recently described the dwindling American astronauts
corps as "tragic."
Of the 73 men originally selected as astronauts only 43 are
now available for missions. Of
these, 12 have been assigned to
the remaining flights.
The Louisiana Purchase
from France was concluded
April 30, 1803.

)ef

Governor, Others
Named To Wildlife
Federation Society
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov.
Wendell Ford and eight other
eminent Kentukcians have been
named
honorary
board
members of the Kentucky
Wildlife Federation Foundation
(KWFF).
KWFF is the nonprofit
awards and scholarship subsidiary of the League of Kentucky Sportsmen, oldest and
largest
conservation
organization in the state.
It is currently sponsoring a
number
of conservation
achievement awards programs,
including the Minor Clark
Slarship Fund for Kentucky
colrege' students.
Other
honorary
board
members announced with the
Governor are Congressman
Tim Lee Carter, Tompkinsville;
Dr. Robert R. Martin, president
of Eastern Kentucky University; Dr. Frank Steely,
president of Northern Kentucky
State College;..
, Gresham
Houghland,
president of Crounch Barge
Line Corp., Paducah; L. Allan
Caperton, Prospect
businessman; Dr. Jerry
Howell, Jackson; Frankfort
attorney Joseph J. Leary, and
Stanley Culver, president of
Cumberland
Welder Supply
Co., Somerset.
The first Minor Clark
scholarships are to be announced in late July. Applications by students may be
made to Joseph L. Coornes, vice
president, League of Kentucky
Sportsmen, 1621 Booth Avenue,
Owensboro 42301.
Kentucky college students
majoring in ecology, environmental improvement and
kindred natural resources fields
are eligible for the Minor Clark
Scholarship Fund grants.

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

WE RESERVE TH! RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
';:eJnosday,

EAST SIDE OF THE SOLIARE

SYLVANIA

GILLETTE

TRAC II

LIGHT BULBS

•

Choice of 60, 75,
100 Watt

Reg. 30' Sale

Twin Blade Cartridges
Pack of 5 Blades

Reg. J.10SaIe66

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
CLAIROL

Kills Germs By Millions On Contact!
20-oz. Plus 4-0z. FREE!
24-oz. Bottle

GREAT BODY
SHAMPOO
7-oz. Bottle

Reg. '1.69 Sale

7

ULTRA BAN 5000

Reg. '1.59 Sale

Ultra Dry Anti Perspirant

V05 SHAMPOO

Reg. s1.20 Sale

Choice of Regular or Unscented

59'

KOTEX

9

Choice of Reg.
Int or Hard to Hold,
=sr Grey Hair Hold
and scented.

HAIR COLORING

Reg. wsl
'1.50

Reg. 754
Lysol
Toilet Sale
Bowl
LIQUID DISINFECTANT REMOVES STAINS, DEODORIZES
Cleaner

39

BAR BASOL

DESENEX
Aerosol Spray-On Powder
•Antifungal •Soothing

Reg.

Medicated
Foot Care s1.98
Refreshes Tired Feet

luDirecizsip
MISS CLAIROL

sco

Size 24-oz.

$1
Sale I

•Cooling

18

Shampoo Formula

Reg. 52.25
Sale
$1

19

SHAVE
CREAM
Choice of Regular
or Menthol

6-oz.

NOXZEMA MEDICATED

vo, HAIR 9-oz.
SPRAY can

El
vim

New Economy

SKIN CREAM
Special 1 Pound Jar - 16-oz.

iftimmor.
Reg. '2.19
Save '1.00! Sale II

$

19

Mirromatic

PRESSURE COOKER
4 Quart Capacity
No
M0404 Sale$693Reg. '1 1.8

SUN-IN
SUN TAN
SPRAY
"by Toni"
3.5-oz. Spray
Reg. 51.25
Sale

SUN TAN
SPRAY
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NORTHSIDE
SHOPPING
CENTER

Now 2 Locations To

I.G.A. Will Be
OPEN
All Day
JULY 4th

Jim Adams and Jerry Bowden have
of changing it over to JimAdams IGA - So
patience while our prices are being

we

*IGA merchandise is now being added-i and the
*Store hours now in effect at Southsidt Store o
*Northside IGA Store hours will remain tfre sam

U.S.Choice

Round
STEAK

97s;

Matchless

BACON

59t.

lb

* First in Fine Meats *
U.S. Choice Boneless Rump or Sirloin

Roast

Tip

Smoked, Tenderized

19

Ham

I.G.A.

APPLE Sauce

Ca e
Mix 2F

White,
A
Yellow or Chocolate

IG

303
can I

I.G.A.

TOM. JUICE 46_0z. 344

Maxwell House
Regular Grind

I.G.A. Hamburger

BUNS

Pkg. of 8

29;•

Paramount Sweet

PICKLES

.;

Shank Portion

16-oz. jar

Coffee

41

1-1b. Bag

69;

Miracle Maize Corn

MUFFIN MIX
MALTIES
Plochman

MUSTARD

Reg. 694

20-oz. box

194

Pkg. of 200

594

Squeeze Barrel
Save 64

191
/
2-oz 334

Buitoni

RAVIOLI

with Meat

29-0z. Jar 694

Showboat

lily White Paper

Pork &
Beans

300 can

lin, Plates
"kJ
Pkg. of 10049;

I.G.A. Orange or Grapr?

DRINK
46oz. Can

25'

Green

CRISCO
3-1b. Can

88't

POT
iGi

PERIM

19';

Northside Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY

each

1971

1-1%

I III

ANIS

1 1 1)4,1-

& TIMES
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SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING
CENTER

fit To Better Serve You!
den have bought out the Liberty Supermarket and are in the process
s IGA Southside. Please be patient. We will appreciate your
ing kpwered.
Jim Adams IGA Store
Policy .. .

dectI, and the store will be rearranged.*
thsidt Store only: 8:00 AM - 10:09 PM, 6 Days a Week *
emain tfre same - Open 24 Hours - 6 Days a Week *

Just Low Prices!!
* No Stamps * No Games
* No $5.00 Forced Purchases

Family Pack Cut-Up

Fryers

25.;
* First in Fine Meats *
All-Meat Store Shred

Sliced Tenderized

69
Bolos no
Ham
I.G.A.
NAPKINS
29;
59; ShortenPotato wd‘ TREET
CORN
15;
,IUr
Chips
ing
8;
DOG FOOD
-I

b

Page Dinner

200 count

Twin Bag

Armour

Richtex

59c

12-oz. can

Jock-O-Lantern

303 can

3-lb. can

Top Kick

can

I.G.A.

Del Monte

Catsup Coke
1
Pepel
33;
20-07.

Bottle

10-oz. 6-Bottle Ctn.

39

Fresh Green

Green

PEPPERS
each

loc

CUCUMBERS
1 0;

FR. COCKTAIL
CRISCO OIL
CHECKER COLA
SUGAR

12-oz. bottle

33;

28-oz. bottle 1 94
10-lb. bag $ 119

Fresh Florida

BANANAS

Southside Store OPEN 8:00 AM -

254

White Gold

Ripe Yellow

lb.

303 can

9'

Watermelons
25-lb Average
each

99;

PM -- CLOSED SUNDAY
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Rediscover Kentucky
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Trio Of 150

By Helen Price Story
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—
Triplets were born in Kentucky
in 1822, and this year they are
celebrating their 150th birthday. If the years have brought
some wrinkles to the two
Eastern Kentucky counties of

_

Pike and Lawrence, and Hickrn
man County in the far weste
end, face lifts have smoothed
them into great beauties!
In the mid-1750s, William
Robert Leslie and a brother
John left their native Scotland
and sailed with other im-

migrants to New York. Immediately after laigling.
William Robert's Scotth dander
got riled and he came out victorious in a street fight with a
stranger. He then decided he
needed a shave to cool off, went
into a barber shop and almost

r,
had his throat cut by the barbe
ted
who was a friend of the defea
fighter.
The throat injtiry plagued
and
Leslie the rest of his life
might have contributed to his
death years later, but not until
set-'
he and his sons made a

„.......„
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i

Thursday *
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10:30 Bewitched
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3:15 Movie
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5:25 Weather
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tlement at the mouth of Pond
Creek in what would become
Pike County.
The history of the area that
eventually became Pike is an
indication of the lusty strength
of the pioneer who pitted
himself against the Indian and
the wilderness.
That early settlers puts
natural resources to good use in
their battles to win the
wilderness is evident in another
experience of the' Leslies.
William Robert, son Robert
re
and nephew William McQui
were traveling along Rock
ng
Burni
the
in
castle Creek
ng
Springs area. One eveni
the
near
elk
an
shot
re
McQui
r
mouth of the creek, and eithe
t
long hunters in a nearby fores
me
beca
ns
India
of
band
a
or
frightened and set fire to
escaping gas at the springs, the
for
fire lighting the countryside
many miles.
William Robert Leslie later
fought the red man and again
ng
had his throat slashed, maki
afit impossible for him ever
terward to eat solid food. A man
to
with a lusty appetite, he tried
his
eat meat one evening while
wife was away from the house
and choked to death.
While the Leslies were expanding their settlement,
Harman's Station was being
established in what would later
become Johnson County and
Vancouver's Fort was being
built in what one day would
become Lawrence County.
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Political advice
for candidates

FRANKFORT, Ky—Shortly
hope our country adopts the
after Gov. Wendell l'ord took
By VERNON E. BROWN
m of one-term politicians.
ince
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Servi
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d
News
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office,
hands
Winning is a very great feelvestigation back into the
ing, but oftentimes we win what
To the many wives, children
of the Division of Fire
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of Public Safety.
you! Few
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Go In Comfort with Auto
Air-Conditioning

SAVE 330 St

41 refugees reach
Hong Kong in one day
Forty-one refugees fled from
the Chinese mainland to freedom in this British colony in
one day. May 20.
Police said 37 of the refugees
swam to safety, despite adverse weather, while the other
four evaded Communist patrols
and walked across the border

9

Sears takes the sizzl
This unit features an adjustable thermostat to
automatically give you the coolness you want.
Direct the refreshing breeze from the 3-speed
fan right where you want it with three movable
louvers. Center controls are handy for both
driver and passenger.
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or Your Money Back

Sears Catalog Sales Office
SouthSide Shopping Center
Murray, Ky, Phone 753-2310
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'Foster Story' Is
Off To Busy Start

The sale of contraceptives
has increased by almost 80 per
cent in Italy after a Fascist era
Bill forbidding advertising to
promote their sale was
repealed last year.
In 1971 the sale of birth control pills increased by 80 per
cent over 1970 figures, the report said, and sales were still

Cave boil cache
found by explorers
Speleologists exploring caves
in the forest of Evreux, northwest of Paris, uncovered one of
the biggest German ammunition dumps found since the
1939-45 war.
About 8,000 bombs and shells
have been removed, and several more tons are still to be
cleared.

Sears

MOUNTED

Bj PENNY LERNOUX
Copley News Service

REMOVAL FROM

SITE— Workman chisels an ancient Roman bas-relief
from
wall on the Appian Way on the outskirts of Rome. Authorities decided
to remove the antiquities
to the safety of .a museum following vandalization of Michelangelo's Pieta
in Vatican City.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Parties face spirited
debate over platforms
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The national party platforms, adopted
by Democrats and Republicans
at conventions and often quickly forgotten, are looming as the
vehicle for scene partisan fireworks at Miami Beach this
summer.
Platforms are lengthy documents including broad statements of policy by the party on
dozens of major issues.
Politicians historically have
discounted the impact of platforms because presidential
nominees essentially are not
bound to conduct their campaigns on the aame pliikettck
ical tone.
The deliberations by both
parties in Miami Beach, however, may provide a different
story.
For the first time since the
inception of platforms in the
mid-18004, both Democrats and
Ftepublicar.s are setting new
rules for their preparation.
Goal of the changes is to get
more rank and file opinion into
the hands of delegates assigned
to do the drafting.
The Democrats, particularly,
have made a virtually complete overhaul in platform mechanics. A unique feature is
that the party's 3,103 delegates
must have a copy of the draft
platform 10 days before the
convention opens July 10.
Democrats are obtaining the
material for this draft in eight

regional bearings which began
last month and will continue
until June 22. The 150-member
platform committee then will
meet in Washington June 23 for
three days to approve the initial draft.
The entire second night of the
Democratic convention has
been set aside for debate and final vote on the platform.
Republicans are also seeking
the grass roots pulse, but will
do it a somewhat different
way — by sending 60,000 issue
questionnaires to party faithfuls throughout the nation.
"We are tremendously impressed with the interest and
thought expressed in an initial
11,000 replies," said Rep.
'James Rhodes;11-Aria...
is chairman of the party's resolutions and platform committee.
It is Rhodes' intention to
compile this material for a
platform and resolutions session to be held in Miami Beach
Aug. 14-16. The national convention opens Aug. 21.
Rhodes and his Democratic
counterpart, Richard E. Neustactt of Harvard University,
have different problems in
compiling their platform documents.
The pre-platform hearings by
the Democrats have shown
militant points of view in three
areas — city problems, rights
of minorities and the Vietnam
war. The wrap-up regional session, in New York June 22, will
be devoted entirely to the Viet-

nam war and is expected to
produce a plank which incorporates most of the party's liberal
thinking.
Disagreements on the war
plank at the 1968 Chicago convention contributed largely to
fall campaign divisiveness
among Democrats.
Rhodes' dilemma is in drafting a platform which follows
the programs of the Nixon administration while catering to
some disgruntled conservatives in such areas as foreign
policy.
It is obvious to all Republicars that the platform will be a
direct reflection of the Nixon
record. However, Rhodes infunction.
"We want fret and imaginative ideas," Rhodes said. "We
want to involve Americans of
all strata of our society ... in
the process of drafting our platform."
Democrats, who state they
will avoid no major issues in
their document, tend to stress
the open nature of the platform
drafting procedure.
"A rubber stamp — if we
ever had one — was thrown
away in 1968," an aide to Neustadt said.
TRAFFIC TOLL
The 1971 traffic accident toll
in the U.S. was 55,000 deaths,
over 2 million disabling injuries, and economic losses of
$14.3 billion.

PORT-A U-PRINCE — Remember those old zornbi films
we used to watch on Saturday
afternoon television? Kid's
stuff, you say'
Not in Haiti, voodoo's birthplace, where zombis, sorcerers
and vampires still terrorize the
populace.
Though educated Haitians
pooh-pooh voodoo's power and
most tourists confuse it with a
nightclub show, foreign residents and researchers, including missionaries, insist voodoo
retains a tight hold on the
imagination of the largely
illiterate population. Certainly,
voodoo is the chief inspiration
for the islanders' exceptional
cultural development in painting, dance and sculpture.
It also has served as a
political tool. Former dictator
Francois (Papa Doc) Duvalier
used voodoo as a means of cowing the Haitians during his 14year reign. His widow, now one
of the most influential advisers
in the
government of
Duvalier's young son, JeanClaude, is widely rumored to be
a "mambo" or voodoo
priestess.
Similar in some respects to
the Greek and Roman mythologies, voodoo is less a religion
than a spiritual way of life. Unlike Christianity, there are no
moral differentiations between

evil and good in voodoo, only
the darker side of power as evidenced by the "whops," or
sorcerers' secret societies,
which some Haitians believe
kidnap travelers and turn them
into beasts or zombis.
Though many of the features
of Haitian voodoo sound like
something invented in Hollywood, they are intimately connected with the island's exotic
history.
Like all African slaves
brought to the new world by the
Europeans, the Haitians
crossed the Atlantic with the
animist cults of their ancestors.
These cults have survived in
diluted form in certain Latin
American countries. Venezuela, Colombia, Surinam and
northeastern Brazil are the
most notable. Only in Haiti,
however,did they become a national "religion" as a result of
the island's early independence
in 1804.
As an insurance policy
against revolt, the Haitians'
French masters divided tribes
and even families to eliminate
any threat of black unity. The
French also disdained literacy
programs or missionary work
for the same reason.
All in vain. Deprived of a
common language or cult, the
slaves invented Creole, a mixture of European and African
tongues, and voodoo, a blend of
West African tribal beliefs.
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ANNOUNCING
Effective July 1st, 1972

has extended their flower services to our
customers. Not only your requirements for:
Dried Flowers
Permanent Flowers

Candles,
Handcrafted
Gift items and
Arrangements

Plants

We will be able to give you Full Flower Service!
FRESH CUT FLOWERS for:

• Centerpieces
• Corsages

WATER PICKS will be used for longer-lasting freshness.
(Individual container for each flower, with water and flower food supply.)

$61.911
66.74
MOS

We Appreciate Your Patronage and Want To Take This
Opportunity To Thank Our Customers

=---=Sears CRUSADER:4'x'
Sears lowest priced new tire.
Has 4-ply nylon cord body.

Catalog Sales Office
Seuthside Shopping Center

REMEMBERING WHEN— General of the Army Omar N. Bradley watches the
Corps of Cadets march during the Alumni Review at the United States Military Academy in
West Point, N.V. The famed 79.year-old soldier is a graduate of the Academy's class of 1915.

New Hours:
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
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2 for 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair

at Reg. Price, Get a Second Pair Free!

This offer includes Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes. You can
mix
them when buying, so bring the whole family!
Glen C. Wooden,
Owner
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"houngani" and -mambos."
The principal aim of voodoo
ceremonies is communication
with the "loss" through possession, a state achieved through
dance, the hypnotic rhythm of
drums and self-suggestion.
Most ceremonies are an opportunity for celebration and
gaiety, and participants usually act out some harmless scene.
such as the marriage of Erzuhe
Freda.

It was at a voodoo ceremony
that the first plans for revolution were made.
When Napoleon Bonaparte's
troops were defeated by the
slaves' generals, the Frenchman reacted with typical pique
by ordering all French missionaries home. The result was
that whatever small progress
had been made by the Roman
Catholic church up till then was
Largely undone in the following
70 years of isolation.
Today, most Haitians are
nominally Christian. However,
if 90 per cent belong to the
Roman Catholic faith, 100 per
cent believe in voodoo, as one
U.S. priest points out.
As happened elsewhere, as in
Venezuela, the Haitians intermingled Catholic saints with
voodoo "loss," or spirits. The
Virgin Mary is interchangeable
with Erzulie Freda Dahomey,
the favorite female spirit; St.
Peter became Legba MaitreC,arrefour, keeper of the keys;
and St. James the Greater,
usually seen wearing a suit of
armor in European paintings,
was transformed into Ogoun
the spirit of wars and armies.
The same Haitians who attend Sunday Mass may find
nothing incongruous in participating in a- voodoo ceremony or
consulting the local "houngan"
( priest) that evening. Indeed,
considerable government revenue is obtained from selling licenses
to
practice
to
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Voodoo religion keeps
tight grip on Haitians

Bardstown, Ky.—After a
record-breaking opening night
audience of 1600, attendance at
"The Stephen Foster Story"
continues to boom.
During the first week's
performances. June 17 to June
23, in spite of unseasonably cool
weather, the outdoor musical
attracted spectators from 38
states and seven foreign
countries. And, according to
General Manager Bert Ballard,
"Advanced reservations are
running much ahead of previous
seasons."
"The Stephen Foster Story"
will play nightly except Mondays, through September 3 on
the grounds of My Old Kentucky
Home State Park. For ticket
information, write P.O. Box D,
Kentucky 40004 or call (502)
348-5971.

Contraceptive sales
up 80% ii Italy

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Famil Shoe Store

510 Main
Murray, Ky.
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Government involvement
ruining consumer credit
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./ .
rey's
Sto
At
y
Onl
d
Goo

Coupon
Limit I Per Family

King Size

BOLD
$119
Expires 7-4-72
's
Good Only -Ai Storey

Limit I l'cr l'arnik

Birdseye

Twin Pack

49t

Capon
Limit I Per Family

Gt Size

Coupon
.Limit I Per Family

Golden Griddle

AWAKE CASCADE SYRUP
2L'i 49'
59'
3/89'
9 cri. can

Expires 74-72
Good Only At Storey

Expires 7-4-7
's
Good Only At storey

Expires 74-72

Guali Only

At Storey's

SAVE
_
Coupon

Coupon

limit I Per Farnik

limit I Per Lanni%

Little Friskies

Safeguard

CAT
FOOD
79C

4 lb. bag

SOAP
3/59'
bath size

Expires 7-4-72
's
d Only At Storey

Expires 7-4-72
Good Only At Storey's

Goo

t.

Limit 1

(

DC
t:,,•,

I
- Good

72
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RE CASH

We Will Be

12-oz. Pkg.

THI Wtit

ARMOUR CAMPFIRE

WIENERS

If you have not registered,
be sure to do so this week!
If you have visited our store
during the week and got you
card punched, you do not
have to be present to win.
If you haven't got your card
punched, you get a year's
supply of bread!

rd
wins
ad.

Drinks

For Your Shopping Convenience

Below'b. Can
on

Sirloin

ELM HILL WHOLE

12 oz
Can

BONELESS H AMS

39

9494

6 to 8 lb. Avg.

Frontier

Bacon

-oz.

pR

1-lb. Pkg.

RIB STEAKS

39

lb 9
9
t

WHO/E

yEttos

r

Split
Family

41t

9'

MISPECTED

ARMOUR TESTENDER

RATISSUE
2Png.

Fine for 134Q

Pork Chops ib.59'

28 5/$1
)10

59

Lint: 3

DFFEE
ER'S

OPEN
July 4th

Pack

Broilers Slab

29'
;iced

4PM

5

Reelfoot or Elm Hill All-Meat
emel

5

Wieners

15-oz.$
cans

I2-oz. Pkg.

MORRELL BULK

stan1.t1Tea

SLICED

STEA

BACON

3-oz. Jar
oupon Below

.73COUPONS-

Chunk Style Budget

Bologna

e..

Coupon

Safeguard

SOAP
3/59'
bath size

Expires 7-4-72

ood Only At Storey's

9

Economical Pack
WITH
THESE

Limit 1 Per Family

Coupon

Limit 1 Per Family

Gt Size

Coupon

Limit 1 Per Family

White Cloud

DOWNY TISSUE
69' 2/59'
2 roll pkg.

:13 oz. Hot

Expires 7-4-72
— Good-baf At Storey's

9'

Expires 7442
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Heinz

C(sTillitry Fry 89f
—

Coupon

Coupon

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Gt Size

BABY BREEZE
FOOD
79'
SAVE
10t

with pur of
10 jars

Expires 7-4-72
Good Only At Storey's

ib

39t

Expires 7-4-72

'

Dial

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Hunt's

King Size

SOAP TOMATO COLD
SAUCE POWER
4/59'
'1"
- 69'
Reg. Sae

300 size 3/
ran

Expires 74-72
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Good Only At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

Irish Spring

Gt Size

SOAP
Buy 1-Get

i FREE

49 ea

FAB
B,,, 59C

Reg. Size

Expires 7-4-72

Expires 7-4-72

Expires 7-4-72

Expires 7-4-72

Good Only At Storey's

Good Only At Storey's

Good Only At Storey's

Good Only At Storey's

Cifitpon No. 14548
Limit 1 Per Family

Gen. Mills

SNACKS
39C
Expires 7-4-72
Good Only At Storey's

STAR TALK

McGovern born
for prominence
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
Question: -Please have a go
at George McGovern's horoAnswer: The senator from
South Dakota was born July 19,
1922. He is a native of Cancer,
our nation's Sun Sign; his horoscope has some intriguing ties
with that of the United States.
Natives of Cancer are noted
for their determination, their
patriotism and their paternal
instincts. This is the Zodiac
sign of parenthood.
Because we do not have his
exact birth hour, we have used
a solar chart. Sun (his ego) is
placed at 26 Cancer. The occult
symbol for this degree is a
marksman who,after many attempts, finally hits the bull'seye. McGovern is a patient
man who means to reach his
goal. Because he is a Moonchild, he has a tremendous
ability to keep secrets.
The senator's chart reveals
two other planets in Cancer:
Mercury (his thoughts) and
Pluto (his mass consciousness). His Cancer planets are
closely tied with those in the
U.S.chart,a fact which has not
escaped the
notice
of
astrologers.
Using the Ralph Kraum
chart for Washington's inauguration as president, one
finds McGovern's Sun with the
U.S. Jupiter and his Pluto with
the U.S. Moon. Both are highly
significant ties.
It is clear from recent events
that McGovern enjoys the support of the Kennedy family.
You can't do much better than
that, in Democratic politics. Is
he more than a stalking-horse
for Sen. Edward Kennedy?
George McGovern's horoscope
indicates he was born to become a national figure.
It is equally dear, after
studying the McGovern and
Kennedy charts, that these two
men would form a powerful
ticket. Their relationship would
have its rough spots,judging by
the fact that McGovern's Jupiter opposes Kennedy's VenusUranus combination.
Yet McGovern's Mars and
Neptune are both in perfect
harmony with these same
planets.
What about the inner man?
His chart offers many clues.
Neptune (his aspirationsi is
in royal Leo, sign of kings and
politicians.
Venus ( his hearti is in cool
Virgo, telling us the senator has
great self-control.
Saturn his fate) is with the
lucky Moon's North Node, in
early Libra. This is a man who
considers both sides of every
question.
Every politician needs two

Better Wood Utilization Conserves South's Trees

assets: a cast-iron stomach
( those chicken dinners and the
drive to maintain a killing
pace. The red planet Mars is in
fiery Sagittarius; it gave
George the stamina equal to his
tasks.
Uranus the unexpected) is
in Pisces. Kaminsky writes,
"Although possessed of radical
feelings, he will(be)compelled
to obtain conservative support." Could those lines, written so long ago, be a forecast of
McGovern's political realities?
We speculate that his Moon
( the public) is in late Taurus,
near the highly political 23rd
degree, where John Kennedy
had Jupiter.
What of 1972? When the gavel
sounds on July 10 for the opening of the Democratic National
Convention, an ominous eclipse
of the Sun will be in force. On
the plus side, McGovern will
have his progressed Sun at 14
Virgo, the ascending degree of
Franklin Roosevelt. On the
minus side, his progressed
Saturn and Mercury will be
forming a hostile aspect to his
birthchart Mercury, ruler of
his hopes and wishes. Only time
— and the exercise of the
Democrats'free will — can tell
us if McGovern can grab the
brass ring in Miami.
Address your questions to
Stanton, Copley News Service,
in care of this newspaper.

OTTAWA — Canadian ventures in 1970-71 aimed at improving relations with Communist countries now look rather
tame in the context of President Nixon's visits to Peking,
Moscow and Warsaw.
There was considerable criticism raised both in Canada and
the United States when Ottawa
established diplomatic ties
with China. There was also
concern over the "excessive"
friendliness Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau voiced for the
Soviet Union.
But although Canada now has
diplomatic relations with Peking, the efforts of President
Nixon seem to have put the
United States more in the forefront of Communist affairs
than was ever dreamed of by
Canada.
The major difference, of
course, is the position of the
United States as the leading
power of the Western world
while Canada is only a middleranking power.
What is ironic is that President Nixon's assorted treaties

Climb Up Mars Hill Was
Long. . .But Worth It
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs.
W.P. Williams. editor of
our weekly garden column,
"Down the Garden Path"
Is on a tour of the Holy
Land with a party being
conducted by Dr. Wayne
Lamb, Superintendent of
the Paris District of the
United Methodist Church.
Her first dispatch is from
Cairo, Egypt and is being
used today.
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
June IS. 1972
We have just arrived at Cairo,
Egypt. The plane was late
leaving Athens and it is now 2:10
a.m. Our room is on the 12th
floor and overlooks the historic
Nile river. There is beauty all
around us, the exotic, exciting
sorts of beauty,so different from
Athens.
There is was the abundance of
blossoms that lined the streets.
Miles of Oleander in pink and
white are on each side of the
fifty-five mile drive from Athens
to Corinth. And I mean every
foot of those miles.
In the business district, the
stores for ten or fifteen blocks
have potted plants in racks at
the edge of the side walk. In the
pots were petunias, marigolds,
geraniums, poppies, snapdragons and interspersed are
pots of ferns of various Sorts.
Beyond the highways are
groves of all sorts of trees—
olive, fig—acres of them with
modern machinery keeping
them in good shape.
The temperature never goes
as low as freezing or 0 centigrade as it is designated there.

ATLANTA, Ga.—The South's
forest-products industry is
conserving
forests
for
tomorrow by making better,
more efficient use of the trees
which it harvests, according to
the Southern Forest Institute,
Atlanta, Ga.
"Everybody agrees we must
conserve the earth's natural
resources, but there are many
ways to practice conservation,"
said Donald W. Smith, the Institute's Chief Forester. "By
making better use of trees
which are being harvested
every day, the pulp and paper,
lumber, plywood and other
wood-using industries in the 13
Southern states are actually
helping to conserve forests for
the future."
As late as 1940, the veteran
forester explained, only about
50 percent of every log cut in the
forest and transported to a
manufacturing facility in the
South was actually utilized to
make into useful forest
products.
In other words, half of every
log was wasted, and often
burned," Smith said. "But
today, it's a different story
altogether."
Today, thanks to increased
utilization, many wood residues
once considered worthless are
now being converted into useful,
practical wood by-products. In
effect, the residues are now
serving new uses; they have
become too valuable to burn, or
bury, or waste. .
Because
of
improved
technology and the ever-

growing demand for forest
products, as much as 90 percent
of each log harvested from is
now often effectively utilitzed
to manufacture wood products.
And, Smith said, "the rate of
utilization is continuing to in-,
crease as new uses and markets
are developed for more and
more wood residues such as
tree bark, shavings, sawdust,
limbs and foliage."
As recently as thirty years
ago, wood bark-for examplewas considered a nuisance and
burned. Today, wood bark is

Olive trees cannot grow in
climate that freezes over.
Eucalyptus trees and the big
fleshy Agave trees grow in
abundance. Cypress trees and
pines add their lush greenness.
As we neared
Corinth
where we spent Wednesday
morning visiting the historic
spots, we passed an exceeding
dry area—no trees, just a hot
sandy soil. An earthquake
levelled that part of town "to the
soil" as ow delightful guide,
Maria, put it.
We
stood
where
Paul
preached to the Corinthians in
the Agora, the Market Place.
We saw the Aegean Sea on one
side and the lonion Sea on the
other.
The arid area is surrounded
by such beauty that it takes
one's breath. The miles of
Oleanders were as magnificient
a sight as one can imagine and
one I will remember always.
This morning we went to the
Acropolis before we left Athens.
We went an through the ruins of
the Parthenon and although the
granite climb to the top of Mars
Hill was worn slick as glass, I
made it, knowing if I made a
rnistep I would tumble hundreds
of feet below.
But I was determined to stand
where Paul stood when he spoke
"Men of Athens, I perceive ye
are too superstitious." A lump
came in my throat as Dr. Lamb
read those wonderful words.
Then I wished that all of you
could have joined me in a
tremendous adventure. It is like
being in another world and it is
with quite a shock that we
realize we are the foreigners in
a strange land.

and pacts with the Russians
and Chinese have largely silenced Canadian suspicion of
Trudeau's expansion of relations with Peking and Moscow.
The prime minister has been
accused of being a left-leaning
Socialist and this could have
cost him votes in the general
election due this autumn.
However, the indirect support given Trudeau by President Nixon has not quelled all
suspicion of Trudeau's motivation. Paul Hellyer, former defense minister, who quit the
Trudeau cabinet, has charged
there has been serious COMMUhist penetration of government
organizations and that Trudeau
has not moved to clean house.
Hellyer named some bodies
he claimed had been taken over
by the Reds and he urged establishment of a Royal Commission to investigate subversion in the Canadian government.
Thus far the prime minister
has shrugged off the proposed
inquiry — apparently he believes Hellyer has an overheated imagination.
Even the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police deny there is
any serious Communist subversion problem in Canada and
the Mounties are usually the
first to warn about Communist
infiltration.
No one in Ottawa really expects the Russians to stop their
espionage attempts in Canada
because of the warmer political
atmosphere between Canada
and the USSR. But the RCMP
keeps such a close eye on Russian Embassy personnel that
there have been no serious Red
spy threats for years.
The one cloud in the sky is
that posed by the new Chinese
Embassy in Ottawa. Security
officials don't know quite what
to expect of the Chinese although they suspect the men
from Peking will use their Ottawa embassy as a base to
gather, information on the
United States.,
CommtssIbner WilIiam hggat of the RCMP has already
warned about Chinese espionage in America and has been
lectured by Trudeau for so doing -- an interesting commentary op how delicate the prime
minister regards Canada's new
diplomatic and rewarding
trading relationship with Peking.

'Go Go Gone Gone
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) —
Instituted two years ago as a
morale booster, goap is now a
no-no at Miramar Naval Air
Station.
The female dancers who
rocked, rolled, bounced and gyrated nightly at the Enlisted
Men's Club and twice weekly at
the Officers' Club are no longer
doing so, station officers say.
No official reason for bouncing the go-gos was given, but
one officer said the announcement was made last week, four
days after a new commander of
the base took over.

shavings are now often
recovered and used in the
manufacture of fiberboard,
particleboard or hardboard for
sub-flooring materials, furniture, cabinets and decorative
wood paneling.

over from manuracturing
lumber, is converted into oneinch-square wood chips for use
in making pulp and paper at
many of the South's 110 pulp and
paper mills.
"All told, about 20 percent of
all the wood fiber used to
manufacture pulp and paper in
the South today now comes
from wood-residue which used
to be considered useless and
was wasted just thirty years
ago," the forest institute
reports.
Even sawdust and wood

recovered at many Southern
lumber mills, plywood plants,
pulp and paper mills, and other
forest-product manufacturing
facilities, for later use in
making
ground
cover,
decorative landscaping
material, agricultural litter,
packaging material, medicines,
chemical derivatives, insulation material, concrete
additives, or low-grade fuel for
making steam to generate
electricity.
Wood residue from log slabs,
edgings and short-ends, left

In fact, forest industry woodutilization engineers believe the
day is almost in sight when
practically the entire tree, and
all of it's residues, will be put to
some practical use in the
manufacture of useful wood
products or by-products.
"For example, we're still
learning to fully utilin all the
chemical derivaties in wood

residue," Smith said. "There
are at least 2,600 different types
of chemicals embodied in wood
and wood residue and the range
of potential uses is infinite—
shoe polish, vanilla flavoring,
medicine, plant nutrients, soil
conditioners.wax, and plastics,
to name just a few."
"As a professional forester
for more than 21 years, I think
increased more effective
utilization of trees which are
harvested is—in. a very real
sense—conservation of natural
resources, just as much as
planting seedlings to grow into
forests for the future," Chief
Forester Smith concluded.

The Primal

Source of Ne
In Murray a

Calloway Co:

MEMBER OF ASSOCIA1
& UNITED PRESS [Ni]

Seen&Hei
Around
Murray

Begley's Will Fill All Your

We feel sometimes as
we are suffering fr
overactive fork.

PRESCRIPTIONS
FOR ONLY

Did we mention the"
Inn on the way to M
New shirts have c
with the words "
"Girl" on them. Th'
tended, of course, as
passersby who cannot
identify the sex of yo
from about fifteen ye
with varying lenghts

* Plus the wholesale cost of the medicine as
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One of the most 1
holidays of the year
Tuesdil, the Fourth
What happened to and June.
The song "How G
Art" took on new
anyone who stopped
to. -watch the utter
thunderstorm that
We stood there in th
just watching whe
hit the big Post 0
smaller Ash tr
literally turned i
you ever took hold
and tried to pull on
the resistance it gay
better appreciation
of the wind which
twisted branches'
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IPECIAl get caqvaintacf' OFFER

Lipton
Instant
Tea
2.z 51 19 Value

794

Central Shopping Center-Murray,

Mom,'
•levee mime
ormee$Meme .411-atinoral waked,

y.

Quantity Rights Reserved Prices Good thni 7/3/72 While Quantities Last

Hibachi Grill

Lawn Chair
luminum
Foil
12 x25
29C Value

The 'Maple in
had all the 1
thataway as the
seemed on th
uprooting it,

$9.96 Value

53 99 Value

$2

44

99
10 x20

HUSKY BRAND

Folding Cot

Charcoal Briquets
10 lb

894

Bag

V•kle 89C

Paper Cups
100 Count 7e1.

20"
Electric Fan

94

Vaseline
A & D
Ointment
$1 49 Value

with Mattress

leenex
Family
Napkins

There was a
whole thing too.
subsided, there
damage except
limbs on the
number of leav
been stripped fr
The trees ben
pressure, and r
gusts. By taking
trees and the wa
the wind, we
samething and
punches of life a
scarred perha
and ready.

1 WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Solarcaine
Spray

994
Value

$17 95 Value

What a
yesterday D.L.
time engineer
in Murray dr.
We show him a
good converse
know of no one
Divy while
Murray. A g

$2 19-1/9919-

194 Value

$1 47

$219 Value

Cylinder
itronella Candle

Beach Towels
Assorted colors

Worthall
Thermos Bottle
- $1.$5 Value

$1 5

$199
Value

This Friday
one second to
the earth has
the clocks w
justed. It wi
average per as ours tha
anyway, bu
moment to s
one at the B
Observatorie
drops a Wall
the office an
this one
time and

Pint

Everead

MAGIC TOUCH

Ice Cube Tray

Batteries
600 Value

Thermos
Snack Jar
VIZ

874
P

Schick
Plus
Platinum

Congratn
Guild on the
LBL.

Injector 7's
$1 29 Value

Red Ca
three diffe
Lilies. Fl
orange Da

Nylon Rope
(10001b Break)

Begley's Best Buys

$2 69
Value

Kodacolor

The rain
saved a lot
this sin'
watering
got the w

%"550

Film
CX126 12
$140 Value

Two kit
sons for
call 753-

Raid
Yard Guard
$209 Value

OFF Insect
Repellent

Wet Ones

$119 Value

$1 29 Value

01ST TOWELETTE

Begley's
Calamine
Lotion

Th

530 Value

3

PENN
JA
Fair
around
warm, h
per 80s
warm.

BEGLEY'S HAS LOW DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERY DAY
0

